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ABSTRACT
SEARCHING FOR IDENTITY:
AN EXPLORATION OF NARRATIVE, BEHAVIOR, MATERIAL CULTURE. AND
CURRICULUM AS REPRESENTATIONS OF IDENTITY IN ONE ARMENIAN DAY
SCHOOL IN THE UNITED STATES
FEBRUARY 2007
YEPREM MEHRANIAN. B.F.A., RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
M.F.A, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
M.S., BANK STREET COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Patt Dodds

Utilizing the tension inherent in conceptualizations of identity as both a fixed and a
transient phenomenon, this dissertation explores perceptions of cultural identity as held by the
various members of one Armenian day school in the United States, and by the school itself. In
the process, it also considers the emerging question that arises out of its participants"
perceptions of the school" s own identities. While cultural identity is defined as a sense of
belonging to national and ethnic cultures in the context of the nation state, the question of the
school and considerations of its identities, on the other hand, raises issues within the context of
pedagogy, specifically germane to the complexities of ethnic schooling in the United States.
The dissertation's methodology is qualitative. It uses a descriptive cultural studies
strategy and an instrumental/intrinsic case study genre to discover aspects of the phenomenon it
sets out to study, cultural identity, as well as the context that bounds this phenomenon, the
school.
The findings reveal as well as imply (a) a range of‘‘identity positions""—participants
negotiating the boundaries that separate and unite the domains of their Armenianness and
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Americanness: (b) several shifting roles of enculturation and acculturation enacted by the
school, which is perceived to mediate between the family and the mainstream of American
society: (c) an array of multifarious perceptions of the school’s identities; (d) a preponderance
of hyphenated expressions of cultural identity, reflected in the identity' positions as well as in
samples of the school's literature, characterized by asymmetries of form and content: (e) an
intricate mix of conceptualizations of the school's curriculum, particularly of its Armenian
Studies component; and (f) a challenge to the traditionally perceived roles of the ethnic family
and the ethnic school as providers, respectively, of "'natural" and formal knowledge of ethnicity.
This dissertation cautions against apriori interpretations of Armenian-Americanness as a
symmetrical construct. It recommends careful consideration of the irregularities inherent in the
relationship between this construct’s form and content, as signified by the members of the
school's community, in order to design a curriculum that is appropriate both pedagogically and
culturally.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Conceptual Framework
Identities are a kind of guarantee that the world isn't falling apart quite as rapidly as it
sometimes seems to be...a still point in the turning world (Stuart Hall. 1989. p. 10)
Identity, far from the simple thing that we think it is (ourselves always in the same
place) understood properly is always a structure that is split: it always has ambivalence
within it (Stuart Hall. 1989. p. 15)
I begin this dissertation with the excerpts above, for as much as they signify an apparent
contradiction, the} also exemplify the reason for the contradiction—the simultaneously fixed
and transient aspects of identity’—and how it speaks to the inseparability of the constitutive
parts of one and the same concept. Given the historical transformations of identity, this
interlocking of identity 's fixity and transiency epitomizes the way so many national, ethnic, and
other cultural constituencies might experience their own processes of identification: one time of
one mind; another time, divided.
I think of my situation and I feel a sense of displacement. Something very important
about ni}’ topic returns me to the notion of Armenia with the same sense of presence/absence—
to borrow a term from Hall (1994, p. 398)—it has often signified in my life because I am an
Armenian born outside its borders. I was born to an Armenian family in Iran, yet the setting of
mv dissertation topic is the United States. My topic is about identity’—it sets out to consider
IDENTITIES of members of an Armenian day school in the United States—yet the Armenian
school I attended as a youngster is back in Iran.
...Though we speak, so to say 'in our name', of ourselves and from our own
experience, nevertheless who speaks, and the subject who is spoken of, are never
identical, never exactly in the same place. Identify is not as transparent or
unproblematic as we think. Perhaps instead of thinking of identity as an already
accomplished fact... we should think, instead, of identify as a 'production' which is
never complete, always in process...(Stuart Hall. 1994, p. 392).
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The unsettled aspect of identity Hall alludes to in the above pertains to both a way of
rethinking identity and a process. Identity is not simply a one time, unchanging phenomenon to
be permanently captured and essentialized. but one that has contingency and plays itself out
over time, as it manages to elude our best sense of who we think we are. given specific
combinations of spatial and temporal episodes. As to the processual dimension of identity'.
Halfs (1989) next assertion on this topic provides further illumination.
What we've learned about the structure of the way in which we identify suggests that
identification is not one thing one moment. We have now to re-conceptualize identity as
a process of identification, and that is a different matter. It is something that happens
over time, that is never absolutely stable, that is subject to the play of history and the
play of difference (p. 15)
The topic of this dissertation is the question of identity in one Armenian day school in
the United States. To pursue this topic I seek to explore the ways in which both the members of
the school's community as well as the school itself represent and/or signify’ their identities. I
accomplish this by exploring personal narratives, by reflecting upon observed behavior and
collected items of material culture, and by examining the curriculum. At a later stage in the
process of data analysis I also realized the pressing need to consider the emerging question of
the identities of the school as perceived and shared by the members of its community.1
When I use the tenn personal narratives. I have two different definitions in mind. First.
I am referring to the stories people tell that point to their processes of identification: that is the
state of ambivalence between who we are and our “other* that is represented in the interactions
that take place between identity and difference in a situation. In such a case the existence of
identity is contingent upon the affirmation of a difference, which is but an exterior to the
interior that is identity (Mouffe. 1994). Hall (1989, p. 16) describes the recognition of this
interiority, as we find ourselves in the presence of our “other", to be what constitutes the

1 For more on this question and its impact on the conceptual framework and methodology of my
dissertation see Chapter 4. p. 107. under research question #2. and Chapter 3. under Research Design, pp.
59-61

contingency of identity upon difference: identity's exterior. Radhakrishnan (1996. p. 229)
describes the same idea by differentiating between Mouffe's “interior" signified monolithically
while being hyphenated by its own exterior. By personal narratives I also mean the type of
identities or “Identity positions"2 as it specifically applies to this study that participants signify
when they tell their stories.
By curriculum. I limit myself mainly to the issues that are discussed in the Armenian
Studies classes at the school (including relevant lesson plans) and the extracurricular events the
school sponsors for its own and surrounding communities.
Behavior, like curriculum also calls into place the social interactions that involve the
members of the school's community as they participate in various curricular and extracurricular
events sponsored by the school within its own environment.
Material culture refers to the various texts and documents produced and published by
the school: yearbooks, newsletters, handbooks, and promotional brochures and leaflets.
Members of the school's community' in this study are the teachers, students, parents,
and administrators who actively participate in the daily life of the school, an Armenian day
school located on the northeastern seaboard of the United States. In this country Armenian day
schools are a ty pe of ethnic school opting to acculturate their learners into the accepted social
standards of mainstream society while maintaining a modicum of ethnic and religious awareness
(Mehranian. 2003).

2 Given the Armenian-American context of this study, identity positions suggest negotiating stances
whereupon identity and difference, signifying Armenianness and/or Americanness, qualify, negate, or
challenge one another (see Chapter 4, pp. 81, 82).

Identity as a
Social
Conception

Identity and
Difference

Contexts of
Identity

j

Figure 1: Identity

By identity, my aim is to posit a social conception of who we are. This is a relational
notion, which makes it imperative that to know ourselves as identities we are obliged to
undertake this act in relation to others (Moya, 2000). It is in the context of such social
conception of identity that I consider the concepts of cultural, ethnic, and national identity'. All
three concepts pertain to the domain of the modern nation state. National and ethnic identity are
political expressions: while national identity connotes both general membership of a nation state
and that of its dominant ethnic formations, ethnic identity- is more specific to the subservient
groups gathered under the banner of a nation state. National cultural identity is a cultural
expression and a more inclusive concept that indicates, as Hall (1992. p. 274) maintains, a sense
of belonging not only.to national and ethnic cultures, but also to racial, linguistic, and religious
ones. ' Furthermore. I posit three interrelated contexts for identity—the global, the national, and
the local—each pertaining to a particular aspect of its transformations and to the relationships
thereof.

J Throughout this dissertation, particularly as it applies to the Findings and the Discussions (Chapters 4 &
5). the term cultural identity has often been used to interchangeably connote, in addition to its own
meaning, the two concepts of national identity.
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Identity

The global context draws upon a specific sociocultural and historical period: modernity
in the West, which engenders its own modes of behavior, its institutions, and its economic
formations to conceptualize transformations of identity, from monolithic essentialism to
hyphenation to hybridity.
The national context sits in the framework of the global context. The national context
aims to view and understand the sociocultural transformations of the United States insofar as
these pertain to the concept of identity, and in ways that speak to a sense of belonging to distinct
cultural—national and ethnic—groups during the various stages of the formation of this nation
state. Specifically. I have in mind the periods in the history of the United States during which it
has hosted the mass immigration of Armenians to its towns and cities—the 1890 s to the
present.

The local context situates itself in a position of reciprocity with the national and global
ones, and in this process, as it draws on both, it focuses more sharply on the ArmenianAmerican communities that have since been established in the United States. The local context
principally considers the various transformations of the meaning of Armenian identity in the
United States: Diaspora Nation (Tololyan, 1988). Armenian-Americanness (ethnicity or ethnic
identity in the context of the nation state), and Diasporic identity (Luke & Luke. 1999). These
transformations represent the approximate parallels to the three main concepts of identity in its
global dimension: monolithic essentialist identity, hyphenated identity, and hybridity,
respectively. The local context rests its focus on the Armenian day schools in the United States
as the social and educational space that represents and reproduces a range of concepts of
identification as embodied within the larger society'. This context constitutes the primary
domain of my search for identity and its meanings as they pertain to my participants: teachers,
students, parents, and administrators of this particular Armenian day school in the United States,
which for the sake of anonymity' I will henceforth refer to as “Hyots School,’* which in
Armenian simply means Armenian school.
The research methodology I use in this dissertation is qualitative. The strategy I use
within this paradigm is that of descriptive cultural studies, which encourages reflexivity, and as
Hall (1999. pp. 99, 108, 109) asserts, emphasizes the local and espouses conjuncture of
contending discourses and histories. My genre, on the other hand, straddles the line between
intrinsic and instrumental forms of the case study approach (see Stake, 1994, 1995). As such, it
serves not only as a means to gain a more comprehensive understanding of cultural identity,
which is the instrumental aspect of the case, but also to provide an in-depth examination of
selected contexts of Hyots School, its intrinsic aspect (see Chapter 1. p. 6, par. 3).
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Global Context

National Context

Local Context

Figure 3: Transformations of Identity in its Contexts

Significance
My interest in the topic of this dissertation serves several objectives:
1.

To discern whether the narratives constructed by my participants are suggestive of one
or more of the three concepts of identity in its global context: the essentialist, the
hyphenated, and the hybrid. To learn, for example, whether these participants conceive
of themselves as subjects in a state of being (essentialist), or in a process of becoming
(hyphenated and hybrid): one who espouses a place bound identity or one to whom
identity in its transformations is locally recoded (Luke & Luke, 1999). Perhaps it is not
so much a question of either/or, in which case, could it be what my participants feel is
something closer to a state of fluctuation between more than one conception of identity?
By the same token, do my Hyots School participants perceive of themselves as

7

"simply" Armenians living in the United States; solely American: Armenian-American;
American-Armenian; or as hybrid subjects negotiating a multiplicity of identities? Do
they construct identities that have a single unitary core, fixed and unchangeable, or are
they hyphenated subjects espousing a binary sense of existence? Within the latter
construct, is it possible that my participants are agents who straddle tw o cultural
locations while persistently searching for a home to terminate the bifurcated state of
their identities (Hall, 1994)? Finally, are these participants one thing once and another
at another time, or are they all things at once and none at another?
2.

To find specific ways of framing discussions of "Armenian" identity' in the United
States. Are these identities determinably prone to assimilation, and if so, is this an act of
obeisance to the concept of national "American" identity' as essence? In this context, is
the ethnicity7 concept (of identity ) an example of an uneven relationship between an
essentialized Armenian ethnic identity7 in a position of subservience to an essentialized
American national component of a hyphenated fonn of cultural identity7, i.e., ArmenianAmericanness? If this Armenian-Americanness is indeed about two essentialisms is the
Diaspora Nation concept of identity' the main constituent of its ethnic or subservient
component? 4

3.

To use the outcome of my research to continue w7ith my educational and cultural
w7ork w ithin the Armenian communities in the United States and elsewhere.

4.

To make this outcome available to concerned members of Hyots School's community;
to other interested persons throughout Armenian day schools in the United States; to
Armenian and non-Armenian individuals: educators, researchers, scholars, and others;
as well as to various organizations that may have a commitment to the challenges facing

4 For a range of answers to these questions see Chapter 4. Selecting and/or co Combining Identities in the
United States, pp. 79-90. (under research question #1): The Literature, pp. 127-138 (under research
question #3), and Chapter 5, Identity, pp. 162-175
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Armenian day schools, or a vested interest in the topic of cultural identity in the context
of ethnic education and schooling in this country.

Statement of Research Problem
This dissertation explores the processes of identification with which various members
of an Armenian day school negotiate and signify their cultural identities in the context of the
United States. In tandem, and as a consequence of this exploration. I also examine the multiple
identities of the school, both from a cultural identity point of view—as represented by the
contents of its various published materials—and from the point of view of its roles as a locus of
inquiry and endurance of Armenian ethnic education—as perceived by the members of its
community. The dissertation aims to utilize what it discovers from these explorations to
contribute to the existing knowledge of the relationship between cultural identity, curriculum,
and ethnic schooling in the context of Armenian day schools in this country.

Statement of Puipose
The puipose of this dissertation is to learn about representations of identity in one
Armenian day school in the United States using a descriptive cultural studies strategy and an
intrinsic/instrumental case study genre. Given this context, the dissertation explores perceptions
held by the members of Hyots School's community (teachers, students, parents, and
administrators) of their own and their school's identities, as well as Hyots School's
representations of its own identity. In the instance of participants and Hyots School representing
their own identities, identity is defined as a cultural concept that connotes not only a sense of
belonging to national and ethnic cultures, but also to racial, linguistic, and religious ones, in
other words to a cultural identity . In the instance of participant perceptions of the school's
identities, identity is defined as a descriptor of the multiple roles participants ascribe to the
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school as it makes its various configurations with the Armenian family, with the mainstream of
American society, with the Armenian community that sen es as its immediate context, with its
curriculum, and with Armenia. This dissertation draws upon aspects of the Hyots School
community through narrative and observed behavior, through the school's curriculum, and
through samples of its written publications and communications. By analyzing the data obtained
through interviews, observations, and examples of printed text, this dissertation reveals the
complexities of the lived experiences of its participants and of the total ethos of the school.
Research Questions
1.

What processes of identification are narrated in the stories of identity told by various
members of an Armenian day school (Hyots School) in the United States and what
ty pes of identities or “identity positions’* do these members signify through their
stories?

2.

What perceptions of the school's identities do its members invoke?

3.

How do the school’s curriculum and published literature reflect cultural, national, and
ethnic identities?

The Sociohistorical Contexts of the Study: An Overview
The Global Context
The appearance of the self-conscious individual know n as the subject emerged in the
beginning of the sixteenth century. The process of setting that subject apart from others by
ascribing to it a fixed essence intersected with the West's domination of the world, thus creating
a specific ear in the history of the w estern w^orld. This era—modernity—and the rise of the
subject—of its identity7—signified the increasing cultural importance assumed by the concept of
the self in relation to its immediate social context, the pre-modem society7.
Along w ith these developments modernity7 questioned the centrality of God to the
universe and the hierarchy of the latter's organizational structure, maintained by religious
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dogma. This process continued through the second half of the eighteenth century, as the
Industrial Revolution and the Age of the Enlightenment, modernity's scientific, cultural, and
intellectual lightening rods, interrogated dogma, while promoting inquiry , reason, rationality ,
and reflexivity (Hall 1992)\ Reflexivity meant the act of scrutinizing social practice through the
use of consistently updated information about such practice (Giddens, 1990). Thus, it was the
"sovereign individual." an increasingly self-conscious and reflexive type of social being,
espousing a subject w ith a unitary core and an irreducible essence, the "Enlightenment subject."
that engendered the concept of an [essentialist] identity (Hall, 1992, p. 275. 281).
Modernity also transformed the relationship between peoples and territory, through
territorialization and deterritorialization. both leading to the formation of nation states.
Territorialization meant an increased subdivision of people, as land itself was being divided, or
deterritorialized (Deluze & Guattari, 1972; Giddens, 1991). Creating predetermined geopolitical
borders, territorialization. which necessarily ruptured the bond between peoples and their pre¬
nation environments, was followed by deterritorialization. These newly subdivided groups—the
deterritorialized—w ere bound together into reapportioned territories, which, in turn, facilitated
the process of the emergence and consolidation of the nation states.
Further into modernity, the late nineteenth through mid-twentieth centuries, the subject
of the sovereign individual and its identity (the Enlightenment subject) became more social, due
to rising entanglement w ith the grow ing social systems of an increasingly complex society
(Hall. 1992).

' Hall expounds upon these developments in some detail under the subheading "The Birth and death of
the Modern Subject", pp. 281-285.
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The sociological subject as it was now called, engaged in a process of internalizing the
world outside—to gain individuality—as it externalized the world inside—to gain sociality
(Hall. 1992). Accordingly, the inner core of this sociological subject was conceived as still
having a fixed essence, yet in a manner that embodied the presence of two interrelated but
separate entities: the self and the society (Hall. 1992). This transformation introduced the idea
of hyphenated (essentialist) identity.
Since the end of World War II. the unitary core of the sociological subject has begun to
experience a process Hall (1992) calls "de-centering." The combined effects of theoretical
ruptures in the discourse of modern knowledge in history, psychology, linguistics, and politics
of knowledge and power, unprecedented transformations of the social and cultural formations of
modernity (class, race, ethnicity, nationality, gender, sexuality), and the inevitable
consequences of the colonial legacy have brought forth the postmodern subject, characterized
by a fractured and hybrid identity (Hall, 1989. 1992; Lavie & Swedenburg. 1996).

The National and the Local Contexts: Identity, Armenians, and the Armenian day schools in the
United States
The Armenian Genocide of 1915 and its precursors, the massacres of the 1890s, were
mainly responsible for large numbers of Armenians fleeing the Ottoman Empire. Some of those
who escaped came to the United States, thus initiating the first wave of Armenian refugees,
exiles, and immigrants to this country. This flow lasted until the year 1924 when, with the
passage of the Johnson-Reed Immigration Act (Fredrickson & Knoble. 1980), it was interrupted
and sharply curtailed. In the process of departing for the West and the United States, these
throngs of mostly destitute Armenians also settled in the countries that were located in the
immediate vicinity of their Armenian homeland. The Armenian membership of these primarily
Middle Eastern settlements later formed an important part of the second massive wave of
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Armenian immigrants to the United States, as this became possible with the passage ot another
major act of legislation, the 1965 Hart-Cellar Immigration Act (Glazer & Udea. 1980), which in
effect had liberalized the prohibitive policies of its forerunner. The other part of this wave of
immigration formed later, when the Armenians of Iran (in the 1980 s)—whose Diaspora history
in that country predates the Armenian Genocide by centuries—and the Armenians from the
Republic of Armenia (in the 1990 s) began to flee their respective communities due to issues of
political instability and civil war. revolution, economic hardship, and social insecurity.
The dominant social climate that the first wave of Armenians encountered when they
arrived in the United States during the period of 1890-1924 was one of nation building,
nationalism, and the emergence of the concept of an essentialist American national identity
(Olneck & Lazerson. 1980). This new "Americanization'', was the expected norm,
accomplished either through melting or fusing into an indistinguishable likeness of the
archetypical " American,’’ or by subsuming oneself under the tenets of Anglo Conformity. These
two ideologies of assimilation, the Melting Pot and the Anglo-Conformist theories, assumed an
essentialist view of identity. In the first case it was an ostensibly American essence, conceived
in the image of Western European (to the exclusion of others) ethnonational groups in the
United States, and in the second case, a distinctly Anglo-Saxon likeness based primarily on
English cultural precepts. Together these ideologies signified the concept of American national
identity'(Hand 1 in, 1959).

By the time members of the second wave of Armenian immigrants were reaching the shores of

the United States, during the 1960 s and beyond, this nation's social climate was in turmoil. Challenges
to Americanization via assimilation, as well as to its essentialist concepts of identity, were on the rise,
and the nation state, due to a new phase in its formation, new globalization6, was under pressure. In the

New globalization, according to Hall (1997). is a more recent phase of globalization. This phase, as it
follows up on old globalization, which ushered in the initial stages of the nation state's formation, tends
to integrate nation states while also causing them to destabilize.
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meantime, the movements that were defining the nature and scope of these challenges were gathering
momentum. The Ethnic Revival Movement, for instance, particularly through its liberalist tendency
(cultural pluralism), was arguing against melting and fusing and speaking in favor of a culturally
pluralistic concept of an American national identity, one that would create a mosaic of the full gamut of
the diversity of ethnonational heritages present in the United States.
On a more local level, transformations of the concept and question of identity w ithin the
Armenian-American communities of the United States were occurring, as these communities,
due to the influx of the first and second immigration waves of the earlier and latter parts of the
twentieth century', came into their own. The limits of the context of this discussion are framed
by two conceptions of the meaning of Diaspora and three concepts of identity': the first, by
illustrating ways of understanding the experiences of a people who find themselves beyond
reach of the place or the idea they perceive as home: the second, by ways of self-identification
that can be appropriated to speak to ostensible meanings of Armenianness in the Diaspora.
Of the first category, the concept of'‘Old Diaspora'" speaks to the notions of
deracination. dispersion, and dislocation from a mythic or existing homeland, the desire to
return to which is held as an ideal by the communities that lay claim to it (Hall, 1994; Sum',
1993). In this conception, the yearned-for moment of return, if and when it arrives, is seen as
synonymous with the act of reclaiming and repossessing the essence of the forsaken homeland
as reflected in its myth, unscathed by the passage of time and the play of history. The
essentialism implied by such construction of Diaspora considers history to be a teleological
process of uninterrupted continua. The concept of "Transnational Diaspora,"* on the other hand,
is not about a fixed idea definable by the penultimate moment of return, but rather about a state
of flux that speaks to an historical experience characterized by both continuity and rupture, by
essence and difference, by hybridity (Hall. 1994). This is a conception of being separated and
reunited by and across borders, familiar and unknown (Tololyan, 1991) and about being
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"reconstituted” in these continuous acts of border crossing (Luke & Luke. 1999) in a manner
that forecloses the relevance of the moment of return to a permanent essence.
Of the second category, both the "Diaspora Nation" (essentialist) and ethnicity
(hyphenated) concepts of identity, specific as they are to the Armenian communities of the
Middle East and the West (Tololyan, 1989). illustrate forms of national and ethnic belonging.
The third, the Diasporic (hybrid) concept of identity (Hall

1994, Luke & Luke 1999)

exemplifies a more global dimension for group participation and self-identification.
The roots of the Diaspora Nation concept of identity, the oldest of the three, can be
traced to the centuries-long relationship between the Armenians and their Moslem conquerors,
the Arab and Ottoman Empires respectively, under whose domination the customary way of
identification for non-Moslem minority communities, rather than by political representation,
was by religious confession (Zekiyan, 1997). Given this context, when in the year 1461, the
Ottoman rulers of Western Armenia designated the title '‘Ermeni Millet” (Turkish for Armenian
people) to define the religious minority status of their Armenian subjects, it fell upon the
Armenian Apostolic Church to assume the dual roles of religious as well as secular leadership
for Armenians. Hence, it was this idea of the Millet, an exilic and exclusionary state of
existence in one's own homeland (Adamian, 1955), that which became the prototype for the
concepts of Diaspora Nation [Armenian Nation in Diaspora (Tololyan. 1989)] and Diaspora
Nation identity.
Later, in the wake of the Genocide of 1915. as the Armenians found themselves
expelled beyond the borders of their homeland, and as the Diaspora Nation concept of identity
began to emerge, it was primarily the sacral notion of nationhood, a religious version of
ethnicity, rather than the secular one of statehood that this new concept of identity connoted. As
these Armenians remained in dispersion, proscribed not only from living in their homeland but
also from the experience of having their own nation state—one which the Armenians had
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coveted - so also remained the significance of ecclesiastical thought in relation to the concept of
being an Armenian in Diaspora.
The ethnicity concept of identity, a legacy of cultural pluralism, is a hyphenated
concept of identity in which a national essence and a sub-national one (the American and the
Armenian, for instance) configure the two separate but connected entities of a single whole
(Hall. 1992). According to Hall (1997) and Lavie (1996). in this identity, the national
(essentialist) component in its dominant role over the ethnic component proscribes the w hole of
the hyphenation from rupture into hybrid forms (hybridity) by continuously redefining this
whole and the relationship between its two components in hyphenated or binary terms.
Finally. Diasporic identity' is about hybridity, not, in fact, about essentialist identities in
exile, the concept of Diaspora Nation, nor about hyphenated identities in the pluralist West, the
ethnicity concept of identity. This is hybridity7 in its tendency to embody a multiplicity of
articulations of difference: difference within difference (Luke & Luke, 1999). as distinguished
from hyphenated identity where difference conceived as essence is articulated against identity
conceived as essence. The historical roots of the Diasporic concept of identity' return to the time
when the direct bond between identity' and land began to dissolve. This history predates the full
emergence of the modern nation states not all of wTiose citizens claim an affinity7 with the
specific political borders to which they are bound. This is a predicament that involves the
process of deterritorialization: the partitioning and repartitioning of land, side by side w ith
attempts to relocate local and regional populations in order to create these nation states.
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CHAPTER 2
A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
This chapter consists of sections and subsections of literature that have both direct and
indirect significance to the concepts and issues I raise in chapters 1 and 5. The sections in order
of appearance are: 1) Ethnicity, Identity, cmd the United States as Nation State. 2) Ethnic
Schools in the United States, 3) The Maintenance of Ethnic Language and Culture and Ethnic
Day Schools in the United States, 4) A Sociohistorical Overview of the Emergence of Armenian
Day Schools in the United States, and. 5) Scholarly Literature on Armenian Day Schools in the
United Stats.
Section 1. This section surveys a range of prominent theories on the nature of ethnicity and
ethnic survival. It also includes reflections on such concepts as ethnic kinship,
Americanization, assimilation, types and forms of ethnic identity', such as
hyphenated identity, and globalization.
Section 2. This section traces the emergence of ethnic education and schooling in the United
States, provides a set of definitions for the multiple meanings of ethnic schools in
the American context, and delineates various categories and models of these
schools: the parochial and non-parochial schools, the integrationist and separatist
schools, and the weekday afternoon, the weekend, and all day schools.
Section 3.

This section introduces contending perspectives on the struggle to preserv e
ethnicity and ethnic identity, both within the societal context as well as in the local
domain of the ethnic schools that have been founded nationwide to achieve the
same purpose. This section also provides a brief summary of Fishman's concepts of
‘'minority [ethnic] language home-and-communityy’ “effective areas of
compartmentalized behavior,’* and “minority- ethnolinguistic continuity’' as key
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conceptual components of effective ethnic language maintenance in such contexts
as the ethnic family and the ethnic school.
Section 4. This section provides a brief overview of the sociohistorical factors, both internal
and external, that facilitated the initial stages of the emergence of Armenian day
schools in the United States. In the course of this process it highlights the
sociocultural similarities and differences between the two distinct groups of
Armenians that have played key roles in the work of establishing these schools.
Section 5. This section briefly introduces the topics and foci of several dissertations that have
direct relevance to the topics of Armenian day schools and Armenian education
and culture as they pertain to the United States and elsewhere.
Ethnicity. Identity, and the United States as Nation State
...There are no readily agreed on criteria or standards against which to judge the
adequacy or ‘superiority’ of one theory'’s truth as against the truth of the others.
Nor...are there likely to be such standards, insofar as what counts as the 'truth' or
‘reality’ depends centrally on how theories claim to discover to know the truth.. .and
conceive the very reality they seek to know...(Thompson. 1989. p. 175)
This section presents a range of theories of ethnicity, grouped under four separate
rubrics. The rubrics, by order of appearance, are the sociobiological, the primordialist. the
assimilationist. and the post-Marxist theories of ethnicity. The sequence of the presentation and
discussion of the theories does not reflect a precise chronological or preferential order. The
emphasis on some of the theories over the others, on the other hand, is preferential. I present the
assimilationist theories more extensively than the others due to their role in shaping the lore of
America and the American dream in the eyes of the immigrants, among them the Armenians
whose broader masses began to arrive in the United States at the turn of the twentieth century.
The postmodernist theories, grouped under the post-Marxists, are important because of the role
they assume in interpreting the predicament faced by ethnicity during the present epoch of
postindustrial globalization in the United States and elsewhere. Finally, as stated by Thompson
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(1989). no one view of any phenomenon can claim to have the final word on its truth, since the
ways in which this truth is reached and consequently, the various manners of its construction,
are as dissimilar as the innumerable versions of the truth itself.
The inconsistent development of human society from a primordial and agrarian stage to
a rational and industrial stage provides a continuum on which theoretical discussions on
ethnicity evolve. Thompson (1989. p. 49) uses the concepts of “Gemeinschaft (‘primary
community': agricultural)" and “Gesellschaft (associational or 'secondary' community':
scientific/industrial)" to differentiate the two stages. His concepts underline important
differences between these stages, mainly the role ascribed by each to the notions of community',
consciousness, and self-identity7:
...in kin-based societies [Gemeinschaftj. self development was unproblematic.... one's
identity was fastened to a set of predetermined or ascribed group identities... the modem
refrain ‘Who am I?’ was seldom heard in [these] societies, (p.50)
And,
With the advent of...‘‘mass society''; the individual and social security' embedded in
small-scale...communities was swept away.... in... [Gesellschaft] a person's
identity ...stemmed as much from his (and his group's) position in the new state order as
from his membership in a...“home" community', (p. 50)
Two of the theories, the sociobiological and the primordialist, although chronologically
more recent, espouse a return to the past, to the days of the ethny, a notion Van der Berghe
(1981) defines as a group of people who share a common ancestry characterized by endogamy
and territoriality . The act of return in this case is predicated upon the legitimacy of genetic
factors and blood ties. The chronologically older theory, that of the assimilationist, crosses the
threshold the other way. into a time when the notion of ethnicity replaced that of ethny, when
the development of human society increasingly favored industrialization and modernization.
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The next group of theories, the Marxist and post-Marxist theories of ethnicity, in pail
evolved as a critical response to the assimilationist. primordialist. and sociobiological
derivatives.
Gemeinschaft

Gesellschaft

Primordial
Communal ism:
Unselfconscious Ethny■;
Pre-State Society

Civic Society;
Self-conscious Ethnicity:
The State (The Nation State)

Sociobiological Theories of Ethnicity’

Figure 5: Two views of the sociobiological theory of ethnicity

There are two distinct approaches in this group of theories. One approach focuses
strictly on a rigorous study of evolutionan' biology as it applies to nonhuman animal life. The
other, known as pop sociobiology, uses the properties, precepts, and discoveries of the first
approach to justify human nature and behavior. There are numerous versions of pop
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sociobiologv. each with its own position on the relationship between genetics and human
behavior (Kitchen 1985).
Van den Berghe is the principal proponent of a version that brings together the
genetically predisposed processes of kin selection and reciprocity on the one hand, and the
changes imposed on these processes by culture and the environment on the other, to explain the
ethnic and racial aspects of human behavior. Van den Berghe’s theory has two central premises:
kin selection, to ensure inclusive fitness—the maximization of kin over non-kin organisms—
and reciprocity in selection, a process that applies [when mutually beneficial] to both kin and
non-kin organisms and genes (Thompson. 1989).
In the struggle to obtain scarce resources, human behavior may be considered a special
instance of animal behavior, thus subject to the same evolutionary processes of fitness and
successful reproduction. Van den Berghe's (1981) hypothesis allows him to integrate the
biological and social sciences and to speak to the ethnic phenomenon accordingly:
Ethnic (and racial) sentiments often seem irrational because they have an underlying
driving force of their own. which is the ultimately blunt, purposeless natural selection
of genes that are reproductively successful. Genes favoring a nepotistic [kinship
selection] behavior have a selective advantage. It does not matter whether their carrying
organisms are aware of being nepotistic or even that they consciously know their
relatives. Organisms must only behave as if they /r//<?vr[emphasis author's]. It happens
that, in humans, they often know in a conscious way. (p. 35)
Yet. the human ability for self-conscious acts plays a decisive role for Van den Berghe
(1981) and his discussion of the trilateral interaction among evolution, environment, and
culture: a relationship in which genes, environmental pressures, and cultural limits (exclusive to
humans) engage in a dialectic of mutual regulation.
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Primordialist Theories of Ethnicity

Figure 6: Two views of the primordialist theory of ethnicity

Primordialists, according to Van den Berghe (1981), conceive of ethnicity as a fixed
phenomenon ineluctably binding members of an ethnic group to one another. As in
sociobiological theories of ethnicity, two distinct approaches or views delimit the varieties of
the primordialist theories. Both views, the naturalist and the sociohistorical. emphasize a
“common" past—a memory of ties forged in blood, in the history of a people (Thompson,
1989). The people deserve this past and its assumedly unadulterated values because of the
virtues and glories of its accomplishments. Lastly, the key to the understanding of this past is
the assumption of the uninterrupted process that links it to the present: a bi-directional process
that avails the members of an ethnic group of the common source of their heritage and of a
blueprint of future actions concurrently.
What sets the two views apart centers on the question of the unity among the members
of an ethnic group as a function of the common bondage among them. While the naturalist view
relies on a genetically determined rationale for this unity, the sociohistorical view emphasizes
the dialectical interplay between a shared history of assumed kinship and the demands placed
upon such ties by the more recent requirements of sustaining statehood (Thompson. 1989).
Further exploration of the separation between the two views is achieved by focusing on the
ideas of two prominent proponents of primordial ethnicity.
Representing the naturalist view, Isaacs (1975) espouses the notion of basic group
identity' as the crucial measure of ethnic belonging and affinity. In this formulation, basic group

identity, as distinguished from secondary identities—those that individuals acquire during a
lifetime—is a function of birthright. It is what binds an individual to a group by virtue of the
family, the time, and the place of his/her birth. Basic group identity incorporates a sense of
empathy for the body and the territory of individuals in a group, and a sense of geography and
ty pography as shapers of their language, religious persuasion, and cultural outlook.
Representing the sociohistorical view, Geertz (1973) focuses on the tensions that
besiege the notion of self cast as ethnic identity while societies transition from their pre-state to
state formations. It is during Gemeinschaft that an unreflective sense of self remains subservient
to the collective norms of the ethnic group (the ethny), then within Gesellschaft that a new sense
of self representing the assertive individual emerges by separating itself from its precursor. The
need to be recognized as somebody, in turn, adds a kind of tension into the demands of
citizenship, of becoming the subject of a nation state—a type of membership that
simultaneously empowers and limits. In other words, to be the beneficiary of increased political
rights, economic incentives, and social gains, the entitled citizen must accept the norms and
standards of behavior expected of a legitimate subject of the state.
In summation, set against a backdrop of passage from agrarian to civic society, the
naturalist and sociohistorical views of the primordialist theories of ethnicity differ in two ways:
(a) ethnicity is naturally primordial as long as its practice is unconscious. Conversely,
once the practice turns self-conscious it heralds the arrival of sociohistorical ethnicity’.
(b) as much as naturalist ethnicity searches to locate and define a quintessential core for
a sense of human belonging and identity (Isaacs, 1975), sociohistorical ethnicity' focuses on the
dialectic between the historical transformations of the ethnic self and the state (Geertz, 1973).

The Assimilationist Theories of Ethnicity

Figure 7: Four views of the assimilationist theories of ethnic ity

If the rise of self-conscious ethnicity, as separate from kin based ties, signified the
transition from agricultural to industrial society7, from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft. then the
march of modernity7 toward unprecedented progress during this time of transition came to mean
the gradual disappearance of ethnicity itself. Assimilation and its symbol, the idea of the
melting pot. were to be the catalytic forces in this process.
Assimilationist theories of ethnicity7 comprise a wide range of views. Within the
relevant literature. Park's cycle of race relations (the push and pull theory), the melting pot
view, the Anglo-Conformist view, and the cultural pluralist view are four of the most
prominent. Insofar as these views are rooted in relationships of power, they represent moments
and periods in the ethnic, racial, economic, and gender/sexual history7 of the United States:
significant episodes during which contending constituencies struggled to either gain power or
shrug off domination.
Of the four views, the melting pot view of assimilation is the oldest. Rooted in the
earlier part of the eighteenth century it remained the premier theory of assimilation and
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Americanization until well over a century later when the Anglo-Conformist and the cultural
pluralist views began to gather momentum. During the late nineteenth century, working from
opposing directions, the contending forces challenged the melting pot view, the AngloConformists on the leniency of its definition of the American national character, and the cultural
pluralists on the failure of its description to provide a true measure of the ethnic and racial
diversity' present in the country. When the twentieth century opened, the three views of
assimilationist theory w ere in stiff competition to determine the place of assimilation in
American society and to define the meaning of Americanization (Handlin. 1959).
Park's Race Relations Cvcle (The Push & Pull Theory)
Assimilation is a process of interpenetration and fusion in which persons and groups
acquire the memories, sentiments, and attitudes of other persons or groups, and byr
sharing their experience and history', are incorporated with them in a common cultural
life. (Park, 1921. p. 735)
According to this early twentieth century' American sociologist, assimilation was only
one step in a complex process that started with contact, mainly through immigration, moved to
accommodation or adjustment, and culminated in amalgamation, the mixing of the races and
ethnic groups involved in the social interaction.
The cycle of race relations, therefore, consists of four sequential and irreversible stages.
The first stage is about contact. Groups interact and assimilation evolves. The second stage,
accommodation, is about adjustment: the provision of a secure social arena in which the
members of the various racial and ethnic interlocutors can coexist. Accommodation is a
relatively rapid development and it is ensured when these interlocutors establish formal w ork
ty pe relationships— secondary contacts. The third stage is assimilation: a more deliberative,
gradual, and accumulative phenomenon: an experience of give and take; an act of melding
betw een the given interlocutors: interaction during which the two sides benefit from each
others' differences and begin to look alike. Assimilation is usually ensured through bonds of
matrimony—primary contacts—acts that expedite the pace of its occurrence. The final stage.
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amalgamation, the deepening of the assimilatory process, is not necessarily guaranteed by the
mere presence of assimilation (Park. 1921).
Since the race relations cycle typifies the contradictory aspects of the lives of first
generation United States-born Americans, that is their struggles to reconcile between their ow n
American values and those of their immigrant parents, it is also called the push and pull theory
of immigration or ethnicity. The notions of push and pull speak to what Steinberg (1981)
describes as "...the experience of living in two worlds and not fully belonging to either” (p. 52)
Park's race relations cycle introduces such key concepts as accommodation and amalgamation
to the assimilationist discourse, later picked up by others such as the advocates of the melting
pot view.

Figure 8: The Four Stages of Park's Race Relations Cycle

The Melting Pot View7
There she lies, the great Melting Pot—listen! Can't you hear the roaring and the
bubbling? There gaps her mouth—the harbour where a thousand mammoth feeders
come from the ends of the world to pour in their human freight.... how the great
Alchemist melts and fuses them w ith his purging flame! Here shall they all unite to
build the Republic of Man and the Kingdom of God. (Zangwill as quoted in Handlin,
1959, p. 150)
The w'ords above speak of the unit}- between people and the binding of the concepts of
man and God. both placed in a crucible called America. Races melt and are reborn. Sacrificing
their old traditions, they chip in to create the new creature, the American. The disappearance of
the cultural saliency of each group that came to the shores of this new land and its replacement
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with the outlines of the new character, presumably a confluence of all the groups involved,
symbolized the meaning of Americanization as espoused by the melting pot view. To make such
transformation possible, however, the immigrants had to assimilate to a point of
indistinguishable likeness: Their similarities had to become large enough and their differences
small enough to make them act. sound, and feel alike.
The melting pot view aspired to fuse the totality of the European ethnic stock,
biologically and culturally, in order to forge a new breed of people for a new land in the
politically fresh space of a new nation. To achieve this goal, the advocates of such
indiscriminate blending planned to draw on the powers of the American differential, which they
saw as an alternative to the English-led European model (Gordon, 1961).
Nevertheless, despite the tremendous contributions to the development of this society
by scores of ethnically, racially, and religiously diverse peoples, the grip of the AngloAmerican stewardship on American culture, in general, and on the melting pot view, in
particular, remains. This is so because setting cultural patterns acts more pervasively to exert
control on a society than do other forms of contributions to its progress (Gordon, 1978).
Gordon's (1961,1978) writing on assimilation and the nature of American society
treads a fine line between the concerns of the proponents of the melting pot view and of the
theorists of the cultural pluralist view. Assimilation, according to Gordon (1978). evolves in
seven distinct stages: cultural, structural, material, identificational, attitude receptional, behavior
receptional, and civic. A grasp of the first two stages of assimilation, especially the relationship
between them, sen es as a bridge that leads to the notions of cultural and structural pluralism,
concepts with w hich to apprehend the larger ethnic and racial aspects of the organization of
American society.
The first stage of assimilation, cultural assimilation, is the experience most ethnic
groups or individuals sustain. Cultural assimilation, also referred to as acculturation, [parallel to
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Park's idea of secondary contact], evolves due to secondary type relationships. Acculturation is
a reciprocal process that allows [evoking Park's notion of accommodation] the host society and
its ethnic immigrants to absorb, in unequal proportions [with more modifications on the part of
the immigrants], each other's cultural behaviors. It is in the nature of cultural assimilation, as it
excludes the other stages of the assimilatory process, to continue indefinitely in a society
(Gordon, 1961& 1978).
The second stage of assimilation, structural assimilation, induced by relationships of
primary type [on a par with Park's idea of primary contact] such as marriage demands a greater
penetration by the immigrants of the innards of the host society to take hold. Such access results
when those on the periphery7—whether due to being newcomers or to poverty—are allowed into
the '‘...social cliques, organizations, institutional activities, and the general civic life of the
receiving society" (Gordon. 1961, p. 279); in other words, when the marginalized are able to
join the mainstream.
It is with the application of the concepts of cultural and structural assimilation to
apprehend the larger ethnic and racial aspects of the organization of American society that
Gordon's ideas broach the domain of the cultural pluralist view of assimilation.
What is the relationship between Gordon's structural pluralism and the cultural pluralist
view of assimilation? Massive cultural assimilation, occurring more rapidly than structural
assimilation, makes of the United States a structurally [as in ethnic organizations and networks],
but not culturally [as in cultural practice], pluralistic society . In other words, as deprived of their
cultural singularity as many of the ethnic groups in the United States may be. often their
structural autonomy as social entities remains intact and unassimilated, argues Steinberg (1981)
on behalf of Gordon.
The United States is not a society, then, where ethnic and racial groups assimilate on
the basis of culturally pluralist practice. Its pluralism applies instead to the manner in which the
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diverse constituencies of its assimilated and homogenized ethnic and racial groups maintain
their structural [as different from the way Gordon uses this word in discussing his stages of
assimilation] integrity as social units within the society. In fact, it is with an increase in
structural assimilation—greater ethnic and racial participation in the mainstream—that a
culturally pluralist America is possible.

Massive Cultural Assimilation
Distinct Organizations and Networks

Cultural Distinctness
Coexistence through Pluralism

Figure 9: Gordon's discussion of structural and cultural pluralism

The Anglo-Conformist View
The American was basically Anglo-Saxon, an offspring of the English people, and it
was the obligation of many new arrivals to conform to the patterns of life and
institutions that already existed here. They were to be assimilated within the national
character already formed and already fixed. If they could not meet that demand, they
were unfit for admission to the New World. (Handlin, 1959, p. 147)
The conception of the Anglo-Conformist view began as a consequence of the
conveyance of sociopolitical and cultural values from Europe to America. The initial waves of
European settlers to this country carried and enacted these values, embedded as they were in the
politics of Anglo-Saxon dominance and hegemony. In time, the encounter between the settlers
and the new terrain affected the imported value system. The emerging new values insisted on
the prominence of the English tradition to create a model for the American national character.
The Anglo-Conformist view melded this English dominated model with the newly rising
theories of the late nineteenth century American social Darwinism to establish an outlook that
placed the Anglo-American at the pinnacle of a genetically determined ethnic and racial
hierarchy.
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The historical Anglo-Conformist demand on strict adherence to the requirements of its
Anglo-Saxon—inspired American national character rested on three primary conditions,
according to Gordon (1961). The first was the desirability of having modified forms of English
institutions to mold the social life of the republic. The second was the solidification of the status
of English as the lingua franca of the land. And the third was the institutionalization of English
sociocultural values and norms as the expected way of life in the country.
The American National Character

Figure 10: Societal requirements of the American national character according to the AngloConformist view

The Cultural Pluralist View
In contrast to the melting pot and the Anglo-Conformist views of assimilationist theory,
from the onset, the cultural pluralist view defended the preservation of diverse cultural practices
inherent to the United States. This w ould harmonize the diversity, allow ing each of its elements
to remain distinct in its identity and help bring about a healthy social order (Handlin. 1959).
Cultural pluralism w as to right the wrongs committed by the views that prescribed a
single recipe for the national American model: it w as to transcend monolithic notions of
Americanism by supporting multiple approaches to achieve the same goal. To Novak (1996),
w ho perceived the ideology of the melting pot as nothing more than the rapid and hierarchical
assimilation of all w hite ethnic Americans into Anglo American cultural patterns, cultural
pluralism was the answ er. It w as to create a common culture of diversity remarkably sensitive to
the induction of each new element into its midst.
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A future United States, a democratic republic encompassing a multiplicity of national
groups, each with the right to its own language and culture, cooperating voluntarily as part of a
unified political and economic federation, with English as its common language, is how Kallen
(1924) described his vision of America. In the same writing, this principal proponent of cultural
assimilation railed against cultural monolithism as a solution to nation building, promoting
instead a coexistence of nationalities through pluralism:
What do Americans will [emphasis author's] to make of the United States—a unison.
singing the old British theme "America,” the America of the New England School?
Or a harmony, in which that theme shall be dominant, perhaps among others,
but one among many, not the only one. (p. 118)
Decades later, taking their own stance against the melting pot view, Glazer and
Moynihan (1963 ) disagreed that the traditionally fragmented nature according to which a
heterogeneous American society organized itself was a temporary phenomenon, destined to
disappear with sustained assimilation. Defending pluralism, the authors insisted that a central
inclination in the American ethos, congenital to the structural aspects of the nation, was the real
cause behind the continuous failure of a smooth merger among its diverse constituencies.
During its more recent resurgence, the cultural pluralist view, through such social
phenomena as the Ethnic Revival Movement, enabled the descendants of non-Anglo Saxon
immigrants to challenge monolithic views of assimilation. Affirming the validity of their
cultural heritage the Ethnic Revival Movement not only moved these third generation ethnic
Americans from the margin to the center of the historical stage, but also contributed qualities of
humanization and stabilization to the realms of individual and collective existence (Fishman,
1985).
Finally, the example of Novak and Steinberg opposing each other on the nature and
future of ethnicity, pluralism, and the Ethnic Revival Movement presents an instructive case of
the history and culture of assimilation in the United States.
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Novak (1996). in what seems to be a moment of celebration, depicts the arrival of
cultural pluralism as the timely awakening of ’\..a creature of multicultural beauty... a higher
and richer form of life.... fashioned in the painful darkness of the melting pot..." (p. 359).
However, was this painful darkness of the melting pot a favorable environment for the gestation
of the pluralist society acclaimed by Novak? To Steinberg (1981). who assesses the immigrants'
sense of identity as significantly undermined by the combined effects of displacement and
deracination. the answer is no. His prophecy of the demise of ethnicity, as annunciated by the
Ethnic Revival Movement, provides a stark contrast to Novak's symbolism of hope for the
revival of a multiethnic polity in American life:
...the ethnic revival was a "dying gasp" on the part of the ethnic groups descended from
the great waves of immigration of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.[it]
w as symptomatic of the atrophy of ethnic cultures and decline of ethnic communities.
(p.51)
Post-Marxist Theories of Ethnicity
Under this rubric I present the view s of post-Marxist theorists on ethnicity and
assimilation. Marxists themselves, of course, represent a range of views from orthodox to neoMarxist. When I refer to the post-Marxists. I am referring to those theorists, including the
postmodernists, who. regardless of the positions they assume towards Marx, continue to
construct their arguments in response to his views.
What distinguishes post-Marxist thinking on ethnicity from socio-biological.
primordialist. and assimilationist theories on the subject is the critical role of class and class
divisions in affecting relationships of power. To those influenced by Marxist ideology it is not
common genetic factors, or shared instances of kinship, blood ties, historic sentiments, and
cultural patterns that ensure ethnicity 's survival. It is the structural contradictions of capitalism
as determined by functions of the market economy, social classes, and political states
(Thompson, 1989: Wallerstein. 1979).

Figure 11: Marxist and Post-Marxist theorists
The Post-Marxists
Wallerstein
Wallerstein* s '‘world-system theory5' is a way to understand capitalism as a
socioeconmic system of production. The world-system theory maintains that the world is ruled
by one universally dominant capitalist market, one world-economy, with capitalism as its sole
mode of production. In other words, the contemporary world is not simply dominated by
capitalism; it is in essence capitalistic. The world-system theory divides the world-economy into
three interrelated spheres—the core, the semi-periphery, and the periphery—with the capitalist
classes vying, through their state apparatuses, to dominate the core. Finally, the world-system
theory' espouses a particular view on race and ethnicity, one in which both are cast as forms of
social stratification, of class inequality (Thompson, 1989).
Within this world-economy Wallerstein (1991) depicts the relationship between
ethnicity, race, nation, and class in several layers:
First, ethnicity (ethnic groups) is a social category, a construct within the broader
category of peoplehood, which also includes the constructs of race and nation. More
specifically , within peoplehood. race is a genetic category : nation is a sociopolitical category ;
and ethnic groups are a cultural category: that is. a description of social communities. Indirectly
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related to peoplehood. class, on the other hand, is an analytic category used to make statements
about the contradictions of the system.
Second, the three peoplehood constructs are connected to the three basic structural
features of capitalism as a world system. Ethnic groups relates to household structures,
institutions that under-employ laborers to increase capital accumulation: race relates to
international division of labor, the class-based distribution of various occupations throughout
the workforce: nation relates to "political superstructure." the "interstate system" of the
capitalist world-economy.
Third, to Wallerstein (1991) peoplehood constructs are inventions that define a sense of
the past. Two kinds of pasts articulate ethnicity as an invented construct: 'Teal past" and “social
past." The notion of real past connotes a sense of the constant—w hat is in the past and cannot
be changed. The notion of the social past is suggestive of our changing interpretations of the
real past, to accommodate the realities of our contemporary situations. Through the suppleness
of the social past, ethnicity provides changing descriptions of the real past: of the life of the
social communities and of the ethnic groups.
Lastly, Wallerstein (1991) speaks of ethnicity, this tenacious and malleable form of
social stratification, as a fruit of capitalism, centrally important to the system, as well as to the
process of its imminent transformation:
Would it not make sense to try to understand peoplehood [ethnicity] for what it is - in
no sense a primordial social reality, but a complex, clay-like historical product of the
capitalist economy through which the antagonistic forces struggle with each other. We
can never do away with peoplehood in this system nor relegate it to a minor role.... We
[do] need to analyse more closely ...the possible directions in
which...peoplehood...will push us. at the system's bifurcation point,
towards... alternative outcomes in the uncertain process of the transition from our
present historical system to the one or ones that will replace it. (p. 85)
The Postmodernists
In a broad sense, just as modernism questioned certain aspects of modernity,
postmodernism presents challenges to aspects of both modernity and modernism.
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Postmodernism is an attempt to look beyond the promises of the modern age as espoused by
modernity, promises about a great future for humanity, achievable mainly through the ideas and
ideals of the western world. With the philosophical premises that fueled the engine driving the
modern age in crisis, with rationalism and positivism showing signs of fallibility, postmodernist
theorists take on many of the quintessential and unanswered questions of the western world
during its transition to the postindustrial age. The main reason for the inclusion of each theorist
under this rubric is due to his/her critical appraisal of modernity and its promises, as w ell as of
the modernist project.
Hall
Through the reconstruction of imaginary, knowable places in the face of the global post
modem, globalized forces have, as it were, destroyed the identities of specific places,
absorbed them into a post modem flux of diversity. So one understands the moment
when people reach for those groundings, and that reach is what I call ethnicity. (Hall,
1997, p. 184)
The clash between the local and the global is a direct consequence of globalization.
HalTs (1997) specific places are local entities that exist in a state of tension with the global
features of the postmodern world as the latter spread. Ethnicity as a local form of resistance
impedes the global incursion to homogenize. Homogenizing difference, as it previously applied
to the discourse of assimilation, also applies to globalization. If assimilation w'ere. and is, the
way to homogenize difference within the boundaries of the modern nation state, globalization is
in turn the kind of assimilation that transcends these boundaries. If the expectations of the
immigrants to discard their old ways and adapt to those of the new culture in the United States
w ere rooted in relationships of pow er, so is the invitation to globalize.
The temporal concurrence between assimilation and globalization as processes is not
new. What is new about the historical relationship between the two is a shift in the directionality
of their mutual influences. In the past, it was assimilation, w orking from within, that extended
the sphere of its pow er to reach the boundaries of the nation state. Now, it is globalization that

spreads itself out beyond the limits set by assimilation, as it works its way back into the national
terrain, re-carving territories once considered the sole domain of the nation state.
Hall (1997) distinguishes between two periods or epochs of globalization in modern
world history: old globalization and new globalization. At one point the two met. one grew into
the other, and along with factors of homogenization and domination that were common to both,
also shared significant markers to set them apart. The nature of the state, the conditions of the
market, and cultural issues affecting identity and ethnic identity were but a few' of these
markers.
The old globalization, led by the British Empire, advanced its cause relying on the force
of industrialization, the political ideas of the nation state, and the precepts and practices of the
national cultural identity, according to Hall (1997). In its more mature stage, old globalization
drew sustenance from the organizational ideas of the corporate structure. This was the point of
transformation, the threshold that ushered in the rise of a new web. that of new globalization,
beginning to replace the old.
The new' order had the United States at the helm, continues Hall (1997). It rose to
prominence with the w eakening of the nation state, w'hich elicited tw'o kinds of responses, one
that w ent above the nation state, the global response, and another that went below' it, the local
response. “Global and local are the two faces of the same movement from one epoch of
globalization, the one that has been dominated by the nation state...to something new" (Hall.
1997, p.178).
The transition from the old to the new' globalization, while marking the passage from a
monolithic economic and industrial corporate global order to new forms of global
socioeconomic organization, introduced transmutations into the new order itself. Some of the
salient features of the more recent changes, of this “decentering" as Hall (1997) refers to the
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process, are flexible strategies of capital accumulation, segmented markets, and post-Fordist
styles of organization.
To reiterate, the major differences that separate old and new globalization are several.
First, old globalization established and maintained the boundaries of the nation state. It also
expanded the market to reach the limits of these boundaries and beyond. With new
globalization, this reach extends so far as to include points of return to locations in the
‘'national" territory. This is an act that simultaneously sequesters and reintegrates what used to
be more clearly defined zones throughout the world. Second, old globalization homogenized
cultural diversity, through assimilation and through the creation of a single national identity, to
preserve the integrity of the nation state. In the case of the new epoch, globalization itself is the
homogenizing force. Instead of being bent on can ing a monolithic national identity, this force,
according to Hall (1997), has the tendency to both live with and incorporate difference
[diversity7].
The territorial, economic, and cultural challenge that new globalization poses to the
nation state also points to the ongoing friction between the expanding new global order and its
predecessor, the old order. As new globalization reenters the sociopolitical space of the nation
state, it meets resistance. As the nation state weakens, it becomes a heated battleground for the
contending local and global forces that go above and below it. In the context of the United
States. Hall (1997) identifies conservatism and consumerism as two such forces. The first is the
force of the old corporate order, bent on preserving nationalism and re-imposing the monolith of
national cultural identity, and the second, that of the new7 global order, is intent on globalizing
the national by simultaneously incorporating and controlling the diversity7 of its contents.
Hall's (1997) post-Marxist theory of ethnicity sets itself apart from those of others such
as the cultural pluralists, theorists who also speak to ethnicity's tendency to resist assimilation,
in at least two wavs. First, this view moves beyond national borders to consider ethnicity in its
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global context. With the other, it reflects on the role of capital and the market place in
determining how capitalism articulates the shifting relationship between assimilation and
globalization, on the one hand, and the attempt to homogenize difference and ethnicity—"the
necessary place or space from which people speak.'* Hall (1997. p. 184)—on the other.
Radhakrishnan
Radhakrishnan's "narrative of ethnicity" is a postmodernist model of transformations of
identity and ethnic identity that pertains to the plight of immigrant generations settling in the
United States. In presenting his model. Radhakrishnan (1996) uses examples from AfricanAmerican history to illustrate a trajectory of these transformations as they evolve in the context
of this country as nation state. Radhakrishnan's trajectory is a developmental continuum. It has
three distinct temporal and cultural phases. He uses these phases to explain how immigrants
negotiate their identities in a series of configurations of power that ensue between their ethnic
and national components. These configurations are undergirded by the role of socioeconomic
and sociopolitical factors operating within the society. The first phase of the continuum depicts
a portion of Radhakrishnan's narrative in which a triumphant assimilatory process succeeds in
coercing the newly arrived immigrants to subsume their ethnic identities to that of an American
national identity. This is to be, Radhakrishnan maintains, an act of '‘pragmatism,'’ a gesture of
economic survival in the face of the challenges hurled at the newcomers by their new
environment. With the second phase the immigrants stage a political rebellion, refusing to
continue with a compromised and attenuated sense of ethnic identity, which is tailored to satisfy
the demands of such pragmatic considerations as economic security . In this phase ethnicity
"reasserts [itself] in all its autonomy," according to Radhakrishnan. The third and the final stage
introduces the idea of a state of balance in which ethnicity and nationality combine in an
arrangement of equals, a "non-hierarchical structuring of two identities,” to provide the
immigrants with an integrated and symmetrical hyphenated identity. As to various
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interpretations of Radhakrishnan's temporal and chronological intentions in telling a tale of
immigration that pertains to relationships of power between ethnic and national identities in the
United States, it is possible to choose one of at least two ways. The first is to see this narrative
of ethnicity as a way of depicting the evolution of three cultural stages in the life of the same
immigrant generation; the second is to transpose these stages onto a more expanded and global
concept of time in order to include the interrelated and overlapping experiences of three
consecutive generations of immigrants.
Know ledge of theories of ethnicity is essential in understanding issues critical to the
work and goals of Armenian day schools in the United States. The sociobiological and the
primordialist theories reveal the ways in which ethnic groups rationalize the formation of ties of
kinship and affinity among their memberships. The various views of the assimilationist theories
speak to historical attempts at defining the meaning of Americanism and how, in turn, these
attempts influence ethnic groups such as Armenians in articulating their sense of identity in
American society.
The cultural pluralist viewr of ethnicity in particular speaks to a definition of hyphenated
Americanism that evokes the concept of dual identity: a notion of ethnic distinctness and
essentialist Americanism concurrently in existence, a professed goal of numerous Armenian day
schools. Lastly, the post-Marxists (the postmodernists) direct their attention not only to the
economic and class-induced nuances of the ethnic reality, but also to a consideration of these
and other such nuances in a global context. The postmodernist analysis of how both local and
global forces impact ethnicity , for example, could help in exploring the changing attributes of
the Armenian day schools in the United States as functions of the relationship betw een the
Armenian American Diaspora and the Armenian Republic as homeland.
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Ethnic Schools in the United States: Beginnings. Categories, and Models

The history of the establishment of ethnic schools in the United States is inseparable
from the raging struggles over linguistic and cultural ascendancy and dominance, which have
been waged throughout the centuries in this country. In fact the moment of bifurcation of the
two major cotemporary forms of education, the secular and the sectarian, returns us to the
nineteenth century when the common school, which later transformed into today's public
school, and the denominational or the ethno-religious school, were called into existence. Given
this context, ethnic schools, in addition to their parochial or non-parochial affiliation, could be
categorized in two other ways, according to the pedagogical balance they strike between mother
tongue and English instructions, and according to such organizational principles as instructional
frequency.
Within the pedagogical category7 two groups are significant: the integrationist schools
and the separatist schools. Integrationist schools employ a bilingual approach to teaching and
learning. This is not, however, the same as the typical bilingual programs implemented in public
schools where there is direct reciprocity between the English and non-English components of
the curriculum. In many ethnic day schools, for example, the two languages and their respective
curricula principally remain separate. The Armenian day schools function according to this
model. Beyond fulfilling the mandated curriculum in English, they set aside 1-2 hour long
periods for their Armenian Studies Unit, which concentrates on teaching Armenian language,
history, culture, and in the case of the parochial examples of such schools, religion. The
separatist schools, smaller in size, allow the ethnic mother tongues in question to dominate the
curriculum. In this regard the Native Americans (the Navajo), the Pennsylvania Germans (the
Amish), the Hassidic Jews (Yiddish), and the Hutterite Germans operate schools characterized
by distinct cultural and physical separation from the mainstream of United States society
(Fishman, 1985).
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The other category of ethnic schools can be subdivided into three major models: the all
day school, the weekday afternoons school, and the weekend school. Of the three, the all day
schools, with half their numbers established at the time of World War I. predate the other two.
Weekday afternoon schools, meeting twice or thrice weekly, became active during the period
that separated the two World Wars, and the weekend schools—with their Saturday and Sunday
versions—were founded during the 1950s (Fishman, 1966).
Among the three models, the all day school, due to time and other resources at its
disposal, possesses the greatest potential for ethnic language maintenance and ethnic leadership
cultivation. Yet the weekday afternoons school and the weekend school both are more language
maintenance oriented, according to Fishman (1964 & 1966), who ascribes the irony of the
situation to the deeper currents of Americanization present in the all day model. Between the
other two models the weekday afternoons school, with its intensely language oriented teaching
staff, is also the one that demonstrates more flexibility7 with the idea of ethnic group
maintenance (the preservation of culture and religion of an ethnic group) as an alternative to the
language maintenance approach (Fishman. 1964, 1966).
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Figure 12: Ethnic schools by categories and model

Definitions of an Ethnic School
Ethnic schools, provided they are not of the separatist type, share the following trait:
they opt to acculturate their learners into the accepted standards of socialization and valuation in
the United States, while attempting to prevent the melting pot from de-ethnicizing society by
maintaining a modicum of ethnic, racial, or, in the case of parochial schools, religious
awareness.
This double function defines the role of the ethnic schools as one of mediator.
Acculturation is seen as necessary because, as Fishman (1980) posits, the schools' efforts to
educate their students must be legitimized by the societal systems they will enter upon
graduation. This legitimization depends on an awareness of the dominant standards of the
American society and the ability to implement them successfully in the course of action.
However in the separatist school, where the students are not expected to establish vital links to
the mainstream, legitimization is less necessary. Obtaining employment, benefiting from
governmental services, and interacting with various institutions become less urgent in this
instance, rendering the school's role of mediator as unnecessary.
Ethnic schools in the American context are the very' institutions responsible to
indigenize ethnicity. When the mainstream society optimally marginalizes ethnicity in order to
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produce the American ethnic, it becomes necessary to establish the ethnic school (Fishman.
1964).
Ethnic schools are the agents responsible for making ethnicity a subject of study, a selfconscious phenomenon, a cause, and therefore, a "...product of the encounter between ethnic
immigrants and urban, industrial American mass culture" (Fishman. 1966. p. 93). In this
definition the primordial ties characteristic of ethnic agricultural communities meet the
rationalized logic of the industrialized civil society, and as a way of establishing equilibrium,
bring forth an educational solution in the form of the ethnic school.
The parochial example is another way of thinking about ethnic schools. Parochial
schools emerged due to the historically low threshold of tolerance for ethnicity in American
society. As a result, to express their identity, those ethnic groups that shared commonly held
religious beliefs found it convenient to unite under the auspices of a single ecclesiastical
authority (Fishman. 1964; Olneck & Lazerson. 1980). This act also abetted assimilation and
Americanization by letting English gradually dominate the multiplicity of languages spoken by
the various ethnic groups entering the union, first as the interethnic and later as intra-ethnic
language of communication.
Lastly, the raison d'etre of the ethnic school is not limited to such functions as the
preservation of ethnicity by making it self-conscious practice, nor is it limited to a re-adaptation
of this practice to embody the dominant American values, nor to a dampening of the
assimilative process. Bradunas (1988) mentions another important role played by the ethnic
school: the transmission of ethnic cultural heritage to posterity. "Ethnic schools...demonstrate a
group's conscious perception of itself as a distinct group with a cultural legacy to be passed on
to the next generation *’ (p.13).
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The Maintenance of Ethnic Language and Culture and the Ethnic Dav Schools in the United
States
Two Views on Maintaining Ethnic Language and Culture
A review of the literature on ethnic schools reveals the controversv that surrounds the
¥

meaning of transmitting ethnic cultural legacy from one generation to next. According to
Fishman (1966). the advocates of ethnic language maintenance and ethnic group maintenance
are locked in a struggle about how to preserve and regenerate ethnicity. The advocates of the
first position see language as the primary’ motive and catalyst for the perpetuation of ethnic
culture. Fishman (1966) maintains. Language in this instance is a functional and expressive tool.
The supporters of the second position give language a more symbolic role. In this instance, it is
the preservation of the cultural traditions of an ethnic group that assumes center stage (Fishman.
1996.) An issue that underlies the debate between the two views is whether language and
culture form part of an inseparable whole, or exist independently of each other.
Fishman (1985 & 1964) refers to language and culture as constituent parts of what he
calls the ethnicity' constellation: a totality that encompasses ethnicity, religion [viz. culture], and
language and is capable of existing with or without language. Within this constellation language
is the less stable constituent. It is more prone to “detachments and “replacements." making it
possible for an ethnic group to experience a loss of language, for example, while keeping its
cultural practices intact.
Various generations of United States-born descendants of the first wave of Armenian
immigrants to this country provide clear examples of such ethnic group maintenance. A
combination of tolerance, as well as dominance, of Armenian religion and language by the
mainstream culture makes these generations the ethnic practitioners of their ow n cultural
traditions, but not of their mother tongue.
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It is precisely the difficulties involved in maintaining language fluency as a goal in the
American environment that compels the proponents of ethnic group maintenance to validate the
legitimacy of an ethnicity constellation devoid of language. The rebuttal to this argument by the
advocates of ethnic language maintenance posits the untenability of ethnic survival in the
absence of language. Ethnic identity, according to the supporters of this position, is authentic to
the degree that the members of an ethnic group are able to use their mother tongue with efficacy
and contextually appropriate expressiveness.
The Two Views in the Schools: Language Activists and Language Symbolists
When it comes to life in the ethnic schools and the way ethnicity and ethnic language
are to be taught in these settings, language maintenance and group maintenance advocates
continue their debate. The supporters of the ethnic language maintenance position, otherwise
known as the language activists, argue that the ethnic school must provide its students with full
literacy in their mother tongue (Fishman. 1985). For this group an ethnic and national
consciousness is a necessary part of a well-rounded education without which ethnicity and
nationality are destined to vanish.
y

Meanwhile, the supporters of the ethnic group maintenance stance limit themselves to
the idea of the mother tongue as more of a symbolic tool that provides the students with a
blueprint to decode the general trend of daily conversations within their ethnic community and
with its members. Neither fluency nor frequency—as demanded by the language activists—is
the primary issue language [symbolists] require of ethnic schools in the way of language
education. Bradunas (1988) provides instructive insight on the specific expectations of the two
sides.
For some members of an ethnic community ‘knowing the language’
may mean being able to answer the prayers in a church or synagogue,
exchange greetings, intersperse a few' words in a conversation conducted
in English, read a paragraph in a foreign newspaper, or understand the gist of
simple conversation. They perceive language as a symbol of ethnic identity.
They don't expect it to exist to the same degree in people's lives as it once did
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in the homeland or among the first generations of immigrants. Many members
of an ethnic community register a commitment to language not by how thoroughly and
how often they speak it, but by how w ell they demonstrate general familiarity in the
appropriate setting, (p. 15)

A Brief Summary of Fishman's Views on Ethnic Language Maintenance
To maintain and consequently to transmit ethnic '‘minority" language and culture
effectively. Fishman (1980) proposes the concept of minority language home-and-community.
Fishman (1980) envisions home-and-community as the central component of a series of
concentric circles that represent various social and institutional domains surrounding this
component, the home, the most private domain of the ethnic community7 as it is situated w ithin
the mainstream society. Effective ethnic language maintenance, ergo effective ethnicity, is
obtained. Fishman (1980) posits, when home-and-community succeeds in initiating and
maintaining intra-ethnic communication, by either relying fully on its own native language, or
in the case of bilingualism, by effectively minimizing overlaps betw een the ethnic language and
English, the dominant language of the mainstream. According to Fishman (1980). a situation,
w hich he refers to as effective areas of compartmentalized behavior, is engendered when the
multiple layers of the relationship betw een ethnic home-and-community and its surrounding
domains—whether ethnic or mainstream—are carefully and optimally coordinated. This is
w hen the mainstream and its various linguistic and cultural influences are effectively kept at
bay. asserts Fishman (1980) from making their ordinarily powerful incursions into the domain
of ethnic home-and-community. What ensues as a result is a situation that Fishman (1980 ) terms
ethnolinguistic continuity, a measure that in turn safeguards the prolonged effectiveness of
ethnic community in maintaining its linguistics and cultural patterns and traditions.
A Sociohistorical Overview of the Emergence of Armenian Day Schools in the United States
...I want to share with you that first day of the first Armenian Day School in this
country. Sept 14th, 1964. It was a very clear crisp day...in Encino, California. The
church that is still there today was there then... The former priest of this parish. Der
[Armenian honorific for reverend] Shirinian. Mr. Injejikian (the founder and principal
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of the school), and I were waiting. It was about 8:30. and we were waiting tor a little
yellow school bus to come bringing the first twelve students who were enrolled in the
first Armenian day school in this country. It was late, and we were all getting a little
edgy. Mr. Injejikian would look down the street, and Der Varitch [Armenian for pastor]
would look at the clock, and I was standing there saying, ‘They'll be here, don't worn',
they'll be here'.... Just then, looming, a little off of the freeway, was this little yellow
school bus that turned into the driveway. As it pulled up and stopped. Baron [the
Armenian for Mr.] Injejikian went to tht. door, and out stepped twelve Armenian
children, slowly. We greeted them as though they were royalty.... We ushered them
into the old house that was here, the renovated residence, not a beautiful school
building. Mr. Injejikian w elcomed them and told them how' proud he was of all of them.
And so that historic day began very humbly, very quietly. Now we can look back and
take real pride. (Merigian. 1988, p. 56)
In the tw o decades that follow ed the day Merigian memorializes, Armenians w ere able
to establish more than a score of day schools throughout the United States. Concern over the
maintenance of their mother tongue and ethnic culture, however, preoccupied the Armenians as
early as the late 1880s. the date when the first Armenian language school in this country began
its work in New' York City (Mirak. 1983; Svajian, 1986-1987).
The flurry of cultural activities that led to the emergence of the Armenian day schools
in the 1960s w as due to a confluence betw een the fears and aspirations of two groups of
Armenian immigrants and refugees to the United States. This was a time when significant
challenges were being mounted against Americanization, as both the Civil Rights and the Ethnic
Revival Movements were making it more possible for various racial and ethnic groups to
demand social and cultural equity, and to embark on activities that would help establish
university and school-based educational programs throughout this country' aimed at affirming
racial and ethnic identity'. Of the tw o groups of Armenians, the first (the old w ave) represented
the descendants of the survivors of an era (1890-1920) that had w itnessed numerous Turkish
massacres of the Armenians, culminating in the Genocide of 1915. The second group (the new
w ave) represented the immigrants who set sail for the United States following the 1965 passage
of the Hart-Cellar Immigration Reform Act.
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W ith the social upheavals and reforms in the offing, the first group of Armenians,
having established themselves financially, were identifying with Tololyan's (1988) ethnicity
concept of identity , with Armenian-Americanness. as this hyphenated form of American
national identity was beginning to be called then. During the same time period the members of
the second group were on the verge of immigrating in large numbers to the United States,
primarily from their various Middle Eastern communities, where they had successfully
maintained their schools as well as a strong sense of identification with the Diaspora Nation
(Tololyan 1988) concept of identity. Thus the convergence of the two groups to build the
Armenian day schools could be interpreted as an act of negotiating these two concepts of
Armenian identity in Diaspora. When this happened, and the members of the two groups did
meet, mainly second through fourth generation United States-bom Armenians of the old wave,
and their first and second generations compatriots of the new wave, in accordance with the
Armenian traditions of schooling in the Diaspora, they sought to strengthen their students* sense
of Armenian identity by teaching them about Armenian language, literature, religion, and
history (Young. 2001. pp. 263; 241).
It comes as no surprise therefore that a casual review of the literature published by the
more than twenty' existing Armenian day schools in this country' should reveal the importance of
deliberating on the question of identity to these schools. Exploring this question, particularly
from the point of view of presence and/or absence—within the specific site of my fieldwork—
of the various concepts of Armenian identity in the Diaspora is one of the objectives of this
dissertation.
Literature Specific to Armenian Dav Schools in the United States
Research-based studies that specifically address the topic of Armenian day schools in
the United States or turn to issues of general concern to Armenian education in this country are
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scarce. Those that do exist, mostly in the form of dissertations, consider a number of topics such
as identity and ethnic identity, language, culture, and curriculum.
In his study of the relationship between Armenian and English in an Armenian high
school in California, Davidian (1986) highlights the complexities that involve bilingualism in
the context of an Armenian day school. This study points to an increased level of competency in
both English and Armenian as the students' terms of residency in the United States increase and
as their attendance at the day school continues.
Two studies, both East Coast-based, examine the relationship between ethnic identity'
and ethnicity, on the one hand, and the curricula of two separate Armenian day schools, on the
other. In the first study, Andreassian (1990) addresses student discord in regard to the
curriculum of the school of her choice, caused by the need to negotiate between the two
components of a binary identity. She recommends a modification of the curriculum to make its
ethnic and mainstream components more compatible. In the second study, Ordjanian (1991)
recommends that to reach a contented sense of ethnic identity- for its students, the school where
she conducted her study should discard the elite-dominated method of teaching Armenian
history and adopt the class-conscious approach of political economy instead.
A study by Young (2001) explores the ways in which Armenian schools in the Ottoman
Empire engaged in the work of constructing Armenian national identity. This study reveals the
nature of the lessons taught in the Armenian schools to be a mix of Armenian traditions.
Western influences, and Ottoman reality-. It also demonstrates how two of these schools
incorporated formal and informal pedagogies, lessons, and activities to construct and nurture
their students' national identities.
An example of the studies that do not concern themselves with the Armenian day
schools in particular is Dixon's (2002) California-based multi-school investigation of recent
Armenian students—emigres from Armenia—within the state's public school system. The study
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considers the students' perceptions of their own identities, of their levels of acculturation into
the new society, and of their teachers' knowledge of and receptivity to Armenian culture. This
stud\ elucidates the gradual and selective nature of the Armenian students' acculturation into
their new surroundings and reveals how these students' sense of identity encompasses affinity
for Armenia and responsibility toward family. Dixon recommends that to effectively support
student cultural affirmation teachers need to have access to reliable knowledge of Armenia and
the Armenian culture.
My study focuses on the question of identity in one Armenian Day School in the United
States. Through interviews, observations, and analysis of material culture this
instrumental/intrinsic case study proposes to draw on narrative, behavior, curriculum, and
school documents to explore the ways in which representative members of this school's
community, as well as the school itself, conceive, act upon, and represent their and the school's
identities. A major aim of my study is to utilize what it discovers from its explorations to
contribute to the existing knowledge of the relationship betw een cultural identity, curriculum,
and ethnic schooling in the context of Armenian day schools in the United States. In addition to
its potential value to the members of its immediate setting, my study could be of interest and
significance to those Armenian educators and parents who are engaged in thinking about the
question of identity and its significance to the meanings of Armenianness and an Armenian
education in a rapidly changing world that continues to change us.
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD AND RESEARCH DESIGN
Introduction
This chapter consists of the following sections: overall approach and rationale: the
emic-etic perspectives: reality, objectivity, and subjectivity; the setting (which includes
rationale for selection): informed consent procedures: research design: data collection
(observations, interviews, and material culture analysis): data analysis and interpretation: and
validity and trustworthiness issues.
Overall Approach and Rationale
With this study I intend to explore several issues:
(a)

The stories of identity the members of an Armenian day school in the United
States tell of how they perceive and signify their sense of self in the process of
interacting with their surrounding social world, a cultural identity. This process
of interaction, according to Merriam (1998. p. 6) is the foremost philosophical
premise that underlies all qualitative approaches to research: it is the core
material by w hich reality, as investigated by such approaches is created.

(b)

The perceptions of these participants of the identities of their school.

(c)

The school's own representations of itself, particularly as it pertains to the
concepts of cultural, national, and ethnic identity.
In pursuit of these intentions, I employ several measures to launch the
methodological component of this study. These measures
1.

Work out "truths” in small narrative units, which affirm the values inherent
w ithin the community that serves as the context of these truths context (Kvale,
1996).
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2.

Show sensitivity toward the participants by paying attention to their “lived
experiences"—which, as a concept, according to Merriam (1998. p.6). assumes
that meaning is embedded in how people experience the world—and by
foregrounding the local quality of what emerges during the research process.

3.

Are reflexive by consistently reflecting upon and reassessing my own practices
as researcher, as I receive information about these practices from my
participants and the research setting.
Given the above, this study employs a qualitative methodology of research. The

qualitative approach is innately interpretive, due to the “complex" and “varied" situations of
interaction between the researcher and the participant (Rossman and Rallis. 2003) and this study
does not constitute an exception to this rule. Yet, when interpreting the topics of its focus, this
study does limit—by combining it with '‘radical subjectivism"—the degree of active agency
ascribed to the role of the individual in shaping the world, thus modifying what Merriam (1998.
p. 6) considers to be a fundamental tenet of the interpretive paradigm. Radical subjectivism
(Rossman & Rallis. 2003) is a Marxian premise that makes the conditions under which humans
bring their agency to create history7 contingent upon forces and factors that are largely
transcendent of that history (Hall, 1989). Given its qualitative interpretivist paradigm, the
strategy this study uses then is that of descriptive cultural studies; and the genre, the one of case
study, which Stake (2000, p. 435) defines as being more “...a choice of what is to be studied..."
rather than anything else. The cultural studies approach to qualitative research encourages the
reflexive measure I sought in researching this dissertation. This approach also emphasizes the
local and espouses conjuncture of contending discourses and histories (Hall. 1999. pp. 99. 108.
109). which in turn make it possible to connect the narratives of the lived experiences of the
participants—through their similarities and differences—and to ground these narratives in a
manner resembling Pratt's (1988) metaphor of a collective map of larger truths upon which
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converge the many smaller fragments of truth that these individual ones produce. The
descriptive attribute that serves as a prefix to qualify the cultural studies approach assumed in
this dissertation is indicative of a tendency Merriam (1998. p. 4) considers to be central to all
studies conducted in the qualitative paradigm: that is having a focus on issues of process and
thus a concomitant need to interpret this process in detail through description. As to the
question of its genre, this dissertation straddles the line between an intrinsic and an instrumental
case study. That is. a case study which serves as a means to both: the instrumental aspect of the
study through a more comprehensive understanding of cultural identity, and its intrinsic aspect,
by and an in-depth examination of selected contexts of Hyots School (see Stake. 1994. 1995).
Instrumental
Case Study

Intrinsic
Case Study

Figure 13: Methods: Instrumental/Intrinsic Case Study

The Emic-Etic Perspectives
Rossman and Rallis (2003) describe the emic-etic (insider-outsider) perspectives as the
act of sifting researcher "sense-making" from participant "sense-making." From a traditional
ethnographic viewpoint the emic perspective describes the manner in which the insider, in this
case the research participant, perceives her/his own reality: the ostensible "object" of the
researcher's study: the etic perspective is seen as a function of something that is external to the
participant's view and professes to investigate this view: the emic perspective. To reiterate,
since in the context of qualitative research both insider and outsider interpretations of the reality7
of a setting are meant to be subjective, as Rossman and Rallis (2003) maintain, the attempt on
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the part of the researcher to understand the emic (insider) perspective and the effort exerted by
the participant to comprehend and interpret the same is equally influenced by the impact of
subjectivity. The complexity engendered by this reality was a challenge I faced during the
course of my fieldwork at Hyots School.

Reality. Objectivity, and Subjectivity
Rossman and Rallis (2003) believe that methodological approaches in social sciences
are different ways to understand and learn about reality'. Peshkin (1988) emphasizes the
importance to the researcher of deliberately considering his/her subjectivity in action [during the
process of learning about reality]. Moya (2002) limits what she considers to be the socially
constructed nature of reality by making it less contingent upon the subjective perceptions of
individuals or collectives. In this light Moya stresses the limits imposed on such subjectivities
by the natural world, and by the large numbers of opposing ideologies in a socially global
world. Moya (2002) maintains that due to the exceedingly difficult nature of interpreting
experience even people w ho claim membership of the same group face the predicament of
reaching divergent conclusions on commonly shared experiences. This Moya (2002) imputes to
the diversity of tools people use to interpret shared experiences and to the changing temporal
and situational contexts of these experiences. I believe that objectivity and subjectivity are not
necessarily diametrically opposed. The complexity of the schema that emerges when issues of
the emic-etic perspectives intersect with those of objectivity and subjectivity helps articulate my
role as researcher in the context of the topic of my research and of my interactions w ith my
participants.
The Setting
Hyots School, my research setting, and also the intrinsic component of my case, is the
only Armenian day school serving the Armenian-American communities of a northeastern
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industrial/commercial state. The history of Armenian Diaspora communities of this state dates
back to the last decade of the nineteenth century when masses of Armenians were fleeing the
massacres organized against them by the Ottomans in Western Armenia (Kulhanjian, 1986-87).
As a part of the first major wave of Armenian immigrants to the United States, those who
settled in the sprawling urban centers of the state were initially attracted to its growing silk
industry. Later, during the twentieth century, the Armenian communities that had formed
around these centers were able to diversify their economic activities to include a variety of small
and large scale commercial, manufacturing, and sendee enterprises such as tailor shops and
grocery stores, rug and carpet weaving outlets, jewelry making and photoengraving workshops,
light manufacturing units, and real estate and hotel management ventures (Kulhanjian. 198687). The current population of the Armenian-American communities of the state is estimated at
40.000 (H. Vartivarian. personal communication. January’ 2, 2001). This number combines
dispersed pockets of the descendants of the post-Genocide wave of immigrants with those who
have chosen to move to this area from their Armenian Diaspora communities of the Middle East
since the 1970s. As a whole these communities not only continue with the entrepreneurial
legacy of the generations that preceded them, but also boast a w ell-established cadre of
university -educated professionals and specialists w ho represent the offspring of both the first
and second w aves of generations of Armenian immigrants to this country'. Moreover, an active
netw ork of churches, philanthropic organizations, cultural and community’ centers, artistic and
theatrical ensembles, scholarly and professional associations, athletic groups, and political
parties contribute to the enrichment of the social and cultural aspects of life within these
communities (Vartivarian. 2001; Bakalian. 1993).
Hyots School is nestled in a densely populated and widely spread out suburban area of
its home state, less than an hour due north of a major northeastern metropolitan area. Founded
in the year 1976 through the combined efforts of individuals and the nearby Armenian
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communities. Hyots School defines itself as an independent, private, non-profit, co-educational.
and bilingual (Armenian and English) day school with pre-nursery through eighth grade
classrooms that accommodate an age range of two to fourteen (Hyots School Publication.
2003). As an officially accredited institution Hyots School has an approximate student
population of two hundred, and a faculty and staff of Armenian and non-Armenian descent,
consisting of approximately thirty-six members (Hyots School Publication). The school's
budget for the academic year 2004-2005 was approximately $2,000,000, according to its
principal, and its tuition scale was ranged between $7,000-$ 11.000 per student per annum
(Hyots School Publication). Hyots School's community consists of culturally and linguistically
diverse families w ho. as a group according to a 1988 survey conducted by the school, process
the working knowledge of seventeen languages. In addition to their roots in the United States
these families trace their ancestral genealogies to the Armenian communities of Turkey,
Lebanon, Syria. Iran, as w ell as to other locations of the Armenian Diaspora w orldw ide.
Although the recent phase of demographic change in the student population of Hyots School
points to a significant rise in the percentage of United States-bom families whose children
attend the school (currently constituting thirty7 percent of the total number of the families at the
school) still a hefty seventy' percent of the heads of the households that provide Hyots School
w ith its student population are Armenians who were not born in this country.
The roads that lead to the Hyots School are characteristic of many suburban spraw Is in
the vicinity of major metropolitan areas of northeastern United States, dotted w ith the usual
repetitious clusters of developments that include gas stations, drive-thru banks, fast food chains,
and large and small shopping malls and plazas. But the short ramp that provides access to the
school’s building also provides a view that breaks the monotony of the surrounding commercial
hubs. Tw o tall poles, flying the flags of the United States and Armenia—both nations to w hich
the school and the members of its community pledge allegiance—help frame the front elevation
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of Hyots School's building. It is an American -looking red brick structure with gables,
windows, and doors that are painted in white, and with a large mural that displays the letters of
the Armenian alphabet, immediately echoing the theme of cultural hyphenation, common to
many aspects of the school's culture. The theme of hyphenation continues on the inside where,
under the direction of its principal. Hyots School's Armenian and non-Armenian teachers
implement its bilingual curriculum, and where its students, in addition to speaking, reading, and
w riting in English and in Armenian, create images that are influenced and inspired by the
elements of both, the culture that immediately surrounds them, as well as the one they inherit
from their elders.
Rationale for Selection
I initially chose Hyots School as my research site, as well as the intrinsic dimension of
my case, for a pilot project I conducted to write one of my comprehensive papers. I w as looking
for an institution that would satisfy several requirements: a modicum of independence from the
politico-religious infractions that are characteristic of Armenian-American communities, a
student age range that included twelve to fourteen year olds, and a location that would be easily
accessible. The actual physical accessibility of a case, which encompasses issues pertaining to
time and hospitality, is mentioned by Stake (1995) as having measures that facilitate the
maximization of a researcher's learning curve during the process of research, the first criterion
for the selection of a case, according to this scholar.
Yet. although selecting Hyots School again'—this time to serve as the setting and the
case for my dissertation research—resolved the question of legitimacy of case selection, it
introduced the challenge Rossman and Rallis (2003) urge the researcher to take on when faced
with the option of a case that is perceived as familiar: the preserv ation of the element of the
unexpected. However, in this case there is also my relative familiarity' as an Armenian with the

See my letter to the principal of Hyots School. Appendix A.
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topic of my dissertation, particularly with those parts of its components that relate to the
concepts of Armenian cultural identity, and to Armenian schools and schooling. The literature
on how to assess researcher familiarity with the research topic is mixed. On the one hand, this
condition is spoken of as a liability: the option of researcher being an outsider to her/his topic is
seen as a needed measure in achieving perceptivity and impartiality during the process of
research (Spradley. 1980). On the other hand, it is seen as an asset, when, for instance, such
familiarity manifests as a function of researcher/participant ethnic or racial compatibility and is
conducive to improving research quality (Jarett as quoted in Denzin & Lincoln. 1993).

Informed Consent Procedures
During the course of my fieldwork, prior to conducting each in-depth interview. I provided
each participant with a copy of my informed consent form. This form and its appendage,
entitled “Interviewing: Contact Information and Agreement,’’ offered both general and specific
information, in the first instance relative to the broader scope of my research project, in the
second with a focus on the details of the in-depth interviewing process (see Appendices B and
C ). I also prepared a parallel informed consent form to suit the developmental needs of my
student participants. This form was coupled with another, a parental permission form, without
which a potential student participant could not quality' for the process of participant selection
(see Appendices D. E. & F). Once selected, each participant, adult or adolescent, was asked to
carefully review the appropriate informed consent form and encouraged to seek clarification
from this researcher on any existing ambiguity and/or uncertainty' prior to agreeing to an
interview and in advance of signing the form. Conceived in accordance with the human subjects
research protocols of the University of Massachusetts, the range of informed consent
procedures, as reflected in my informed consent forms, included the following considerations:
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(a)

The exclusive right of each selected interv iewee to voluntary participation in her/his
interview, free of coercion and prejudice, as well as the right to terminate this
participation during the course of the interview' and/or of withholding part or parts
of the transcript of the completed interview up to a specified time period beyond the
completion of my fieldw ork.

(b)

The right of each participant to review the transcript of her/his interv iew separately
or as a part of w orking drafts of the interview up to a specified time period beyond
the completion of my fieldw ork.

(c )

The right of each participant to receive sufficient information about the nature and
stages of the interviewing process.

(d)

The right of each participant to full confidentiality of his/her identity' and views as
revealed and expressed during the course of her/his interview.

(e )

The right of each participant to an awareness of the risks she/he may face by
participating in the research project.
Research Design

This dissertation combines descriptive cultural studies—its strategy—with case study—its
genre—to collect and analyze the data that pertain to the topics of its focus:
a)

Perceptions of cultural identity' by the members of one Armenian day school in the
United States,

b)

Representations of the concept of cultural identity' by the school itself.

c)

Perceptions of the identities of the school by the members of its community.

In the context of projects that are conceived w ithin the qualitative research paradigm,
cultural studies and the case study are compatible approaches. In his reflections on the
theoretical legacies of cultural studies. Hall (1999) insists on the local nature of this approach
and speaks about how, historically, cultural studies have espoused—through dialogue—a
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multiplicity ol contentious discourses and histories, as well as methodologies and theoretical
positions, to understand the world. Merriam (1998, pp. 26, 27) identifies the case stud}
approach as a type of qualitative research and speaks of a case as "...a thing, a single entity, a
unit around which there are boundaries." A case study, according to Rossman and Rallis (2003)
and Marshall and Rossman (1995). is a genre of research that facilitates the grasp of a larger
phenomenon through the in-depth exploration of a specific case by relying on interviews,
observations, and document analysis to gather data. Meanwhile. Yin's (2003, p. 4) definition of
case study is a type of inquiry in which he posits the unlikelihood of readily distinguishing
between the phenomenon a researcher sets out to explore and the specific context within which
this exploration evolves—the case—and helps it to explain the process I have had to understand
and clarify in conducting this case study. To do this I began by presenting a paragraph from my
dissertation proposal in which I tried to define the understanding I had then of the relationship
between the concept of identity, the phenomenon I wanted my dissertation research to explore.
and the Hyots School, the specific context within which this exploration was to take place.
Stake (2000) defines an instrumental case study as the means through which learning
about an external element to the case itself becomes the objective of the researcher.
With my example, it is not so much what is intrinsic to the school itself that will define
the study, but its instrumentality in allowing me a venue to garner the narratives and
texts of identity generated by the members of the school community. Here, the school
becomes the case that supports the external element, the question of identity—the main
focus of my research. (Mehranian. 2004. p. 62)
What has changed since is a shift in my perception. I now see a lesser degree of
separation between Hyots School as the context of my study and the concept of cultural identity
as the "main focus.” or phenomenon, of my research than is communicated by how I seem to
interpret Stake's definition of an instrumental case study—something which I used in the
beginning to substantiate my selection of this type of a case for research purposes.
Now, in the dissertation stage, I prefer to call my case study an instrumental/intrinsic
type of its kind, and I attach more significance to Yin's (2003) concept of the near
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indistinguishability between phenomenon and context in a case study and to Merrianvs (1998,
p. 27) emphasis on the need for the presence of the bounded aspect—its "fencing in"
characteristic—of such a study. While the clarity with which I am able to conceptualize my
research design with this shift in perception may be due to my initial misconception of the
concept of an instrumental case study, I do think that conceiv ing it as an instrumental/intrinsic
type of case study is more appropriate. In this conception. Hyots School, the context of the
study, is what bounds the study and prov ides the instrumentality that such an inherently
unbounded concept as cultural identity—the phenomenon to be studied—is unable to provide
for itself. On the other hand, the degree to which the narration about cultural identity provided
by my participants and by Hyots School, coupled with the perceptions of Hyots School's
identities, as provided by the participants—both phenomenological functions of the study—
require an exploration of various aspects of the school itself—a contextual function the study—
defines this is an intrinsic type of a case study.
What finally emerges as an unresolved aspect of the design of this study, particularly as
it applies to matters of interpreting the data by way of my conceptual framework, is the apparent
contradiction between my participants' and Hyots School's perceptions of cultural identity, visa-vis the participant perceptions of the school's identities. In the first instance the data are
informed by specific theoretical traditions in sociology and cultural theory, which are not
necessarily applicable to the second instance, the school, which is a pedagogical construct.
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Data Collection
Data gathering techniques are the means through which researchers who use the
qualitative paradigm interpret reality. The choices that a qualitative researcher makes in
selecting these techniques are contingent, among other things, on the strategy as well as the
genre she/he uses to conduct a particular research project (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). The data
collection techniques I used for this dissertation were in-depth interviewing, observations
(researcher's log), and material cultural analysis. Rossman and Rallis (2003) mention all three
of these techniques of data collection in conjunction with the qualitative research paradigm,
while Merriam (1998. p. 134) specifically mentions the case study as a genre of qualitative
research in which the trio is used concurrently. The relationship among these three case stud)'
techniques is integrated and dialectical, according to Rossman and Rallis, 2003. This being the
case. I am uncertain of the degree to which I was able to consciously begin and end my
fieldwork with observations, placing the interviews in between, and thus, as I had hoped with
my proposal, to effectively maximize the integration of my data collection techniques, allowing
the execution of one technique to further enrich the other. As to the duration of my fieldwork, I
tried to stay engaged in this process as long as it was economically feasible, and no longer, thus
avoiding the economic disincentive—what Merriam (1998. p. 42) lists as one of the drawbacks
of the case study approach. I spent fifty -two days in the field. I began my fieldwork after I
learned that my proposal letter to the principal of Hyots School (which I wrote to negotiate
entry into this site) had met with the approval of the school's board of trustees. The following
table provides the purpose and duration of most of the visits and cycles of stay that comprise the
entire length of my fieldwork.
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Table 1: Schedule of visits to Hvots School.
Purpose of Visit

Duration of Visit

Exploratory

08/31/04-09/01/04

Fieldwork

09/22/04- 10/05/04

Fieldwork

10/12/04-11/01/04

Fieldwork

11/08/04-11/20/04

Fieldwork

12/06/04- 12/10/04

Conceptual Framework

I

Interview Questions

Research Question

Data Collection

Interviews

Pre-Interview Conversations
(unfocused stance)
Individual In-Depth Interviews
(focused stance)

Data Analysis

Observations (Broad, Focused, and Selective)
Material Cultural Analysis
Figure 14: Data Collection Methods

Observations
To collect data through observation as a researcher, the relationship I maintained with
my participants was primarily based on an observer stance referred to in the literature as
observer as participant. With such a stance the researcher must make sure that her/his
involvement in the core activities of the participants always remains secondary' to the role as an
observer, a collector of information (Merriam, 1998. p. 101). Assuming this stance, I chose a
sequence that began the process with broad non-focused attempts to describe what I was
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observing, only to sharpen the focus as I became more familiar with my participants and my
setting, and as I w as able to feel a greater sense of ease in communicating w ith my participants
(Rossman & Rallis. 2003). Later, w ith an increased sense of comfort about my relationship with
my participants. 1 also made a series of selective observations, as recommended by Spradley
(1980). In anticipation of the next phase of the data analysis process, as I completed each
observation session, but more often than not at the end of a series of observations. I review ed
and expanded upon my field notes and wrote researcher memos.

Figure 15: The flow of the observation process

The table below lists the locations, events, and activities I initially proposed to observe.
Although I was able to observe nearly all the items on this list, the italicized and bolded ones
highlight those that took on a more central and critical role during the actual process of data
collection. Also, the shaded row s indicate the events I was unable to participate in and/or
observe, mostly due to circumstances beyond my control.
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Table 2: Locations, events, and activities observed, emphasizing the more central instances.
Curricular Occasions & Events

Extracurricular Events

Classrooms: Armenian Studies, Social
Studies and History. Language Arts, Arts
and Crafts, Computer Lab
Teachers' Room
Lunch and Lunchroom Activities

School sponsored cultural events

School sponsored academic events
Cooperation between school and its
supporting and surrounding community
(events and other activities and occasions)
After school programming

Library
Laboratories
Gymnasium and the Athletic Fields
Hallways
The School Office
Outside the School: Parking Lot (Pick Up
and Drop Off Times)
Parent Teacher Conferences
Faculty' and Staff Meetings
School Leadership Meetings: Board of
Trustees and other boards

Interviews and In-Depth Interviewing
With this technique of data collection I intended not only to obtain and demonstrate
depth and detail, two key attributes of qualitative research, but also to reveal facets of the topic
of my dissertation less likely to surface through observations and document analysis. To achieve
this I conducted in-depth interviews, a form of interviewing Rossman and Rallis (2003) speak
about as the hallmark of qualitative research, and as an effective means of both penetrating the
depths of participant worldviews and of educing the kind of detailed narratives considered
essential to the descriptive aspect of the interpretive paradigm. In addition, as a way of
consistently adhering to two of the key measures that underlie the methodology of this
dissertation—responsiveness to the lived experiences of my participants and responsiveness to
the local aspects of their involvements in Hyots School—I strived to remain receptive, as
suggested by Kvale (1996), to the diversity of the v iewpoints expressed by each interviewee,
throughout the entire process of interviewing.
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As a measure of maintaining a consistent research design, when I conducted the
interviews, just as w ith the observations. I tried to implement a flexible approach by moving in
from a less focused (pre-interview conversation) to a more focused (individualized in-depth
interview) stance. In addition to providing opportunities during which I could seek potential
interviewees, the first stage of this process also allow ed me to ascertain the suitability' of a
potential candidate for the purposes of my research intentions, w hether the person was
suggested or recommended in advance—usually by another member of the school's
community—or revealed by the process itself. These opportunities of conversing w ith potential
candidates, particularly w hen they culminated in the selection of an interviewee, also provided
the possibility for me to gather initial data on each interviewee prior to the interview' itself,
information which at times proved helpful in deciding how to modify the initial sets of
interview7 questions with which I had entered the field in order to strike closer compatibility
w ith the emerging profiles of my participants. By the same token. I remain skeptical as to the
extent to which such preemptive measures might have compromised the richness of the data I
could have elicited from my interviewees, given a less controlled approach where the possibility
of the unexpected is often more likely to occur.

Figure 16: The flow of the interview' process
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Individual In-Depth Interviewing
As alread\' mentioned. I began each individual in-depth interview with a set of basically
open-ended questions, previously procured as a part of the pre-fieldwork process of designing

interview questions aimed at obtaining data relevant to my research questions, and in synchrony
with the key concepts embedded in my conceptual framework. Initially. I had four sets of such
pre-designed questions (see Appendices G. H. I. J. K), each set designed to address the
overarching concerns I associated with the four role groups or constituencies wherein I planned
to search for potential interviewees: teachers, students, parents, and administrators and staff. As
I hav e already stated, subsequent to selecting my interviewees, I allowed the pre-interview
conversations I was able to hold with many of these participants to individualize each
prospective interview by providing directions according to which I could then appropriately
modify the pre-designed questions, partially suggested to me by an idea I call '‘felt images*’ .
Lastly, for the sequential structure of these in-depth interviews I relied on a concept of cyclical
questioning, suggested by Rubin and Rubin (1995), in which the interview begins with simple
questions that lead to more complex ones that in turn lead to simple ones, culminating in the
interviewees asking questions of the researcher. The table below provides a broad array of
categorical and descriptive information on the entire scope of individual in-depth interviews I
was able to conduct during my fieldwork.

8 The idea of "felt images*’ pertains not so much to "rational**—ostensibly defendable, hence crediblepatterns of thought according to which I sought to connect my interview questions to my research
questions and to the central premises of my conceptual framework, but a gripping intuitive feeling, or
feelings, I had about w hat I wanted to accomplish bv researching the topic of my dissertation. I am
conflicted, nevertheless, by the possible ways in which this somewhat inexplicable feeling might have
caused the process of data collection, as evidenced by those aspects of the findings with which I am
unable to feel at ease, to veer off into less productive directions than otherwise possible.
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Table 3: Categories and descriptions pertaining to the interviewees and to the various
components of the in-depth interviewing process.
Category

Description

Type of Interview7 °

Individual In-Depth Interv iew

Total Number of
Interviewee/Participants

22

Approaches to Interviewee Selection

Recommendations: Personal Observations:
Snowballing: Internal Sampling

Interview Conducted in English

16

Interview Conducted in Armenian

5

Interview Conducted Bilingually
Interview ee Gender Ratio
Interviewee School Role Composition

1
Females: 18: Males: 4
Students: 5: Parents: 6: Administrators &
Staff: 5; Teachers: 7: Overlaps: 7
Armenian-American: 20:
Non-Armenian-American: 2

Interviewee Self-Proclaimed Ethnicity
Teacher Interviewee Curricular
Designation
Interview Length
Interview Locations

Armenian Studies Curriculum: 3
English Curriculum: 4
Adults: 60 - 90 Minutes Per Interview
Adolescents: 60 Minutes Per InterviewHyots School: 21; Outside Hyots School: 1

9 When this dissertation was at the proposal stage, it was my intention to couple the individual in-depth
interv iew s w ith focus group interviews. This w as to see whether bringing together individuals w-ho
shared common experiences—in this case my participants' Armenian ancestries—would provide these
participants with the opportunity, as claimed by Calder (1977): Hedges, (1985) [as quoted in Jarret,
1993]. to converse intensely, thus increasing—as compared with the individual in-depth interviews—the
quality of the data obtained. The need to explore such possibility w as further reinforced in my mind by
tw o other attributes ascribed to the focus group interview. The first of these attributes maintained that
focus group interviewing enhances the interconnectivity of ethnically kin participants by providing them
with a socially connected context within which to exercise the plurality- of their voices: the second, that
focus group interview ing privileges the collective over the individual (see Fontana and Frey in Denzin
and Lincoln, 2003)—a tendency I find akin to Armenian cultural traditions. Although I still remain
interested in learning more about these issues, early on during the course of my fieldwork I decided to
refrain from conducting focus group interview s for at least three reasons. First, given the conceptual
demands of my topic, the individual interviews were already generating complex narratives. Second, the
discrepancies that stemmed from vary ing degrees of facility- and comfort with English and/or
Armenian—the two main languages spoken within Hyots School—on the parts of various participants
added another dimension of complexity-1 saw as unnecessary at the time. Third, given the time-related
constraints under which I had to operate, the logistical problems associated with the multiple scheduling
requirements necessary- to conduct the focus group interviews were yet another added dimension I felt
this dissertation could do without.
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Interview Documentation

Audio-taping; Selective Note Taking

Interview Transcription

Selected Portions

Special Considerations

Of the 22 Interview ees Hv ots School's
principal was the only one I had previously
interviewed

Personal observations, conversations with various members of Hvots School's
community, which in turn led to ‘’snowballing’*—one participant’s recommendation initiating a
network of potential participants (Merriam, 1998)—and internal sampling (Bogdan & Biklen,
1998), were some of the techniques instrumental in assisting me with the process of interviewee
selection. In my conversations to identify and select potential interviewees I chose to speak with
more than one type of constituency within the school community. I had interlocutors whom I
knew on my own, independently of my past and present associations with Hyots School; those
who were specifically suggested to me by the school’s principal; those whose acquaintance I
had succeeded in gaining since the days of my pilot project in this school; and finally, those
whom I had the opportunity to meet during the many spontaneous conversations I found myself
embroiled in during the process of data collection. With internal sampling, I began with a list of
possible combination of givens I wanted to see in a pool of participants. This list was primarily
based on my decision to interview members representing four distinct role groups or
constituencies w ithin Hyots School—parents, students, teachers, and administrators/staff—:and
as such it included a range of criteria: chronological and generational age, participant Diaspora
point of origin, participant natal relationship to the United States, gender, matrimonial
orientation (endogamous/exogamous), degree of involvement in the school (particularly in the
case of parents) and assumed role within the Armenian and English components of the school's
curriculum (specifically in the case of teachers). Later, Hyots School's principal’s forthcoming
and meticulous contributions vis-a-vis the issues she thought essential for me to consider during
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the process of interviewee selection proved significantly helpful in facilitating and crystallizing
my decisions.
Material Culture Analysis
With this technique of data collection I gathered and analyzed relevant examples of a
wide range of Hyots School's publications. Here my goal was to select mainly textual samples
that both evoked or reflected the concepts of cultural, national, and ethnic identity and had
direct implications for the concepts and contexts of identity as discussed in my introduction
chapter. These publications included various issues of Hyots School's yearbook, the school's
student handbook, its newsletters and promotional brochures, and. when possible, were
organized according to themes relevant to the narratives produced by my participants.

Data Analysis and Interpretation
Data analysis and interpretation begin with the initial moments of conceptualizing a
research project Rossman & Rallis (2003) submit. Beyond engaging in a limited amount of
direct data analysis while still in the field, the main bulk of in-depth analysis in the case of this
dissertation had to wait until the moment I decided to terminate the process of data collection:
when the information I was gathering began to show signs of redundancy, of data saturation
(Bogdan & Biklen. 1998).
I began the process of in-depth data analysis by listening to the audiotapes of the
twenty-two in-depth interviews I had conducted with my participants and by skimming any
notes pertaining to these interviews, during my fieldwork. This first round of holistic listening
basically followed the same sequence as the one according to which I had conducted the
interviews, and was accompanied by attempts on my part to selectively document, often in brief
phrases, any salient ideas, thoughts, and feelings communicated to me through the words and/or
passages spoken by the interviewees. In order to be able to easily access the portions of the
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tapes that contained these passages, I placed the recorder counter numbers that corresponded to
the time frame during which they w ere uttered next to what I w rote about them. During the
second round of listening to the tapes—and as I made sure not to consult the notes from the first
round—I assumed a more analytical stance. Keeping my research questions in mind, w ith this
task I w rote more detailed comments, posed questions, and once more, kept careful track of the
places, on each tape, of the passages with w hich I w as interacting. At the end of this round and
prior to embarking on the third round of listening to each tape in full length. I proceeded to
compare the notes I had taken during both rounds. This task was meant to begin the process of
tentatively identifying, or "marking” (Seidman. 1998) words, phrases, and passages
communicated by the interviewees (as a function of the emic perspective), as well as my
responses to these passages (as a function of the etic perspective), that could be characterized as
initial constructs or concepts wdth w'hich to discern the preliminary contours of the emerging
themes and categories suggested by the data and shaped and molded by the researcher, and also
to begin thinking about ways of using the same constructs to code this data. In some examples
of the literature on data analysis and interpretation these constructs are referred to as indigenous
A pologies, when expressed by the participants, and analyst-constructed typologies, when
generated by the researcher (Marshall & Rossman. 1995. pp. 114. 115). With the third and last
round of listening to and analyzing the interview's, I sought to achieve synthesis between the
information I had obtained from the first and the second rounds. This meant seeking further
delineation, again in the form of notes, of the passages and phrases that w ere suggestive of
salient and recurrent themes and categories I had already begun to carve out of the data. This
also meant further articulation of the emerging emic and etic perspectives, exemplified,
respectively, by the participant induced and researcher generated constructs and terminologies.
Soon after I completed the third round of listening to the taped interview s. I began the
process of transcribing the marked and delineated passages, phrases, and words from each tape,
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which I. in turn, printed, and then, along with my written notes from the three rounds of
listening, filed in folders designated to each one of the tw enty -tw o interviews. In this stage of
the data analysis process, when working with an interview that had been conducted either in
Armenian or bilingually. I combined transcribing and translating within the same task. With the
transcribed chunks of data and the notes pertaining to this data in the appropriate folders. I was
read) to enter the next stage of data analysis. Using the markers and the eniic and etic constructs
I had identified and generated during the listening stage. I proceeded to even further delineate
the shape of the selected data by honing the definitions of the themes and categories I had
ascribed to it during the earlier stage of its manipulation: in other words, by “coding"’ it—w hat
Merriam (1998. p. 164) defines as “...assigning some sort of shorthand designation to the
various aspects of your data so that you can easily retrieve specific pieces of the data."
Now7 that the themes and categories with which I w as both molding and analyzing the
data were assuming more distinct form and shape. I began to transfer those chunks of coded
data that w ere more succinctly suggestive of these themes and categories from their initial
folders organized by interviewees, to other folders, which I had started to accommodate the
gradually solidify ing categories and themes. This is a process during which as various chunks of
data separate according to codes, they also merge to facilitate the integration of the converging
and diverging narratives of the participants that generate the data. With this task, if a chunk of
data were suggestive of more than one theme, it w as placed in the folders set aside for each
existing theme, accordingly.
With the next stage of data analy sis I immersed myself in the work of reading and
rereading the chunks of data that w ere now7 organized under various categories and themes. This
w as to spur the process of recoding the data: thinking through what I had taken as evidence of
given categories and themes, making sure they were substantially grounded in the data, in order
to achieve a state of data organization and analysis more reflective of the concepts embedded in
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my conceptual framework, and more responsive to my research questions (Rossman & Rallies
(2003). At this time I also began to gradually blend in, when appropriate, relevant and
complementary chunks of data I had obtained from my observations and from the process of
material culture analysis. As reflected in Chapter 4. of my three research questions the first was
answered by data drawn and shaped from the interviews, the second by a combination of these
data and the data I was able to garner by means of my two other techniques of data collection,
and finally, the third research question also by means of the same two techniques of observation
and material culture analysis.
Subsequent to the implementation of the previous stage, I moved to a more final stage
of the data analysis process for this dissertation by reducing (see Miles and Huberman, 1984)
and merging the data, by fixing the codes, by finalizing the salient categories and themes, and
by further articulating the integration of convergent and divergent intra and inter participant
narratives, in other words, by telling the story of the data as mediated by the interaction between
the emic and etic perspectives. Finally, beyond data analysis, it was through partial reliance on
this process of mediation, by engaging such indigenous typologies as '‘family language
patterns’* and '‘home Armenianness,” and analyst-constructed typologies as “identity positions",
"camouflaging’*, and "differentiation"—all grounded in the data—that I interpreted the data I
had analyzed. Two other processes were helpful in this stage. The first had to do with filtering
the analy zed chunks of data, as I continuously read them in relation to each other, and in view
of my research questions, through selective aspects of my conceptual framework. The second
process had to do with searching to match, during a discussion, theoretical aspects of the
conceptual framework with chunks of analyzed participant narratives, in a manner that would
often allow a linking together of specific postulations of the former, as they were being borne
out by the latter, to facilitate interpretation.
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Validity and Trustworthiness
The literature on qualitative research offers multiple ways of establishing data v alidity
and trustworthiness to the researcher. In this dissertation I relied primarily on four of these ways
to achieve the desired effect: triangulation, peer debriefing, member checking, and prolonged
engagement with my research topic, my participants, and the research site (Lincoln & Guba.
1985; Rossman & Rallis. 2003).
I triangulated the data I present in Chapter Four (Findings) by drawing on the
information that was made available to me by different sources as well as by different
techniques of data collection. My sources included the range of individuals that participated in
various capacities in the project, as well as the viewpoints and opinions expressed by Hyots
School's publications. The data collection techniques, on the other hand, consisted of in-depth
interviewing, observations, and material culture analysis.
For this dissertation, peer debriefing meant several informal conversations on the
emerging contours of my data, which I held during the initial and intermediate phases of my
fieldw ork, with a few personal colleagues, as w ell as w ith a long time member of Hyots
School's community. As a former teacher and a current parent at Hyots School this member has
had a multidimensional relationship with the school throughout the years and she was able to
provide valuable feedback on my emerging findings from an emic perspective.
As a step tow ards member checking I have provided one of my interview ees. also a
seasoned member of Hyots School's community—she has been a student, a teacher, and a
parent at the school—w ith a draft of my findings chapter, which she has had for several months
(see Appendix L). To read the final response provided by this participant see appendix M.
Finally, my engagement with Hyots School and the members of its community dates
back to more than a decade ago when 1 first visited the school. Since then, leading up to the
time of the fieldw ork for this dissertation. I returned to the school numerous times, maintained
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cordial relationships and meaningful communication with various members of the school
community, most notably with its principal, and conducted a medium-sized pilot project, which
consisted of seven in-depth interviews as well as formal and informal conversations and
observations.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Introduction

This chapter includes the findings relevant to my four research questions. The data that
contribute to the present structure and substance of these findings are obtained from the
methods of data collection I specify in my methods chapter: in depth interviews, observations
(researcher's log), and material cultural analysis (school publications). The findings that pertain
to the first research question are based solely on the data drawn from the interviews. The same
data, along with excerpts from Hyots School's publications and from my researcher log, shape
the findings under the second question. What emerge as the findings under the third and final
question mainly derive from a combination of collected material culture and observ ations.
Below I present the three research questions followed by an informational chart, which
introduces my interviewee participants.
1.

What processes of identification are narrated in the stories of identity told by
various members of an Armenian day school (Hyots School) in the United States
and what types of identities or '‘identity positions’* do these members signify
through their stories?

2.

What perceptions of the school's identities do its members invoke?

3.

How do the school's curriculum and published literature reflect cultural, national,
and ethnic identities?
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Table 4: Demographic information on the interview participants at Hyots School

Name

Age

1

Angakh Late 50's
Early
2
Anna
70's *
Early
Annia 30's
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Arelne Late 60's

22

F

Teacher (Armenian. Grades 3-5)

F
F
F
F

Azneev Late 40's

F

David
HM

Late 30’s
Early
30's'

Isabella Mid 30’s
Early
Lupita 30's'
Early
Lusyn Teens
Manush
Late 30’s
ag
Early
Nadine Teens
Early
Pauline Teens
Early
Robert Teens
Early
Rosie 50's
Early
Sarin
Teens

Late 40's
Talar
The
19 Principa Early
1
50's

21

School Role

Late 30's

Arpi

18

20

Sex

Thomas Late 30's

M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F

Parent
Administrator (Executive Board)
Assistant Administrator (Formerly
Teacher). Parent
Parent
Administrator (Executive Board).
Parent
Teacher (Armenian. Grades 6-8)
Teacher (Social Studies. Grades 5-8),
Parent
Parent
Student (8th Grader)
Parent
Student (8th Grader)
Student (8th Grader)
Student (7th Grader)
Teacher (Art. N-8)
Student (7th Grader)
Staff (Cook)

Lebanon

Armenian
ArmenianRussian
Armenian
American
Annenian
American
ArmenianEuropean
Armenian
American

Lebanon
Armenia
United
States
United
States
United
States
United
States

< 10 vrs
Circa
1915
Post
1965
Circa
1915
Post
1915

Annenian

Lebanon

Annenian

Kuwait

<10 vrs
Post
1965

Mexican
Annenian
American
Annenian
American

Mexico
United
States
United
States

<10 vrs
Post
1965
Circa
1915

Annenian
Armenian
American
Armenian
American

Turkey
United
States
United
States

Armenian
Annenian
American

Lebanon
United
States

Annenian

Lebanon

<10 vrs
Post
1965
Post
1965
Post
1965
Post
1965
Post
1965

Self-proclaimed Place of
Birth
Ethnic Ancestry

Principal
F
M

Yeghsa Late 20's

F

Zaven

M

Late 50’s

Teacher (English. Grades 6-8)

Annenian

Time in
the
United
States
< 10 vrs
Post
1965

Parent
Teacher (English and Homeroom,
2nd Grade. Formerly Student)
Teacher (Armenian Dance and Song.
N-8)
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Armenian
European
American
Annenian
American
Annenian

Turkey <10 vrs
United Unknow
States n
United
Post
States
1965
Armenia

<10 vrs

_k_

1. What stories of identity do the various members of an Armenian dav school in the United
States tell? What types of identities or ‘’identity positions" do these members signify7 through
their stories?
Introduction
It is on three distinct yet interrelated planes that my participants share their stories of
identity. One of these planes is the direct corollary of narration itself—when participants tell
their tales. Another plane brings us in touch with a process that is germane to these narrations—
when participants articulate the shifting boundaries between what they perceive as their
Armenian and their American selves, the process of negotiating identities. The third plane
pertains to the contexts within w'hich negotiating identities as a process ensues, in one instance
this being mainly limited to the United States as nation state, in another, to the paradigm of
Homeland-Diaspora, and yet in another, to the various ways the Armenian family. Hyots
School, and the mainstream American society- configure to facilitate the dual processes of
enculturation and acculturation.
Negotiating identities is the overarching theme that binds a significant number of stories
in which the participants I interviewed at Hyots School explore their notions of self: of who
they are at a given time and of w here they come from. Three categories under this theme (see
Table 1) further specify the sociocultural contexts and the conditions within which negotiating
identities takes place. This negotiation is a continuous process of interaction between
participants* perceptions of their competing identities, on the one hand, and these perceptions
and the surrounding world, on the other. The first category. Selecting and/or Combining
Identities in the United States, focuses on w ays of signify ing cultural identities in the context of
this country , w hile it also presents definitions of the nature of American society and culture.
With the category' Between Homeland and Diaspora: Searching for Roots. participants attempt
to locate a place within this paradigm to w hich they can trace the roots of a putatively original
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home. The last category. Family, School and Society, offers participant reflections and
reminiscences on ways of assuming culturally and linguistically sustainable positions in the
ongoing friction between the dual processes of enculturation and acculturation, as it implicates
Armenian families, Armenian schools, and mainstream American society in changing
relationships and roles toward one another. The voices of all four constituencies of the Hyots
School community (students, parents, teachers, and administrators/staff)—in representative
numbers—are heard, some in more than one place, throughout the breadth of the theme.

Figure 17: The Theme and Categories of Research Question #1

Selecting and/or Combining Identities in the United States
Under this category of the theme negotiating identities, the United States constitutes the
main sociocultural context within which my participants share their views of their own, and by
extension, of others cultural identities. In this context negotiating identities refers to a process
through which my participants, all people of Armenian ancestry, select and/or combine the
attributes they ascribe to the meanings, respectively, of being an Armenian, and of being an
American, in order to signify an identity. Negotiating identities also includes measures these
participants undertake during this process of signification to determine and distinguish the
boundaries that separate and unite the domains of the two identities.
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Signifying as American, an act most of these participants admit to, hinges upon the
processes of assimilation, acculturation, integration, and association, and on the currency of
such factors as the United States being their place of birth or country of citizenship. Signifying
as Armenian has a different topography. This signification rests mainly on the process of
ancestral inheritance of the biological and cultural traits transmitted to these participants by
their progenitors. It also relies on the differences between representing this Armenian self as an
ethnic entity and a national entity, both in the cultural context of a pluralistic state and in the
ancestral context of legacies that are rooted in the past and embedded in locations beyond the
borders of the United States.
As participants elucidate their ideas on how, through inference and intuition, they
signify a cultural sense of self that embodies particular relationships betw een possible meanings
of Armenianness and Americanness - the two identities with enough salient contextual
relevance to be able to ground this sense of self - a range of identity positions emerges. Identify
positions suggest negotiating stances whereupon identify- and difference as Armenianness and/or
Americanness qualify, negate, or challenge one another.
With the exception of a monolithic Armenian identity, which refutes difference, other
identify positions represented within this range signify variations, at least formally speaking, on
the concept of a hyphenated identity. This is an identity in which the concept of difference,
w he'ther perceived as Americanness or Armenianness—in each instance identify' being what
difference is not—accounts for processes of acculturation and assimilation in the United States
and recognizes and maintains a sense of ethnic or national membership in an ancestral culture.
Also corresponding to these identity positions are a number of key ideas that describe the
stances participants assume as they signify and negotiate their identities. These ideas form a
continuum (see Figure 18) that hosts biological and cultural essentialization and bicultural
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integration at its two polarities, while placing differentiation, submersion, camouflage, and
fusion within the range as intermedian stances.
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Figure 18: Selecting and/or Combining Identities in the United States: Identity- Positions

On this continuum, biological and cultural essentialization is an identity position that
believes in a fixed essence to form the core of a person's cultural identity', unmitigated by
difference. Upholding the primacy of this essence is a perception that firmly embeds it in family
trees and blood relations, traceable to cultural and national affiliations located beyond the
borders of the United States. At the opposite end. bicultural integration involves increasing
acculturation into American society, leading to perceptions of two discrete identities in
processes of cohabitation and integration. Identity in this instance fluctuates: it is fractured by
difference as two identities assume their appropriate positions on either side of a hyphen.
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Hyphenation is the form assumed by the remainder of the points along this continuum.
Fusion and differentiation, with claims to proportionate signification of Armenian and
American identities on the two sides of the hyphen, generally are more compatible to bicultural
integration. Submersion and camouflage, keeping a semblance of hyphenation, while
gravitating toward one or the other of the two identities, tend to flow—given varying degrees of
emphases—in both directions. More specifically, these identity positions are defined as follows.
Fusion illustrates a negotiating stance in which a sense about the primacy and "naturalness" of
each of the two components that merge to form the hyphenation is maintained. Differentiation
connotes a hyphenated identity' in which one of its constituent components is perceived as a
premise common to all members of the society, from which a search to affirm the origins of the
other component is launched. Camouflage in the context my participants offer is a position in
which the subject, given the acceptance of the hyphenated from, holds one of the two
components forming the hyphenation in preference to the other, reverting to the wholeness of
this hyphenation only when the preferred component is perceived to be threatened by the
counterpoising one. Finally, submersion—contiguous with camouflage—also retains
hyphenation as form, and in the process, distinguishes itself from the latter by allowing the
subject to alternate between two essentialized (monolithic) identities in a manner that causes
one identity to submerge each time the other is essentialized.

Biological and Cultural Essentialization: Bicultural Integration (Acculturation)
Arlene is a long time member of Hvots School's executive committee. She was born in
the United States in the wake of her parents' survival of the Armenian Genocide of 1915.
Yeghsa is one of the younger teachers at Hyots School. She too was born in this country after
her parents left their birthplace of Turkey to immigrate to the United States during the post 1965
immigration era. A key point that sets these two women apart is how Arlene explicitly identifies

with a hyphenated concept of cultural identity, ascribing to it an ethnic Armenian and an
American component, while Yeghsa limits the purview of the Americanness to that of a
birthplace. Arlene perceives both the Armenian and the American components of this
hyphenated identity" to represent discernable cultures in reciprocity and integration. Yeghsa sees
the component of Americanness as titular and formal. To her it does not represent the “rear
Yeghsa. Between the tw o of them these women establish the outer limits of the range of identity
positions signified by those of my participants w ho speak to the topic of cultural identity under
this category. Yeghsa says:
...I know I am American. I was bom here obviously, but I think that's the only reason
why; it's because I was born here, it's just a title, it's not me. I would never call myself
American. I would say I am Armenian... even if I go to another state or country, say,
“where are you from?” I am from the US. but I am Armenian....
To further elaborate on why she perceives her American identity’ as fallacious, Yeghsa clarifies
her stance on the meaning of Americanness. She does this by privileging the Native Americans
to an entitlement, should they decide to accept it, which ties identity' to American land in a
manner that prohibits those who are able to trace their ancestral cultures to locations beyond the
United States from doing the same.
...I guess, if you really...do go back in time and decided what would be considered an
American, would be the first people that got here...the Indian...the initial, and whether
or not they wanna call themselves American is really up to them...I think that's why
it's such an empty’ name. “American”. It's not really anything that comes from
anywhere, it's just made up in a sense, it was by different countries that happened to
move here...and they made it up. That's what I believe. I think the way the US is built,
there is no real definition of w hat an American is. in a sense. I mean, it's culture. I don't
think American is considered a culture, where Armenian is...so. I think that's the
difference....

With this position Yeghsa constricts the definition of culture and cultural identity' to a
primordial relationship between a people, in this case those she considers as the original
inhabitants of the land, and a place, the United States. A primordial relationship is the
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resumption ot fixed beginnings to a people's history and culture, both seen as ostensible sources
of origin that lack apparent rival antecedents in time.
Yeghsa uses her primordial essentialist lens as a consistent measure of analyzing and
understanding how members of various ethnic and national groups that form the sociocultural
nexus of the United States signify and negotiate their cultural identities. With the following
analysis. Yeghsa elucidates the biological dimension of her essentialist position, citing the
example of her own case, by positing the concept of an uninterrupted line of biological descent
as the means that ties and authenticates the primordial sources of these cultures and cultural
identities to the moments of their present existence in time.
...I think...[in] the US.... no one ever really says, “oh I am African American"...they
usually just say, "oh, I am African"...or they'll say "1 am Japanese’’, or “I am Chinese’'
or whatever they are...it's very few times I have ever heard somebody use both terms,
you know. “Armenian-American”...I always just hear “Armenian". If someone asks me
what I am. “I am Armenian.” Which is kind of the truth because if you go back in
history everybody in my family tree is Armenian... now, if my father was Irish and my
mom was Armenian, I would say I am Armenian Irish.... that's how I explain it; I look
at my family tree and... I look at my blood relations to say what I am. that's how I
identify myself...just because I was born here does not make me ...I am a citizen of the
US, but does not make me an American....

To generalize, the picture this participant presents of the United States is one of a social tabula
rasa upon which each cultural group that finds itself here records the essence of its identity,
which it subsequently transposes, in its unadulterated from, onto the land. It is thus that
Yeghsa’s cultural identity as an Armenian becomes the sole conduit capable of representing her
"real” self in this country.
In contrast to Yeghsa* s espousal of a biologically and culturally essentialized and
monolithic Armenian identity. Arlene perceives of each discrete ethnic and national group that
contributes to the formation of a pluralistic society such as the United States as signifying
biculturally. Both the ethnic and the American components are necessary to negotiate a concept
of identity in this setting, according to this view.
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I think, especially here in this country , retaining ethnicity, whether it’s Armenian or
whatever...is an .important factor because this is what made America, this is what made
the United States, really: the various groups that came and formed the society7 here. So.
I think any loss of any7 ethnic group diminishes that to a certain extent. So. from that
aspect I think anything that we can do to retain Armenianism here...is a plus. Not only
for ourselves as Armenians but also for us as Americans, vou know...the...thing about
this country is that you can be. you can sort of live in two cultures.... Whereas...for
example, it's very easy to be Armenian in Beirut: you don't have to think about it at
all...but you are not gonna be in both societies the way we can here....

Fusion
Isabella, both of whose parents are Armenian and w ho w as still in her infancy when
they immigrated to the United States, has a different strategy of identification. She uses this
strategy to expound on Arlene's position of bicultural integration. In her early 30s. Isabella,
both a parent and a teacher at Hvots School, perceives negotiating her identities in the United
States as an act of fusing, by dint of habit and adaptation, the cultural legacies of her Armenian
ancestral roots to those of her husband's, a man of mixed Latino and European American
heritage, short of sacrificing one for the other.
...we try7 to remain as Armenian as w^e can. try to hold on to everything that we can. to
hold on to our culture, our language, our foods, and so on. But at the same time,
obviously, we are living in...the United States. But yet we found a way just bv living
day to day to marry the two together, so with that, why is not it possible for me
personally to find that with another partner.. .yrou know7, your spouse?
...this is wdiat people have done throughout time: this is what cultures are all about.
They have fused together...w7e have many things in our culture that are borrowed from
other cultures... so; you don't have to give up something to be part of something else....

Isabella's model of conceiving of culture replicates the larger societal context within
which multitudes of Armenian Americans have negotiated their identities in the United
States as they merge the process of assimilating into Americanism with that of
enunciating their Armenian ancestry.
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Differentiation
Lusyn is a first generation Armenian American teenager, an eighth grader at Hyots
School. Lusyn was born in the United States to an Armenian family who. like Yeghsa's. arrived
in this country during the post 1965 immigration era.
Lusyn perceives her cultural identity in the context of what she considers a fundamental
premise common to all who live in the United States, Americanness. Within this premise Lusyn
prefers the prerogative to differ, offered her by the mosaic model of assimilation, with the
intention of exploring the uniqueness of her ancestral culture, which she signifies as the
Armenian component of her cultural identity. Therefore, what Yeghsa refutes as a viable
identity' position, Lusyn appropriates as a point of inception, with which she begins to construct
an identity that affirms cultural diversification instead of fully complying with assimilation.
...I don't want to be submerged into...that melting pot...I'd rather be in the mosaic that
each piece is a different shape, different color, but it is altogether a beautiful thing, and
that's what makes America beautiful...people should be looking for their
culture...that's what makes you who you are. Everyone is different...like...they
wannabe American. OK American. When you say American, everyone is American....
but if everyone is an American...no one is Irish, no one is from Spain, or no one is from
France....
When she signifies biculturally, Lusyn's identity position resembles Arlene's. In contrast, when
she reads the meaning of difference as synonymous with that of the quest to find one's ancestral
culture, imputing to this process the facility to bring people to a more conclusive sense of self
than the context she describes as the monolith of Americanness. her position approaches that of
Yeghsa's.

Camouflaging
Sarin, a first generation United States-born Armenian is a seventh grade schoolmate of
Lusyn's. In concurrence with Lusyn. participating in the American society in the context of a
hyphenated signification, Sarin also accepts the American component of such an identity as
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given. For Sarin, as for Yeghsa. the Armenian component of this hyphenated identity hinges
upon the essential, what approximates an essence of the self.
In this light Sarin feels compelled to identify monolithically as Armenian whenever
possible, and then, to stave off the pressures of Americanization, to shift to the hyphenated
form, when needed. The construct of Armenian-American for Sarin amounts to an identity7
cover, a camouflage, to avoid being seen as solely American and to remain faithful to the
foregrounded identity she perceives. Sarin explains the process through which she disentangles
the dual strands of her Armenian and American identities, placing each where it needs to be.
...I really consider myself Armenian-American because...I don't want to consider
myself American because I am more Armenian than American... I say I am Armenian
but I don't say I am Armenian-American. because you already know that you are
American when you are living in America... so if I just referred [to] myself [as]
Armenian, like in an essay or something that's had to be detailed, I would say I am
Armenian-American. I would not say I am American because then that would seem like
I forgot what I am. Armenian....

Yehgsa refutes the viability of an American cultural identity on account of the
antecedents of her Armenian origins, verifiable through family genealogy. Arlene signifies
biculturally. as do both Lusyn and Sarin. Sarin makes the Armenian identity a pliable tool as it
strategically privileges the Armenian component, while Lusyn appeals to the mosaic model of
the United States to loosen the grip of Americanism. In contrast, the last participant to share a
story on this occasion resorts to submersion to resolve the tensions she feels between her
Armenian and American identities.

Submersion: Submersible Camouflaging
A second generation United States born offspring of intermarriage between an
Armenian father and a European American mother. Azneev, a parent at Hvots School, uses a
story to exemplify this ty pe of resolution, illustrating the years of her adolescence and a setting
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that finds her concealing the Armenian difference in her identity to acquiesce to the American
one. signified by the maternal side of her family.
...when I went to meet my mother's side of the family... I was a teenager...! think they
thought I looked strange when they first met me. and 1 did. I mean...I definitely did not
look like any of the rest of them... I had been growing up in an Armenian atmosphere
from my father's family that was so strong, but I would not have discussed it with them
because it would have been saying that I am not like you. when I wanted.. .to be a part
of mv extended American family, so vou kind of submerge it not to be different.
This suppression of difference also extends to the occasions when Azneev is in the company of
those she perceives as representing the societal norm, those she singles out in the following
narrative as her American friends.

...it's kind of like I am living a double life. Cause when I am with American friends, if
you call attention to being different you are separating y ourself from being an
American, cause you are saying that you are not assimilating in a way. So. it's kind of
when I am with Armenians I feel Armenian and when I am with Americans. I can be
American: I feel like I am an imposter sometimes cause I have this core that knows
something else....

Azneev's reflection depicts a strategically situational hyphenated identity. Each time Azneev
thinks she is one thing, she is another. One moment of signify ing with this type of identity
catches Azneev assimilating into Americanism, another reaffirming her identity as an
Armenian. Meanwhile, what this participant describes as the "essence’* of w ho she is remains
detached from the process of her dual identities. In one sense, given the contexts of her
Armenian and American social milieus, Azneev is neither; in another, she is a nominal
Armenian-American mov ing from one essential identity to another w ith the aim of protecting
both.
If Sarin uses a hyphenated identity to strategically camouflage the Armenian
component of this identity, protecting it from being subsumed by the American. Azneev relies
on the dual options provided by such an identity to camouflage as one by submerging the other
and vice-versa, depending on the context.
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Summary
In selecting and/or combining their identities in the United States participants negotiate
betw een an Armenian and an American sense of self. To define, and then to say how they
signify these identities, the participants ascribe specific attributes to each. Since the United
States is the larger cultural and national context within which these processes of negotiations
evolve, assimilating and acculturating into this society form some of the attributes of
Americanness. But so do several other considerations, such as the perception that strictly limits
the status of the United States to a place of birth or country of citizenship, thus disqualifying it
from the ability to represents a person's '‘reap self. The same perspective perceives
Armenianness. due to the biological nature of its message, to possess the requirements
necessary- for accomplishing such a task, as it roots itself in a sense of being based on blood ties
that return to an ostensibly fixed location in the deep past and represent uninterrupted family
genealogies. Armenian identity- also connotes the concepts of ethnicity and nationality to
participants.
When they tell their stories of cultural identity as members of an Armenian day school
in the United States, participants assume a range of identity positions or negotiating stances:
both are markers that speak to particular relationships betyveen the possible meanings of
Armenianness and Americanness being negotiated. Each position or stance denotes a cultural
entity that is the embodiment of one or both of these identities over a continuous or intermittent
period of time.
The array of identity positions the participants signify ranges betyveen a hyphenated and
a monolithic concept of cultural identify-: from bicultural integration to biological and cultural
essentialization. While the latter basically refutes the viability' of Americanness as culture and
identify , the former strikes a balance betyveen the dual processes of acculturation into American
society and maintenance of Armenian ancestry'. Of the two ty pes of cultural identities the
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hyphenated concept in its various permutations—fusion, differentiation, camouflage, and
submersion—dominates the range. Despite their preponderance, the differences that distinguish
these permutations from each other are significant. As are the similarities that predispose three
ot them to oscillation between the hyphenated form and its opposite position, the monolithic
form of cultural identity . These similarities and differences pertain to the inherent contradictions
between the exteriors (appearances) each of these identities assume—their form or shell—and
the meanings they signify—their content. If in the case of differentiation both the Armenian
and American identities of this hyphenated position are equiponderant in form as well as in
content, with camouflage and submersion the tendency is bi-directional: to maintain
hyphenation in form and to swerve in content. This shift means to signify primarily with an
Armenian content, invoking the Armenian-American only when necessary to protect the
Armenian, in the case of camouflage: and to signify intermittently as monolithically Armenian
or American, depending on context, in the case of submersion. Moreover, given the balance, in
form and content, of such hyphenated cultural identity as differentiation, the tendency that seeks
to affirm the difference signified by the Armenian component on one side of the hyphen is
contiguous (because it tends to look for roots) with the monolithic Armenianness denoted by
biological and cultural essentialization.

Between Homeland and Diaspora: Searching for Roots
...like, from the Diaspora and from the Genocide we all dispersed. Cause my parents
were grown up in Syria, their parents came from Armenia. We all come from Armenia,
so it's all like, all Armenians in the world, the whole Diaspora, it all comes back to
Armenia. It’s like Armenia is the mother country in a sense. And then there are all these
little Diasporas and the things. So, it's all. like, spread out. but it all comes back to
Armenia, and Armenia feels like your home. It is your home, for me and for
Armenians... (Lusyn)
The image this excerpt depicts is one of the relationship between the concepts of
“Homeland" and '‘Diaspora," as determined by the events of Armenian history. The image
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defines the relationship as reciprocal, but it prioritizes Armenia by referring to it as the home of
all Armenians, and by placing it as a point of geographical and temporal inception at the source
of Armenian history'.
This definition remains constant in the mind of its author, Lusvn. as she proceeds to
reflect on its impact on the formation of her own identity in the context of the United States. In
the process she differentiates between the concept of a homeland and a place that merely serv es
as a person's location of birth or residence.
.. .unless your ancestors, like, all the way back from the colonists' age.. .or you have
been here so long you don't know where your parents are from. then...that's
just...where your whole family is from...But. I am the first generation here, of my
family, I am the first generation bom here, so I know where I'm from...I can't say
America is my homeland. I'll be lying, basically, it's not the truth, cause America is not
my homeland. Armenia is, and America is just a place where I grew up, w'here I was
born.
It is not until I ask this participant to consider the problem in the light of posterity' that
she allow s a measure of negotiability to permeate, therefore alter, her paradigm for a
relationship betw een an alleged place of origin, a homeland, and its locations of Diaspora.
Me: “What do you think might it be like for your children, let's say, if and when you do
have them?”
Lusyn: Well, since they'd be the second generation born here, then maybe,
may be... they're just pulling away a little from Armenia, a little more than I am.
because. I am. also, because my parents did too. because they w7ere born up in Syria.
Lusyn applies her initial definition of a homeland as a location to wdiich one could trace
a continuous family genealogy that extends into the distant past to Syria and United States, both
confined to the domain of the Diaspora in her earlier remarks. With this shift Lusyn makes her
concept of Homeland prone to the element of flux, detracting from its primacy, changing the
nucleus-satellite quality' of its reciprocal relationship w ith the Diaspora.
Nuanced combinations of the key concepts that Lusyn evokes bv her initial image of the
relationship between Homeland and Diaspora, as well as by her subsequent reflections, reappear
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explicitly or implicitly throughout the narratives offered by other participants as they too share
their thoughts on this process of the quest for roots within the theme negotiating identities.
1-

The idea ot reciprocity between Armenia and the Armenian Diaspora: (a) negotiating
identities, (b) Diaspora returning to Armenia.

2-

The idea of a search for roots, and a home: Armenians in itinerancy: border crossings.

3-

The concept of a source or place of origin, a home: (a) the difference between being
from somewhere and being born or taking residence somewhere, (b) the idea of family
genealogies rooted in specific locations over significant periods of time.

4-

The idea of Armenia feeling as home to all Armenians: (a) the desire to feel at home in
Armenia, (b) the need to belong.

The Voice at the Source
Zaven is a native of Armenia and a teacher of Annenian dance and song at Hyots School.
Like Lusyn, Zaven places Armenia, the homeland, at the source of his definition of the
relationship between the concepts of homeland and Diaspora. Zaven's concept of Armenia as
homeland, w hose membership and its concomitant pride he seeks for his students, consists of
two components. Both of these pertain to the search for one's roots. With one Zaven extends
the meaning of this homeland to include multiple locations of Armenian presence throughout
history, a function of flux, while with the other he fixes one of these locations as the source to
w hich his students need to return as a function of constancy, to signify their cultural identities in
the United States. In such a context, negotiating identities from Zaven's point of view' is the
process in w hich the prerogative of American citizenship and the search to locate one’s
dispersed ancestral roots intersect.
I want to aw aken something in them to the effect that their roots extend into locations in
Armenia. If it is Cilicia [a region on the eastern coast of the Mediterranean
predominantly populated by the Armenians during the years 1080-1375] there too we
have had a kingdom lasting three hundred years. If it is Kharbert [a province of Western
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Armenia under Ottoman suzerainty ] and Sebastia [the center of the westernmost region
of historic Armenia], there too Armenians have lived for a very7 long time, and there too
we have had kings, and I want to say that our roots are not [embedded?] here: here, we
are citizens, but with our roots we are mountaineers, so to speak, native to the plain of
Ararat [a valley situated at the foothills of the twin peaks of Mount Ararat, considered a
prominent symbol of Armenian national identity by Armenians], and with that [origin],
the human being must always know the pride of the [breed] s/he belongs to... the flock
with which they are in flight.

Journeying to Armenia
Other participants, all born outside Armenia, in the Diaspora, share stories of their
experiences of travel to Armenia. As they do. they introduce new dimensions to some of the key
concepts, particularly the one of’"Armenia feeling as home to all Armenians." and the one of
negotiating identities.
Anna, a Lebanese-born Armenian-American, is the head teacher for the upper
grade classrooms, and Manushag, a second-generation United States-bom Armenian-American,
is a parent at Hyots School. The common factors that bind the descriptions these two
participants provide of the relationship between the concepts of homeland and Diaspora are
characterized by itinerancy and by the search for their cultural roots, as they struggle to locate a
source of origin for themselves. As Armenians, both participants, at different points in their
lives, experience a feeling of pride about the possibilities offered them to identify with the
Armenian homeland. The factors that separate Anna and Manushag’s tales, however, are their
converging positions on how each participant sees herself as belonging, either to Armenia or to
the Diaspora, and on the ways in which each negotiates an identity for herself in this process of
searching for roots between the two locations.
Anna alludes to the differences that to her define the concepts of place of birth,
place of residence, and homeland. She concludes her narrative, having made a description of its
setting the focal point of her story, by imparting a sense of belonging to the Armenian
homeland. Anna communicates this sense by speaking about the medium of Armenian
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language, which she engages as a cultural switchboard, allowing her to alternate betw een a
position of identification w ith those she depicts as next of kin in Armenia and one w ith which
she assumes a position of difference with those from w hom she feels estranged in the United
States.
...I remember from childhood...may be a little later, where I used to think, "would not
it be wonderful to live in my own country?" And. because I w as born in Lebanon, and
at the age of seventeen I came to this country to continue in college... I always thought,
"would not it be nice if some day the policeman stopped me for speeding... give me a
ticket and spoke Armenian?".... About three years ago we took...some students to
Armenia and I saw a police car and a policeman, and...I was thinking: "I should go and
talk to him in Armenian and say how happy I am that you are Armenian and you are
speaking, this is...my dream realized...". And then. I thought, "no. don't be
foolish... this is common here. Of course, it is my country and I would expect...the
signs would be in Armenian and the people in the streets...I would not have to speak
Armenian to my husband to say something secretly so our American bus riders or
people in line would understand me because that's my language.’’ So. it was a very
uplifting kind of an experience. It renewed my love and pride as an Armenian.
Manushag too speaks of a moment of pride in her Armenian identity' as associated with
the Armenian homeland. In her case it arrives before she ventures to travel to the Armenian
Republic, eventually deciding to take long-term residence there. Manushag recapitulates the set
of events and contextual circumstances that precipitate this moment: the popular unrest in
Armenia with its demands for the republic to cede from the former Soviet Union and for the
predominantly Armenian enclave of Gharabagh [formally an autonomous region, the subject of
fierce rivalry betw een the tw o republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan.] the right for self
determination.
...in college. 1988...I woke up one Sunday morning, in London, left my apartment,
went to the corner, and got the Sunday London Times, and on the front ...top. the
entire, first three columns w ere the photographs of either protests in Yerevan [the
capital city of Armenia] or something in Stepanakert [the provincial capital of the
defacto Republic of Gharabagh], I am not sure, and it w as when they w ere asking for
the Supreme Soviet to give administration of the Artsakh [the Armenian name for
Gharabagk] area from Hayastan [Armenia in Armenian]....my point is...I was in
London... studying... at the London School of Economics... I was not really part of the
Armenian community, but I saw this as just such a moment of calling for me... it's so
hard, over all these years you grow up, you...constantly have to tell people, where is
Armenia...nobody knew about it...so that was a huge. I mean...it filled me with a lot of
pride, lot of lot of pride....
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The resurgent and redemptive implication for Manushag's identity at this moment paves
the way for further involvements with Armenia and with the process of negotiating identities in
the dual contexts of Armenia and the United States. Once in Armenia, having gone there to
search for her roots, the sense of belonging Anna communicates about her journey to the
homeland, or the one Lusyn invokes in her initial image, in time takes a different turn for
Manushae. as the rest of her story reveals.
The next train of thought in Manushag's story reechoes the concepts of an initial
nucleus, of dispersion away from this nucleus, and of the need to seek its meaning, evoked
earlier by some of the other participants. These thoughts also take us through a process, when
referring to Manushag negotiating her identities, which is tripartite. It begins w ith a hyphenated
sense of self in the United States, moves to negotiate the Armenianness signified by this self
against the notion of an identical selfhood, seen as rooted in the ancestral homeland and
resolves by assuming a position of difference vis-a-vis this identity. Manushag's stance of
seeking oneness with those she initially calls 'Tny people’" also shifts to one of divergence from
and difference with the Armenians in Armenia whom she now describes as her mutated next of
kin.
You know, I felt that I had a very...successful...social and educational life being raised
as an Armenian-American...I felt...very7 comfortable to state that I w^as an AmericanArmenian [sic]. I think that at some point...I was seeking my people in Armenia...I feel
very comfortable, having lived there for all these years, to say that, you know' what,
seventy years of...let's say Capitalism and Americanism in this country and seventy
years of communism has created this level of gap between me and the average... thirty
seven year old woman in Armenia, and that...you are able to create bonds but you are
not really able to totally bridge the gap. That’s how I feel. And after four years of
seeking out, you know, ‘‘these are my people”; I am really comfortable on saying that
they are not really my people. That...we were spread out...like seedlings, and then, we
sort of mutated over the years.. .couple of generations, and, w e are related, but we are
not the same.... I was constantly seeking when I was there: I was constantly seeking
before I even went there...but I feel very comfortable now with how' I feel about that.
Manushag's process of negotiating identities continues, in a moment of synchronicity,
beyond the one of its apparent resolution. This happens as Manushag contends w ith the
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demands of a marriage in which her spouse's and her own processes of identification converge
to introduce another layer to Manushag's search for roots, as the motif of journeying between
Homeland and Diaspora remains central to her life. In the next section, she briefly introduces
her spouse, and explains this situation.
...my husband is very different...he was born and raised in Beirut.... Beirut is not the
city of his childhood any longer...that was not their country... they were never raised to
even think about it as [?] their home.... American-Armenians...were all raised very
much to appreciate the United States... so...he is not raised here: there is so much about
the United States...that he dislikes...that he...seriously contemplates moving our
family to Armenia...
...I think about it...we move all the time. I grew up in Massachusetts: 1 went to school
in Philadelphia: I then w orked in Washington DC: I w ent to graduate school in
Baltimore: moved back to DC: then moved to Armenia: then, we got married in
Armenia; we moved to Chicago, my husband's MBA: then we moved to DC for a year;
then we moved to [this area]. It's like. I finally feel like I am making friends and
settling down, and my kids are in one place, and [?] get up and go. And the get up and
go part is only because of Armenia... it really is tied to Armenian [and Armenian
identity?], my husband does not want to get up and move to Paris...the drive is really
Armenia....
Implicated in this section are the deliberation on the meaning of a place of origin, the
presence of the idea of itinerancy as a factor that characterizes qualities of the relationship
betw een the concepts of Homeland and Diaspora in Armenian history, and the contrasting
responses—betw een Manushag and her husband, as well as between others and she—to the idea
of "Armenia feeling as home to all Armenians." In addition, the story Manushag tells here
reintroduces the condition of flux with which this participant qualifies the relationship betw een
Homeland and Diaspora as she prepares to embark on her initial pilgrimage—in search of her
roots—to Armenia. Given Manushag's extensive experiences of life in both Armenia and the
United States, and given the itinerant nature of this life prior and subsequent to Manushag's
marriage, the looming prospect of "return" defines, for this family, the process of negotiating
identities as one which provides simultaneous views of Homeland and Diaspora, as w ell as one
to which the fixing of a particular vantage point, a predestined position, is immaterial.
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Summary
Itinerancy as a process of searching for roots in order to locate a source of ancestral
cultural origin, and to be able to negotiate an identity for oneself that represents the relationship
betw een this source of origin, a nucleus referred to as homeland, and locations beyond its
putative domain. Diaspora, characterize the stories of identity participants share in this section
of the theme negotiating identities. The participants set forth tw o primary formulations of the
relationship betw een the concepts and locations of Homeland and Diaspora. In both
formulations reciprocity defines the crux of the relationship, itself perceived as a simultaneous
movement of dispersion, away from the source of ancestral origin, and of'‘return." especially as
of late, toward it—across geographical space and through time. The key distinguishing factor
between the two formulations is a shift in the nucleus-satellite type relationship, propounded by
the first formulation, in which the source of origin, or the Homeland, assumes a preordained
position of fixity vis-a-vis the various locations of the Diaspora. In time, as described by one
participant, the ostensibly unbroken chain of family genealogies whose extended ties to a
location are necessary for it to be perceived as homeland ruptures. At this point, the gradual
consolidation of the Diaspora, i.e.. the United States, as it takes on its owm qualities of
homeliness, introduces the second formulation between Homeland and Diaspora, with its
greater measures of flux and porosity that is absent from the first one.
The participants offer two notable reflections on the relationship betw een Homeland and
Diaspora and the w ays in w hich the search to locate a source of ancestral cultural origin within
this relationship affects the process of identity negotiations. In the first reflection, Hyots
School's Armenian Dance and Song teacher provides a two-tiered definition of the concept of
Homeland. This definition not only includes the multiple locations of Armenian presence
throughout history, but also singles out a specific location as the ostensible source to which his
students need return in order to partake of their ancestral origins. The teacher blends this two-
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tiered concept of an Armenian homeland with the idea of American citizenship to produce a
map his students need to follow in negotiating their cultural identities within the HomelandDiaspora paradigm. In the second reflection, a parent at Hyots School describes a three-partied
search for sources of her own Armenian roots. Her quest begins in the United States where she
initially signifies a hyphenated identity of Armenian Americanism. In the second stage she
appears to challenge the verity of the Armenian component of her hyphenated identity by
seeking its alleged antecedents in Armenia where she looks to find "her people”. The third stage
begins, but does not end. with a process during which this participant reassesses the two
Armenian identities as the irreconcilably mutated variants of an archetypical Armenian identity
left in the annals of a distant past. The process of negotiating her identities continues for this
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parent as she maintains her ties to both the Untied States and Armenia, and as she considers her

)

husband's divergent sensibilities on issues of the Homeland-Diaspora paradigm.
>
i
i

The Family, the School, and the Society

!

This category of the theme negotiating identities consists of descriptions that portray

I
participants involved in negotiating between maintaining Armenian culture and language in
i

their respective families and the American cultural influences of the larger context of the
society. More specifically, such negotiations ensue when enculturation and acculturation
intersect. Enculturation is the process that sets out to maintain the perceived premises of one's
ancestral culture, while acculturation stipulates and imposes what amounts to the dominant
practices of the mainstream society .
Participants illustrate how the Armenian family, Hyots School as a particular
sociocultural institution, and the mainstream society’ through its several cultural institutions and
vehicles configure in specific intersecting arrangements. These arrangements determine the
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shifting relationships of the boundaries that define the Armenian and American identities of the
participants and of other members of this school community .
The friction between enculturation and acculturation, as characterized by a push and pull
type pattern most of the participants use to describe the transformations of their identities, forms
the conceptual core of this category. The shifting roles of Hvots School as it mediates between
the family, seen as the internal seat of Armenian cultural and linguistic traditions of the
participants, and the w orld outside, as well as betw een this w orld and itself (the school), emerge
as the salient idea w ithin this core.
These multiple roles are articulated as the various narratives of the participants unfold.
In one instance Hyots School in tandem with the family is seen to strengthen the family culture
against the mainstream. Juxtaposed to that narrative is another, in which the school reverses
directions by allowing the pervasion of the domain of the family by the mainstream. Yet another
portrays the school in the role of staging ground for the contradictions that pertain to the dual
processes of enculturation and acculturation present within the family. In the next and last
instance the school initiates—as a w av of presenting alternatives to the dominance of the
mainstream—its own attempts at enculturation.
Finally, in their attempt to negotiate between familial and societal cultures, the common
challenge these participants struggle to meet, as they partake of their membership in Hyots
School's community , is to acquire an Armenian education.
Robert is a first generation United States-born Armenian-American teenager. He is the
child of an Armenian speaking home and a student at Hyots School. When I asked Robert to
place himself in relation to the various locations of his Armenian and American worlds he
responded by revealing the dy namics of the friction that characterizes the interaction betw een
the processes of enculturation and acculturation in his ow n life.
I guess, right now' I am a little more in the Armenian, cause I go to the Armenian
School, but when I get out [of this school. I'm] pretty much gonna be in the middle of
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every thing: little bit American, little bit of Armenian, more of Armenian, cause you
know we talk Armenian at home, so, always, like, a little bit more Armenian, but also
more than now American. Cause...I am gonna go to a school that they are not gonna
talk Armenian.... Like my sister...in her high school, a few people knew what
Armenian was. When she went to college nobody had even heard of Armenia, you
know, like what is that?
With this sequentially conceived arrangement of social units and experiences Robert illustrates
the process through which he negotiates his cultural identity. Robert's home and school are
determinants of his Armenianness during the earlier years of his life, yet prospects of attending
high school and college in the future predict his increasing integration into the mainstream of
American society.
Manushag and her husband have consciously resolved to keep both the English language
and the American culture minimally potent within their home. To buttress their decision, they
matriculate their children in Hvots School. They began with their eldest: "...once...he was
three...he was only speaking Armenian...’'Manushag explains,’4... we felt that if he went
already into an American all English program that would start the process of diminishing his
grasp of Armenian....’’Manushag shares some of the details of how the couple's protocols of
socialization within and outside the family have prevented English from finding an easy way in.
...with my husband who only sees the children on the weekends due to his work
schedule we tend to create weekend activities and social life...with...people who speak
Armenian, where my husband can continually be speaking in Armenian. We tend, if we
are going to do some activity where we are not speaking Armenian...you know,
workmates of his or something like that...to do that in the evening...I don't think that's
conscious, but it...happens a lot...my kids know that I speak English, so if they say
something in English to me they know that I am going to understand it. but they don't
know that [their father] is gonna understand English; they think that he only speaks
Armenian....
To provide a fuller sense of the importance this couple attaches to the process that has enabled
them to teach their children Armenian and to institutionalize Armenian language and culture
within the confines of their family environment, the following narrative is instructive. Here
Manushag elaborates on the advantages of having their son enrolled in an Armenian day school:
how it eliminates the need to resort to "cultural translations” and increases opportunities to
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speak Armenian, w hile within the school's own domain, the social network is generated and
sustained for those who espouse membership in its community

,
i
’

... it's beneficial to me to be around other parents who are speaking exclusively in
Armenian to their kids because it just reinforces the language skills for the kids and its
beneficial to me socially because when I am with...my ODAR [literally ‘'the other": a
stranger, a term commonly used by Armenian Americans to refer to those who are not
Armenian.] friends and their kids, and I am turning around and speaking to my kids in
Armenian, there is one... slight moment of awkwardness... where you have to translate
to the other children what's going on. you know...that social moment of
awkwardness...disappears, even with [Armenian?] families that are not speaking
exclusively in Armenian to their kids...because they certainly [do] not mind that I [am]
speaking in Armenian to the group of kids...obviously that adds another bond here,
socially, and a bond outside here... when vou see vour friends outside of the
school.. .you got this...continuity of language, you got the ease through which you can
continue your family's language [patterns?], w ithout the social pressure of changing
them, which would definitely...happen in public school....In the long run that would
start the degenerative process... of speaking less Armenian and more English....
Manushag's apprehension about finding conducive spaces and moments that will allow'
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her to sustain what she refers to as her family's language patterns finds a plausible match in the
l
i

definition another participant, David, a parent and a member of Hyots School's Executive
i

Committee, provides of the school's setting, at once familial in its demographics and secure in
its emotional make-up.
...a lot of kids have cousins here... it gives them a sense of being something different
than business as usual... if you see your cousin in school, the school is a different
experience. I think, in terms of being emotionally a safe place.
Lupita provides another example of Hyots School in the role of redeeming the efforts
w ithin the family to institutionalize norms of Armenian education at home, and to buffer those
further against w hat is perceived as undesirable influences of the mainstream society. Lupita is
a woman of Mexican birth married to an Armenian man bom and raised in Turkey. In Lupita's
perception, Hyots School and the Armenian Church, as constituent components of the couple's
local Armenian community, are the sustainers of a vision of familial life more compatible to the
values of Lupita's personal upbringing in Mexico than those espoused by the Mexican
American and Latin communities surrounding this family in the United States.
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...the Latin people that are living here...are not the type of people that I would like my
kids to hang out w ith. There are people from much more different countries than just
my country and if we talk about specifically the Mexican community, the Mexican
community is not the ty pe of people that I w as raised w ith. They have a different
behavior; they have a different understanding; they have a different everything, and I
don't want my kids to fit in the Latin culture...in this country....
Lupita goes on to detail her preference to identify herself as an Armenian, revealing important
links between her ow n sense of Mexicanness and the attributes of the local Armenian
community on w hose premises and resources her husband and she rely to raise their family .
It is very important for us. for my kids, to dress according to our beliefs, and our
[belief] is very much of w hat Armenian culture is in the United States. It is not w ell
seen if we dress little bit too open as a girl, it is not w ell seen if we dress little bit too
short. That's very cultural of Armenians and they have been able to keep it here and I
am very proud to see that as culture they can still keep that...the society' where we are
raising our kids, the church we are going, and the school where my kids are going are
giving us the opportunity' to do what we want for our family.
When Hyots School shifts roles due to the fluctuating friction between the dual processes
of enculturation and acculturation, the relationship between the various cultures it mediates also
change. Returning to Manushag's example provides an instance of such a shift in direction, as it
affects the relationship between this participant's family' and the world outside.
Whether the process according to which Manushag's son wall negotiate his identity is to
replicate the incremental vacillations characteristic of Robert's description of his own
experiences of enculturation and acculturation, the cultural orientation of Manushag's home is
in a state of flux.
Manushag's son's graduation from kindergarten has ushered in a new' era in this
family *s life; they now must spend more time w ith English as it w edges its w ay into the
relationship betw een this parent and her child. With the demands of the school's English
curriculum on the rise, so too does the volume of expected homew ork rise. As Manushag
responds to this change, in order to help her son excel in his studies, the relationship betw een
the two languages, each w ith its own claim on his identity', alters. Manushag's ow n account of
the intricacy with which this relationship is redefined speaks to how, in this instance, the
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school-home connection reverses itself to act as a conduit for the world outside, allowing it to
permeate the insularity of a family setting designed to keep the American influence at bay.
...essentially, I have started to speak a lot more with him in English, inadvertently,
because [as] a result of spending an hour a day...on the English language, has created a
pattern between us where now there is a little bit more back and forth in the English
language. Him asking me something in English, me responding to him in English, let's
sav at homework time, and then moving beyond that, you know , outside of homew ork
time. But up until September we made a very very strong point of speaking exclusively,
exclusively in Armenian....
The next shift of roles is the one w ith which Hyots School, not unlike the instance w hen it acted
as an agent of societal acculturation, further complicates its ow n efforts at sustaining the
continuous flow of family language patterns beyond the confines of the home. To continue with
Manushag's story, this time we are placed in the midst of a process where Hyots School as a
locus of social activity simply becomes the staging ground for the interaction between two of its
member families. The complex patterns of socialization that ensue, with parents and children
communicating inter-and-intra generationally (in the latter instance English being the preferred
medium of exchange wdthin both age groups, as I learned in a post interview' conversation with
Manushag). not only re-script the educational blueprint Manushag and her husband rely upon to
maintain Armenianness within their family, but also complicate the process according to which
these interlocutors negotiate their identities. Manushag explains:
...English is [my] mother tongue: English is the language I am most articulate in and
the most comfortable with, and even my close Armenian friends here at the school, the
moms that I am closest with, I mean our relationship is in English, and my kids witness
that on a daily basis. So, there is a mom with whom w e get together very frequently,
and she speaks Armenian to my kids, and then w e turn to each other and speak in
English. It does not affect my relationship w ith her [?]. really impacts the kids, actually,
language w ise. But still her kids know to turn to her and to speak to her in Armenian:
they have made that association, and they will speak to me in Armenian as well....

In the next vignette shared by Talar the school assumes an agency clearly distinct from
its mediating role in Manushag's household w hen it first fortifies the controlled domain of the
home against the impinging cultural elements of the mainstream, and then, as English rises to a
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prominent position within the curriculum, assists the same elements to permeate the home. A
Lebanese-born Armenian woman, Talar is the cook in charge of preparing the daily hot meals at
Hyots School. She provides an example in which the school reverses its position as conduit
betw een family and society to facilitate betw een itself, as the principal purveyor of the
Armenian culture, and the world outside, which, in this instance, it resists. Here the school
utilizes its resources to provide an alternative to the nutritional fads prevalent within the
mainstream, be they of the fast food variety or of the more “ethnic" type dishes favored by the
general public.
...last year. I could say. ninety percent of the dishes were Armenian. The objective is to
be able to serve hot Armenian meals...now, in this country...children are used to eating
fast foods: hamburgers, fries, etc. This year, since we had complaints from the year
before that the little ones like foods such as pasta, or certain other dishes...to stop the
complaints we introduced the pasta dish. In the case of meatball, there is meat...'‘oh. we
are to eat meatballs". But when I make the meatballs. I use some of our Armenian
spices. The little ones are unaware of this, they think just the fact that they are called
meatballs...the}' eat it...but. sometimes we have to accept that we could not always be
the decision makers; we need to also move according to the will of the little ones....
This little story points to the fluidity and porosity with which Talar engages the process
of cultural negotiations through food preparation within the school. Talar's engagement has two
aspects: a global one and a local one. In its global sense her engagement indicates how
Armenian and American cultural identities, as reflected in food choice and preparation, conflict
over the contents of the school's menu. The school initiates a program of exposing its students
to the culinary practices of the Armenian cuisine, yet at the same time conciliates the American
element brought into the picture through student demand by modifying the selections on its
menu. In its more local sense, however, as specific items on the menu are negotiated, through a
combination of deception and mimicry , Talar strategically renegotiates the identity of an
ostensibly American dish such as meatballs by refashioning it through the use of her native
cooking spices.
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This process of negotiating identities does not stop with the involvement of the students
and those in charge of the hot lunch program; it extends to other constituencies within Hyots
School as well. As Talar's subsequent description indicates, the next ripple generated by the
initial impact of featuring a schoolwide program touches the non-Armenian members of the
school's faculty as they find themselves in the midst of having to choose between foods they
customarily consume and the Armenian dishes available to them through the school's daily
menu.
...now we have non-Armenian teachers, sometimes they see what we have or smell a
dish and say. "smells so good I could not stay away.” So we have days where three or
four teachers... come and buy lunch...this of course fluctuates with the food items we
may have on the menu from day to day. It is so that the same teachers check out the
menu and if we feature a pasta dish they do not respond as enthusiastically as when we
offer luleh kebob [a type of grilled ground meat native to many Middle Eastern and
Central Asian cuisines, and popular among Armenians]...or abur [Armenian yogurt
soup], or any other Armenian dish....
Summary
Various points of intersection between the dual processes of enculturation and
acculturation comprise the contextual nub that gives rise to the tales participants spin in this
section of the theme negotiating identities. Each point locates a narrative that speaks to a
configuration within which the three social units of the Armenian family. Armenian school, and
the mainstream of American society assume specific relationships. In these relationships, the
friction between enculturation, the process of maintaining the perceived premises of Armenian
language and culture in the United States, and acculturation, socialization into the dominant
linguistic and cultural norms and expectations of the mainstream American society, compels
participants to draw and redraw the shifting boundaries that define their cultural identities as
Armenians, as Americans, and/or as both. As each constituent unit of the configurations,
particularly the school, shifts roles so do the arrangements of the units within the
configurations.
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In the narratives that the participants share of how family, school, and society
configure, and ot the social interactions that ensue within the configurations, the school is
perceived to assume a range of roles with which it mediates. This mediation is primarily
betw een the Armenian family—the private domain for the practice of Armenian language and
culture—and the mainstream society, but also betw een the school itself and this society. The
range of these mediator) functions includes the school acting on the side of both enculturation
and acculturation, as w ell as the school assuming a posture of neutrality.
Eliminating the need for "cultural translation" and resisting unwanted mainstream
cultural values are both aspects of Hvots School's role as an agent of enculturation with which
it mediates betw een the Armenian family and the mainstream of American society. In the first
instance the school offers a mother the possibility' of sustaining what she calls her family’s
language patterns by providing the necessary conditions for the members of this family to
maintain a continuous flow of conversational Armenian beyond the privacy of their home. In
the second instance the school becomes a force that aides in the efforts of another family to
reproduce w hat it perceives to be the essential tenets of Armenian culture and identity’ in the
United States, a series of codes of conduct and behavior not only preferable to the cultural
canons of the mainstream but also, as insinuated by the mother of this family, more compatible
w ith the highly localized interpretation she provides of the non-Armenian origins of her
ancestral community. In its next instance of enculturation Hyots School takes on the initiative of
mediating between mainstream America and itself by providing its community a nutritional
program that features a predominantly Armenian menu as an alternative to the food items
popularized by the fast food industry. When it shifts to acculturation Hyots School responds to
the demands of its own curriculum by facilitating an expanded role for English w ithin the same
family setting where it once curbed the latter's influence.
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2. What perceptions of the school’s identities do its members invoke?
Introduction
The necessity of having a research question that would consider the perceptions of
Hvots School offered by members of its community became clear after I had left the field and
was in a deeper stage of the data analysis process. The innumerable ways in w hich my
participants spoke about the school, its meanings to their lives, and to the identities of their
families, made it imperative for such a question to be included. This development, not only
modified the former array of my research questions, but also brought about a revision of plans
in the design of my research by shifting its genre from an instrumental case study to a type that
combines the instrumental and intrinsic variants of the case stud}’ approach.
The broad range of perceptions of Hyots School's identities my participants offer
revolve around a number of core ideas. These ideas are relational. They are based on
relationships according to which the school forms multiple configurations with the Armenian
family, with the larger network of Armenian communities that sen e as its social context, with
its own curriculum, and w ith Armenia. Voicing these ideas are numerous parents, teachers, and
administrators, as well as one student. This diverse group represents a significant portion of the
total number of those who participated in this study. Some of the participants combine more
than one role within Hyots School; some offer more than one view of its identity.

The School and the Family
A significant aspect of how’ my participants shape their perceptions of Hyots School's
identity in contiguity w ith the concept of the Armenian family has to do with the transformation
of this social institution during its lifetime in the United States. Specifically, this is about the
gradually diminishing role of the family, due to Americanization and assimilation, as the
provider of what one of my participants calls "home Armenianness." According to Arlene, a
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veteran member of Hyots School's executive committee, this is a quality of sustained and
continuous exposure to Armenian culture and its practices, through which those who are
involved are immersed in a process of enculturation that she characterizes as “natural"
enculturation. What has been lost to the Armenian family in this manner. Arlene maintains.
comprises a key element of Hyots School's modus operandi as it becomes an important locus of
creating an environment able to replicate lived experiences of Armenianness.
...so. without even thinking about it they... become Armenian because of the
atmosphere in the school. It is not like, for instance, going to Armenian school one day
a week on Saturday! s), and then, for tw o or three hours, you know, being bombarded
with the language, the culture, etc. Here... it's just a natural part of their lives... in a
sense it is the way we grew up in the home, because it w as a natural part of our lives at
home...but. with each generation, especially here in the United States, the home
Armenianness became diluted, to a point where in a lot of families it was reduced to,
like, maybe food and going to church occasionally, you know . But here at the school,
it's just a part of their lives.
Gaining aw areness of abandoned cultural practices perceived as authentic in retrospect.
the passing of an immigrant generation, insistent upon cherishing memories of Armenia and
Armenianness. the need to achieve economic integration, and intermarriage are key factors
some of my participants cite in shaping and articulating their perceptions of Hyots School's
identity. Consequences of the process Arlene describes as the “dilution of home Armenianness"
within the family, these factors are also directly related to Americanization and assimilation.
As a first generation United States-born Armenian-American. a parent, and an
administrative assistant at Hyots School. Arpi speaks Armenian with ease, although she
characterizes her own family setting as having lost important features of w hat she perceives as
true w ays of practicing Armenian cultural traditions. In this context Arpi thinks of Hyots School
as the social organ that rectifies and restores these forgotten traditions that were discontinued
during the process of her family's adjustment to its new social environment.
...until I started here [referring to the school], we celebrate in my family. Christmas on
the 25th. My brother-in-law ...they...[don't celebrate] it on the 25th. They exchange
gifts on New Year's Day, that's an Armenian tradition. We have...long since
Americanized and have not done that...I have learned a lot more traditions in this
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school.. .that my family has not kept up. But then my mother will say "O. bstig eyInk
ne asank gneink [when we were little this is how we would do].” Somehow between
"pstigerne [being little]” and her own family here, [it] never got transferred. That's
what I meant...like all these things that I never was raised with, but my mother was....
Three other participants reflect on how the transformation of the Armenian family has
affected their lives. Azneev, Talar, and Lupita do this by combining it with references to female
members of their ow n families. As they do, they call upon female imager}', in the process
introducing another layer of meaning to their views on the school's identity.
Azneev's immigration and family histories illustrate the loss of Armenian traditions as
older generations die. A child of mixed parentage, in an exogamous marriage herself, with
paternal grandparents who survived the Armenian Genocide of 1915. Azneev is a second
generation United States born Armenian-American. ’‘...as my grandparents got older and
finally...passed away...” Azneev exclaims, “...the Armenian element kind of disappeared from
my life, except for the food that we always had at Christmas time and Thanksgiving and all the
holidays.”
In the follow ing vignette Azneev enumerates some of the reasons why it w as the
passing of her parental grandmother specifically that lead to both the disappearance of the
crucial aspects of Armenianness from her family and the intensification of the culture of
Americanization in her family. In the wake of this grandmother's death Azneev becomes
inspired to do something about her Armenian ancestral roots. She tells a vignette w hich
illustrates her reasons to perceive this grandmother as the embodiment of multiple meanings of
Armenianness and as the source that inspires her to explore her Armenian ancestral roots.
...all of the... Armenian qualities came from my aunts and grandmother who every
year...would give me...an Armenian book...she gave me books about Armenia...see,
she is the only one who did, and she is the only one who called me Azneev, everybody
else called me Azo. I would say that my grandmother w as the one w ho made me
interested at all. to maintain it...so it's my grandparents who are really the Armenian
ones...l always was aware of the Genocide, but because of my grandparents.... And,
after my grandmother died I found out...that...[she] wanted her ashes to be thrown in
the Hudson River, and my aunt said, “well, somehow she thought they would find their
way back to Armenia; in a certain magical way. She did not want to be buried here; her
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happiest time in her life was there, before she came here.” So...when I heard
that...soon before my child was bora...I thought. I have to [do] something....
Azneev otters an image in which she imputes to Hyots School an identity synonymous
with her deceased grandmother's cultural persona, poised as it was to maintain and enshrine
practices and memories of the ancestral culture. As time passes, it remains for the school to
reclaim the vacant seat of this culture. Azneev posits, relinquished in the absence of its former
guardian and threatened by assimilation and Americanization.
...this school in a way is my grandparents; it has to take the place of my grandparents.
The longer Armenians stay in this country [the United States], the more they are gonna
need those grandparents, [their] schools. You know , immigration keeps it alive, but
what if it stops?
Talar also utilizes the simile of'‘school as grandmother,” in this case to portray yet a
different family situation. In Talar's instance it is not necessarily the erosion of Armenian
cultural values within the family but the need to maintain those values w hile being able to
launch a career that impels Talar to draw a parallel betw een feelings of reassurance and
security, which according to her. only a grandmother is able to provide, and that which Hyots
School has offered her offspring.
...I was so busy with my private business that often I would not even have the time to
attend parent-teacher conferences. But they [the faculty and administrators at Hyots
School] understood this...and kept me informed, using other opportunities, of [my
daughter's] progress...and, we kept in such close touch...[I knew] they looked after
[her]; I trusted them, just as...when you send your little ones to your mom's
house... and free yourself of the worry of the quality of care provided by grandma... and
then I w ould be off to my work. Just trust and [proceed], be assured that she is in very
good hands...
The last example of the kind that evokes notions of motherhood within the perceptions
of the identity of the Hyots School is Lupita's, a woman of Mexican ancestry married to an
Armenian man born and raised in Turkey.
...the most important thing for my husband is to try to keep the culture in his
kids...usually you marry a woman and the family becomes the mother's culture, the
mother's traditions, the mother's language, and in this case I am not Armenian, my
husband is...so. the first need for us as a family is keep the culture. How do you keep a
culture? You have to speak the language, you have to make the cultural food, you have
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to behave according to that culture, you have to believe what that culture believes, and
we find this school the closest thing to what an Armenian culture can be. Everybody
speaks the language here, now they present the food, that is a cultural food: they present
the traditions, the customs...their behavior is very Armenian....
In Lupita's perception, the school takes on the connotation of mother by proxy, as if to
compensate for the shortcomings of a non-Armenian woman who is trying to efficaciously play
the role of the cultural gatekeeper, a role Lupita suggests an Armenian mother would play.
The difference between the obvious and the hidden is what preoccupies some of the
interviewees as thev consider what Hvots School means to them and to the other members of its
community. This is the difference between that which is immediately apparent and that which
crystallizes in time, the latter due to the sustained and all-encompassing momentum of exposure
to aspects of Armenian language and culture previously mentioned by Arlene.
Isabella is a parent and a teacher at Hvots School; Anna teaches English and is the head
teacher in the school's upper division. When Isabella and Anna offer their perceptions of Hvots
School's identity’, it is not a literal preoccupation with the actual contents of the curriculum that
they emphasize. Instead what they illuminate is the metaphysical fallout of sustained immersion
in the curriculum—the various implications subliminally drawn by the students as they soak in
the accumulated effect of the school's total atmosphere of Armenianness—and what this means
in their parents' eyes. In noting the relationship between the school and the family in regard to
this type of transference of culture, the two participants digress. While Isabella leans towards
vesting the full authority of achieving this objective in the identity’ of the school, Anna
perceives the two institutions of family and school as hav ing separate but complementary roles.
Isabella:
...as...a parent, I feel comfortable, extremely comfortable, because the school is giving
to my kids [that] I would not be able to give as far as...everything that they are learning
in Armenian and everything that they are walking away with...not particularly the
knowledge of a song or something, but what they are walking away with, not even
realizing the Armenian person that they have become, outside of the classroom songs
and all of that...
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Anna:
...this is just something that's planted here [in the school], and in the family of course,
but it's different where...all day they are immersed in Armenian. Even if they don't
speak, they hear, they have classes, there are different occasions, and so on. And. it's
not just what they do. but it's the idea that it's important enough that we have an
Armenian school and that parents do sacriflcially send us to this school, so there must
be something. I don't think they sit down and think about it. but there is that
subconscious feeling that if it had not been important why would they do this?
By ensconcing multiple instances of their personal and familial involvements with the
school within the stories they tell of the school, and by casting the school in roles that redefine
the relationship between the private and public domains of the family, my participants configure
the stance between school and family in their perceptions of Hyots School's identity. Although
traces of the compromised position of the Armenian family in the United States, such as the
factor of intermarriage, remain in some of these perceptions, the}’ are generally phenomena of
their own.
Tw o participants provide view s of Hyots School's identity in which they embed the
stages of their ow n and their families' involvement in the life of the school: the first does so to
redress what she considers a pitfall of intermarriage, the second to remain consistent with a set
of staunchly upheld family traditions.
In the first case, Isabella, a first generation Armenian-American in a mixed marriage.
envisions the identity of Hyots School as embodying Isabella and her family's three-tiered
participation in the school: Isabella as parent. Isabella's children as students, and most
importantly, Isabella as teacher. The image communicated is one of interlocking and
inseparable purposes charged w ith the cultural possibilities of conveying to her children the
importance of their mother's, and their ow n, Armenian cultural roots.
...I never asked what would I do with my kids, as far as raising them, until I had
them...having the school here, and having the opportunity to send them here, and
myself being here has ly opened myself up more.... I know my children... we are living
in the United States, and they will probably be more Americanized... than
Armenians...who have married other Armenians: there will always be that thing that
only half of them is Armenian. But. by giving [them] this opportunity here, and them
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knowing also that I teach here. is. I feel, the strongest impact I can make on them: to
have them understand why it is important to know your heritage or your culture....
The saliency of this perception of Hyots School's identity rests in the agency Isabella ascribes
to the Armenian Studies curriculum of the school in conjunction with her role as a teacher in the
school. In their inseparability as constituent parts of the school's identity, the two features
combine to serve as examples for Isabella's children to heed the significance of the Armenian
component of their identities and to ameliorate what she perceives as their disadvantaged
position vis-a-vis offspring of endogamous marriages.
In the second case, Arpi, the assistant administrator at Hyots School, shares an image in
which a detailed pathway of her own connection and commitment, as well as that of her parents.
to the school, meshes tightly (as in Isabella's case) with its identity.
...I wasn't lucky enough to be able to come to this school because...there was not this
school... when it started...my sister was one of the first four enrolled students. But.
whenever we had off. it was just known in my family... how strict they were with
[“haygagan shrjanak’XArmenian circles)]...you know, we have to help...so...we came
to the school and did things, whether it be running dittos...going back and forth to
classes, helping here, helping there... volunteering at the school... it was just mandatory,
you just did it... And...my father... came up with...the school's logo...and then
I...always knew that when I had children they would come to this school...and then...I
started volunteering...I was home at the time with the other two babies and that turned
into full-time, full-time turned into, “you want a class?*'...no problems and then, to the
position that I am in now.
Of the two participants, Isabella's multifaceted involvement in Hyots School calls forth
another shade of its identity, one in which she depicts the school as the site where her roles as
Armenian parent and history teacher intersect with the element of Armenian culture, aspects of
which are held in common by Isabella, her students, and by the identity of the school itself.
What ensues, according to Isabella, is a strain in the process of negotiating cultural identities.
Within this situation, Isabella feels obliged to curb expressions of her Armenian identity- or risk
a weakening of her teacher authority, which is compromised because students may perceive her
as teacher, parent, and family friend.
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...once they [know] I was Armenian would always either talk to me in Armenian or
kind of give me half answers in English; half in Armenian.. .that's not how it should be.
that's not how it's supposed to be. And...many of the students knowing how my kids
are they have a liking to them... if the little kids get invited to birthday parties and they
have older kids in my grade. '"Now ...you are not just the teacher, now you
are...somebody my mother talks to on a friendly basis"...so they assume...that that line
has been crossed between student-teacher...they have that sense of closeness... like a
semi-relative...as opposed to just a teacher: i-No. but you are Armenian, so you could
be friendlier with us...we feel more comfortable with you doing things." So that was
something that I had to establish with them....
My participants perceive parts of Hyots School's identity in the redefining of the
relationship between the private and the public domains of their families in tw o distinct w ays.
Private connotes the inner circle of the family; public, on the other hand, pertains to what
transcends the confines of this circle. Public includes the mainstream of American society as
well as the Armenian communities that serve as social context for the school and for the family.
In the first of the two ways, the school provides the inner circle of the family with a
broader venue for outreach to the larger network of Armenian communities at its disposal. The
second way perceives of the school as a conduit through which the family allow s itself an
additional opportunity to shore up and authenticate on a larger scale the practices of the
Armenian culture it prescribes for its youth against the commonly held beliefs and procedures
of the mainstream society.
Azneev exemplifies the first way. Like Isabella. Azneev also acknow ledges not having
seriously broached the question of transmitting the Armenian culture until her first child was
born.
One w ay in which Azneev perceives of Hyots School's identity is to seek in it the
possibility of shifting for her offspring the lopsided nature of her ow n childhood ties to the
Armenian culture, by availing her family of a broader and deeper scope of cultural opportunities
accessible through the larger Armenian world. In this perception of its identity, Hyots School
becomes a lever that facilitates the attainment of a sense of comfort about one's Armenian
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cultural identity, as it extends beyond the internal setting of the family. Azneev explains this
dynamic in relation to the cultural education of her son.
If [my son] was not going to school now. I mean now he has got some foundation
going: he can read and write, really I am thrilled; I am very happy about that, and he has
been with Armenian friends and gone to their churches, so he is comfortable w ith all of
that and I never was as a child. I was comfortable in my own family but I did not really
know' other Armenians. I just knew it from the inside but not the greater community ....
Annia, a parent from Armenia, defines Hyots School as the site that affirms the
collective reality of Armenianness for her son: an implausible premise when based solely within
the authority of the family and its solitary practice of the ethnic culture. Annia is also concerned
about the dichotomy she observes between the private and public domains of her son’s life, in
this instance between the cultural practices prescribed by his Armenian family and those
practices that dominate the larger context of the American society. In Annia’s perception, Hyots
School is the place that substantiates the legitimacy of what sets her son apart from others by
providing opportunities for group practices of such cultural manifestations of this difference as
rooting for one's ancestral legacy, gaining the allegiance of the nation, and acquiring knowledge
of the mother tongue.
...he can see that he is not the only Armenian, that to a certain extent...there are lots of
groups of Armenians and they love each other; like love to his nation, first, love to his
roots. Second, love tow ard the language of his [ancestry ]. I will explain now7 why I say
this. Since we live in a city7, here all our neighbors are Americans who speak English,
while w e speak Armenian in our home and demand of him to do the same, and he is
baffled by this, not understanding the reason behind our demands...by’ attending this
school he will see that he is an Armenian and that there are others [here] who are like
him....
In the process of offering perceptions of Hyots School's identity7 as mediating the
different aspects of the relationship betw een the private and public domains of the Armenian
family my participants also delineate the outlines of another junction between the school and the
larger context of the Armenian communities in its vicinity. The configurations that ensue serve
as launching pads for the production of other perceptions of the school's identity.
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The School and the Armenian Community
Two ot the key ideas my participants advance as part of the school's identity are the
notions of Hyots School as community center and as social nexus upon which converge
otherwise fragmented and sequestered units and clusters of Armenian families. These two
conceptions are closely linked. Both ascribe a unifying role to the school, which improves the
quality of socialization processes among those who partake of its membership or avail
themselves of the opportunities it offers the community at large. In the school as social nexus
version this role is one that tightens the gap typically separating the clusters of Armenian
families gathered around various intra-Armenian parishes—including those of the two branches
of the Armenian Apostolic Church—that act as the main organizing forces within their
communities. In its role as community center the school assumes a multi-functional identity.
First it allows contact and reciprocity between individual Armenians who perceive themselves
to be on the periphery of what one participant alluded to as the core of the Armenian
community, mainly the membership in the Armenian Apostolic parishes. The school expands
the web of constituencies and services that coalesce and amass around it as they form a whole
larger than the sum of their parts, thus providing community education.
Positing the “school as social nexus’’ model, Manushag. a parent, describes how, in this
variant of its identity , Hyots School brings a quality7 of depth to the relationships it helps form
by serving as common ground to Armenian families, enabling them to reach beyond the
confines of their denominational constituencies to make acquaintances and to form bonds of
friendship with one another.
...there are six [Armenian] churches in [our state] and five of them are represented here
at the school...so...the school becomes actually a tighter community , a sub¬
sector... let's sav. we attend...St. Vartanantz Church and somebodv else attends, let's
say. St. Thomas Church, and we know those people because of that: we would not
know them perhaps otherwise, because there are really not a lot of multiple
opportunities to get to know people in other churches if your only connection to the
Armenian community is through the church and its activities and its organizations. So.
in some sense...my Armenian community has become a lot wider for being in this
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school, and then...when I [go] to something at St. Vartanantz with the kids and I see
other people who are from Hyots School, there is an immediate stronger bond there
with those people, because...I see them socially on a greater basis...that kind of
exposure.... gives you one added layer of something in common with that person....
Azneev introduces the variant of the school as community center bv explaining how in
this role. Hyots School allows her to straddle the divide between two socially incompatible
commitments: the one that demands of Azneev to continue with her membership of a nonArmenian church and the one that spurs her to participate in the educational and cultural choices
offered by this Armenian school.
,
,
!

i
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.... I probably would have never been able to make [it] if this school was not here.
because I don't go to the church. You can only be in one place at ten o'clock on Sunday
at a time.... This is [a] way for me to meet Armenians without having to give up my
own church life.... And. in a way... although it is a school [it] has the potential of being
a community center, because I have found a lot of Armenians that are not involved in
the community... a lot of people out there who could be more involved in the
community, but they are involved in other churches.. .so I think this is a good
resource....
Next. Azneev articulates this conception of Hyots School's identity- by infusing it with a
social meaning that transcends the school's outward manifestations, its phvsicality. The
synergy, which is the outcome of the interaction between the larger context of the Armenian
communities and Hyots School, allows its communal meaning to overwhelm its utilitarian one.
...the school [?] consists of the parents; it's not the building, you know, it's the
common spirit that the parents have and the interest in their children and...that
community is much greater than the school itself...you know, it's like this big ether all
around it; it's a very valuable part of this school. You know, we are paying for the
education, but we are getting community, connections, education from other parents
about the Armenian community ...and also beyond it...so it's really a community- center
in spite of itself... all those extra things...that come with the schools, that school does
not generate itself, that are part of the atmosphere, that's just created by bringing all
these people together...the school provides a place for that, so when I say community
center, I mean it does not even...have to try it; it becomes one....
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A Caveat
Despite Hyots School's unifying role in its identities as social nexus and community
center, an administrator who is also a parent at the school cautions, during an informal
conversation (Researcher's Log 10/13/04), against the pervasive effects that the scattered and
fragmented nature of the Armenian families that live throughout the townships and
neighborhoods surrounding the school have on the maintenance of Armenian cultural identity.
Therefore, to compensate for the school's inability to provide sufficient levels of socialization
amongst members of its community, the parents must engage, posits this participant (who has a
relatively recent family history in the United States), in additional efforts to secure networks of
friendships and associations for their offspring within the Armenian community. This assertion
finds its significance by the way it adds a new challenge to the structure of the Armenian
family, which, according to earlier testimony, has already lost its initial ability7 to be the
provider of what Arlene, another participant, calls home Armenianness.

The School: Pedagogy, and the Curriculum
Conceptualizing about the pedagogies used in Hyots School, particularly about the
Armenian Studies component of its curriculum, is another way in which participants address the
question of the school's identity. In what they share, several ideas characterize this relationship
between pedagogy and curriculum, on the one hand, and the identity of the school on the other:
a.
b.
c.

Defining current approaches and methods to teaching and learning: pedagogy.
Naming and specifying the contents necessary to actualize the joint processes of
teaching and learning: curriculum.
Articulating meanings of Armenianness, and of the world beyond: the objectives
aligned with the pedagogies and the curriculum.
Given this range, how and what to teach to gain ownership of Armenian culture and

community , is the dominant idea my participants converge upon as they reflect on the question
of Hvots School's identity. Participants also digress from this idea when they articulate their
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differences on the specific pedagogies to use in teaching the curriculum—from inculcation to
self-empowerment—as they do when they deliberate on the objectives they wish to achieve
with the curriculum: from the attainment of the universal through the particular to the
acquisition of critical reflectivity in the daily work of self-identification.
David, a parent at Hyots School and a member of its Executive Board, perceives of the
school's Armenian curriculum as a lens to view and interpret the world beyond. In the analogy
David provides to communicate his perception, w hat determines the viability of the Armenian
curriculum is its effectiveness in providing a sense of ease about the ancestral culture, as it
becomes a means to address universal values and understandings. David explains:
...an interest in not only things Armenian, but in ...things Armenian being a vehicle,
also, for learning about, w-hether it's art or music or whatever... and a sufficient level of
comfort w ith things Armenian so that they can see things Armenian as what it is and as
a vehicle....I’d like them to look at things Armenian as a window...from which to look
at things; not [as] just certain things on the shelf...of course. I want them to have
familiarity with those things on the shelf also....
Recurring evidence of the tension between the Armenian and the non-Armenian, the
particular and the universal, in the education Hyots School is expected and espouses to provide
is reflected in the school's various publications.
The follow ing snippet from the pages of the school's 2002 yearbook presents a
proclamation by the chairman of the school’s Board of Trustees and one of its principal
founders. On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of Hyots School's founding, he
articulates the issue, “ Our dream to establish an excellent school that teaches our children the
importance of Their culture and heritage [italics added], w hile preparing them for any endeavor
in a modern world [italics added] has been realized.”
Similarly, in the 2001 yearbook, a graduating eighth grader uses the Armenian portion
of her personal page to w rite these words, w hich connect a snapshot of the school's identity
with w hat she claims to have learned there:
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During the more than twelve years I have been attending Hyots School it has been a
hearth of knowledge and illumination to me. Thus as my studies culminate, as I prepare
to begin secondary school. I am ready to walk proudly, in full knowledge of my hitman
and national responsibilities [italics added], as I continue to strive towards excellence.
(p. 60)
Finally, an excerpt from the 2004 report prepared by a team of re-accreditation
evaluators who visited Hyots School posits this relationship between the school and the identity
of its students, as shaped by pedagogy and curriculum: '"The visiting team caught the essence of
the identity being created within the students through culture, language, and respect and dignity
for not only the school community’ [if we were to interpret this as the Armenian community] but
the global communin' [italics added]" (p. 18).
In contexts that have relevance to the teaching approaches they undertake and the
objectives they intend to achieve, teachers of the Armenian Studies curriculum at Hyots School
offer their perceptions of its identity. Together Angakh and HM share the responsibility of
delivering the Armenian curriculum of the third through eighth graders at the school. In a
statement that alludes to her pedagogic precepts and lays out her cultural objectives. Angakh
echoes the theme of the particular and the universal as the dual components of a teaching
approach in Hyots School. Angakh also depicts the school as the site of the inculcation of
Armenian culture: to prepare its students for the inevitable and to instill within them the ability
to engender and preserve kinship as they transmit this culture to posterity.
Our primary goal, before all. first is to prepare human beings. It is not enough to say
someone is Armenian...to prepare good Armenians, to make them learn about our
history [and traditions thoroughly], and to tie them in such a way to the idea of the
Armenian school that no matter where they go, to seek out the school, to seek out the
Armenian milieu, to seek out Armenian friends, and to create the link in a way to
transmit it to the future generations and to feel proud...but being a human being is very
important, before all. a human being...
Angahlfs colleague, HM. on the other hand, depicts a version of the process of
transmitting the ancestral language and culture, and the preservation of the nation, in which she
de-emphasizes inculcation and recommends persuasion and inducement.
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...indirectly, we could introduce, create the interest, so that the children themselves
begin to burrow into the body of work that is out there... so that they know that
Armenians too are a nation with a great deal of wealth of accomplishments, and with
the capability to achieve more in the future, and that they too could contribute, in this
future...to the resurgence of our nation.
HM offers a perception of Hvot School's identity in which the school becomes the
agent for influencing the process of cultural emergence and consciousness raising in the case of
children of mixed marriages.
...if. we have in mind the child of a mixed couple, the important issue becomes the
degree of influence we as a school could bring to bear upon the child to make him feel
Armenian at a later date. I think...undoubtedly, there is a time when, as they say, the
blood ties persist and both the child's mother and father attempt to impose their
nationality, following which the school has its role to play in affecting the spirituality of
that student, so that s/he could decide on her/his own what to become later.
Significantly different from the perceptions of Hyots School's identity offered by
Angakh and HM is the one posited by its principal. She perceives the students and the school as
inhabiting the same identity’, one which in its impermanence draws on a notion of curriculum
which is contingent upon the daily interpretations these students make of the meaning of their
Armenianness:
...I shall say that [to the students] “the key is yours, you are your own school.” Being
an Armenian is something that you must always, everyday [?] take out. not unlike silver
that needs shined...you need to work on it everyday; if you don't, it will flee. That’s the
thing. It is possible then...for them [the students] to be able to always search for their
own Armenianness...

The School and Armenia

Complex configurations betw een the functions of the school and the concepts and
locations of Armenia lie at the foundations of the perceptions my participants posit as the
school's identity’. These configurations are situated in the paradigm of Homeland-Diaspora, a
key theme in Armenian history, which serves as their overarching context. The paradigm itself
is not a simple one. profoundly complicated in this instance by the impact of two critical factors.
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The first is the unresolved challenge of determining locations of the Homeland and of the
Diaspora, due to centuries of deracination and mass migration germane to Armenian history.
The second is the emergence of the Armenian Republic subsequent to the dissolution of the
former Soviet Union. In this context. Hyots School, situated at the nexus of where the
complexities of the Homeland-Diaspora paradigm intersect, assumes a range of mediating roles
between its own local Diaspora communities and Armenia. The school becomes the site where
such key ideas as deliberating on the forms of contact betw een its ow n community and
Armenia, considering the contents of its Armenian curriculum, and articulating issues that
pertain to the sociocultural aspects of its environment are considered, voiced, and acted upon.
Zaven, who is from Armenia, and teaches Armenian dance and song at Hyots School.
uses the example of one of his artistic productions and the kind of response he claims it
generated from the school's community' to ascribe to the school a role in which it becomes a
locus for providing similar opportunities of experiencing Armenia vicariously.
...I have done...only once, a celebratory' performance...it was for the occasion of
Hambartsum [Christ's resurrection]... It was an awesome task...to do something of the
sort...to...bring something to these people and receive a response in return.... it
was...in the paper too that “we felt as if we were in Armenia." This is an impression
right straight from the mouth of a parent., .which has reached me through the
grapevine....the idea had been expressed the next day...“as if we were in Armenia."
And that is indeed the case. It is such ambience that we need to create. In other words it
is such spirit that we need to breathe into the entire community of the school...
Annia. another Armenian from Armenia, depicts Hyots School as the site where notions
of Armenian identity ought to include a more versatile idea of Armenianism through a
revamping of the curriculum of the school. In this view the meaning of Armenianness is not
solely defined, as Annia contends to be the case now. by signifying the hyphenated identity- of
Armenian- Americanism, but also by including active participation in the life of the Armenian
Republic [as the nation state of the Armenians], particularly as this pertains to children like
Annia's son. w ho are born of mixed parentage betw een Armenians from Armenia and
Armenians in the Diaspora.
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...he [Annia's son] will have to go to Armenia with me...and since he will have to read
books there, he will need to understand what it is that he is reading. He has to converse
with the people there and understand...they should know where their roots are situated,
and Armenia for us plays a big role, so that they should know Armenian Armenian [in
reference to the eastern dialect of Armenian, predominantly spoken in Armenia and
Iran]; they should know' Russian too.... they [those at Hvots School] think that their
Armenian should be on a level to only enable them to socialize here....They think “OK.
he is gonna be a lawyer...in America: he needs English and OK. he has to know
Armenian because we are Armenian." They don't understand. OK. may be [?] to live in
Armenia; may be he likes it there. But they are not mixed families: we are....
Finally, Manushag. an Armenian-American parent, offers two views of Hyots School's
identity, both of w hich pertain to concepts and locations of the Armenian homeland. Manushag
clarifies the significance, in the context of her son's classroom at Hyots School, of his family's
regular summer excursions to Armenia, noting the impact they bear on his attitude and behavior
upon return.
...my son is the only one in his classroom to have been in Armenia, and being in
Armenia is just such an incredibly important experience for my children... when they
come here to school in September that's all they talk about....
Next Manushag illustrates how Hyots School becomes the locus of contending
allegiances to notions of home and homeland that clash to bring about situations of friction in
need of redress. As an example of such conflict within the school, Manushag posits the case of
the friction betw een her ow n son, w ith his sense of attachment tow ard the Republic of Armenia,
and a peer, w hose apparent fealty toward Turkey, a land from w hich Armenians w ere banished,
are underscored by virtue of the his family's continued presence in that country.
...something interesting has come up about Turks and Turkey though, because...when
[my husband] has tried to show’ [my son] the map...you know, “this is Gharabagh [the
contested enclave betw een the tw o republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan], and this area
was where the Turks were.. .there was a war, that’s why the tank is there.. .and now the
Armenians... have control of that land".... So, he will say something about Turks, and
then, that's a problem for Bolsahay [Armenians from Istanbul, Turkey] kids in this
school....And. that's a confusing moment for him [Manushag's son]; he is not really
able to piece that out....one of the kids in his class has been to Turkey... where he has
got family....So, I did try to explain to him that...[his friend's] parents grew’ up in
Turkey, and that there still are Armenians in Turkey and that there are nice Turks as
well as bad Turks.. .and that there is no war going on now between Armenia and
Turks...
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With this second view. Manushag perceives of Hyots School as the loci for two discrete
yet entwined scenarios. In the first situation the school offers a Diaspora-born child with
substantive ties to Armenia, such as Manusahg's son. an environment in which to unpack his
first hand experiences of the homeland:
...my son's Armenian language teacher in school...is thrilled with [his] exposures,
because they help very much to discuss...Armenian culture. Armenian history, and [my
son] is fascinated by all of that. It's fascinating when they are discussing...Mesrob
Mashtots [the priest who headed the project of inventing the Armenian alphabet] or
Sasuntsi Davit [the hero of an Armenian national epic by the same name], because...he
has seen those artsans [statues]... in Armenia, so...that level of connection is very
exciting for him and very reinforcing for him....
In the second scenario the school is seen as the locus where contrasting situations of
uncertainty—Manushag's son discussing the heroics of contemporary Armenian national
history with his non-Armenian teachers—and of safety—Manushag comparing Hyots School's
level of tolerance for such discussions to that of its public school counterparts—coexist.
...but then... if he turns around with his ODAR [the Armenian word to refer to non
Armenians] teacher and he discusses being on [a] tank...in Gharabagh. where the
Armenians killed the Turks. I don't know how she handles that, and don't know how'
comfortable he feels about her handling of that, I have no idea. Certainly, it's safer to
have those discussions here in this school than in...public school. I would think....
That's something I think about too...his ability to relate his summer stories to the kids
that he would go to school with in [public school] versus here. It's pretty safe here to
discuss, “I went to...Hayastan [the Annenian word for Armenia]; I went to
Gharabagh../'
Summary
Notable among the perceptions participants offer of Hyots School's identity are those
that pertain to the school's relationship and its interactions w ith the Armenian family, w ith the
larger context of the school's surrounding Armenian communities, and w ith Armenia.

The School and the Family
The waning role of the Armenian family as the main provider of home Annenianness
and the school's increased centrality in acting to compensate for the incurred loss is one of the
pivotal issues participants speak about when they offer their perceptions of Hyots School's
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identity. Home Armenianness is defined as the sustained and prolonged exposure to the practice
of Armenian language and culture, readily available, and a natural part of Armenian family life
in the past. Either directly or implicitly many participants refer to Americanization and
assimilation as decisive forces operating at the roots of this transformation of the Armenian
family in the Diaspora context of the United States. The loss to the Armenian family and the
response by the school is described as having a variety of dimensions, each engendering its own
view of the school’s identity. Hyots School is perceived to restore abandoned cultural practices
of the family, seen in retrospect as authentically Armenian; to preserve cherished memories of
Armenia and Armenianness for the legatees of the immigrant generation; to allow the family the
option of unfettered economic integration by its motherly nurturance of the children; and to
countervail the alleged cultural deficit, due to intermarriage, of the hybridized Armenian family.
Other perceptions of Hyots School's identity, in light of its relationship with the
Armenian family, stem from its role in facilitating links between the private sphere of the
latter's internal setting and the world outside. In two such examples families are provided access
to the broader network of the Armenian communities, beyond the immediate confines of their
home environments. In the first instance such outlet causes an endogamous Armenian family a
greater sense of comfort about its private practices of Armenian culture. In the second, by virtue
of its collective exercise of Armenian language and nationality, the school itself becomes the
broader public locus that assuages the glaring contrast between a family’s insular adherence to
the Armenian language and the dominant values of the mainstream American society,
consequently affirming the cultural legitimacy of the stance assumed by this family.
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The School and the Armenian Community
Participant perceptions of Hyots School's identity in this junction remain wedded to the
family; this is particularly true in light of the school's role as facilitating agent between the
family's private domain and those facets of public life with which it is inclined to interact. The
school's identity as social nexus perceives of it as initiating and improving the socialization
process amongst the widely scattered units of Armenian families, clustered as they are around
an assortment of Armenian denominational parishes. Initiation applies to families whose
chances of socialization are undermined by sectarian allegiances to their churches: improvement
pertains to those families the quality of whose relationship, due to common membership of a
particular parish, receives new depths as they join the ranks of Hyots School's community. The
school's identity as community center is contiguous with the social nexus view; it provides
community and options for a more expansive awareness of intra-Armenian networks of
communication and socialization according to a participant, a member of a non Armenian
church, who perceives of herself as peripherally situated in relation to what she refers to as the
hub of her area's Armenian communities.

The School and Armenia
Participants perceive Hyots School's identity in its relationship with Armenia within the
context of the Homeland-Diaspora paradigm. As the perceived interchangeability between
locations of home and Diaspora and the emergence on the global scene of an independent
Republic of Armenia intersect, the complexity of this paradigm increases. Corresponding
perceptions of the school's identity, as it acts to facilitate between its own local Armenian
communities and Armenia, emerge as a result. Voicing the need for Hyots School to reconsider
its educational priorities, one of these perceptions envisions the school in a vein where its
emphasis on preparing graduates capable of successful careers in the United States is
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challenged. According to this perception, for those students and families who are inclined to
imagine their future lives beyond the present parameters of the Homeland-Diaspora paradigm,
the promotion by the school of a hyphenated concept of Armenian-American identity lacks the
necessary cultural responsiveness to ensure effective participation in the life of the new
Armenian Republic. Another participant perceives of Hvots School's identity as the
embodiment of two seemingly conflicting feelings: unease and reassurance. These feelings
traverse the domain of ethnicity and nationalism and pertain to the school as a space within
which boundaries expressive of Armenian identity and of Americanism are negotiated. The first
instance, associated with the feeling of comfort and security, defines the identity of the school
as a measure of its ability to act as an enclave capable of protecting and supporting, in the face
of mainstream American society, expressions of Armenian ethnicity and/or nationality. The
second instance, linked with the feeling of discomfort, pertains to the cultural politics of the
enclave itself and induces the other aspect of the same identity, one in which the school's limits
as an ethnic and national entity, premised upon a hyphenated conception of Armenian as well as
American identities, are put to test.

3. What are some of the wavs in which the literature published by this school, as well as
aspects of its curriculum, reflect cultural, national, and ethnic identity?
The Literature
In this section I present a selection of excerpts from the various publications produced
by Hyots School in which different members of its community—adults and adolescents, from
administrator to student—lift their voices and speak to the concepts of cultural, national, and
ethnic identity . To prepare the selection I have consulted editions of Hyots School's y earbook,
its student handbook, its promotional brochures and newsletters, and the pages of my log.
Employing both official and informal language, these excerpts address a multiplicity of issues
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such as the school's goals and objectives, the educational and cultural accomplishments of its
membership, and the nature and contexts of the projects under its sponsorship. Since it draws
upon a range ot domain-specific discourses, such as the discourse of public relations, school
jargon, amateur journalism, and education, the language used in the excerpts is not always
consistent. Its ambiguities usually occur due to unexpected shifts from one discourse to another
while keeping to the same domain. Nor are cultural identity and its ethnic and national variants
evenly referenced or discussed throughout these excerpts and the literature they represent.
With the exception of several brief mentions of concepts such as culture and ethnic
identity—indicating also a particular view on how to address these concepts pedagogically
within Hyots School—and a few isolated references to the ideas of multiculturalism and global
culture, the more recurrent manifestations of relevance to the concept of cultural identity' in this
literature pertain to its hyphenated form. With its two components, each of which signifies one
»

or the other of the two principal cultures and their concomitant identities within the school,
Armenian-American, as a construct, seldom appears within the literature. Instead, it is often
constructed in process, as a part of an educational and pedagogic discourse within which the
official voice of the school, with significant frequency, alludes to the Armenian component, by
invoking such temporal and cultural markers as the past, tradition and heritage, and to the
American one. by reliance on other such concepts as the future, change and innovation, and
academic excellence.
The concepts of ethnic identity and hyphenated cultural identity are directly mentioned
in a message by Hyots School's principal founder and benefactor in the 2001 issue of the
school's yearbook. Using the verbs ''to instill" and ''to carry." the founder highlights what he
considers to be two major educational and cultural achievements of Hyots School. These are the
infusion of the concept of ethnic identity in its students, and the creation of a community of
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culturally- hyphenated learners capable of maintaining and transmitting their cultural
inheritance, presumably Armenian ethnicity, to the next generation.
Earlier this year the alumni of our school came together to celebrate [Hyots School's]
25th Anniversary. The record turn out that evening, including some graduates who flew'
in from far away cities, shows the strong bond of friendship and ethnic identity [Hyots
School] instills in our students. The dream of creating a community of young
Armenian-Americans who will carry on our legacy has been achieved and our tireless
efforts rewarded.
Although simultaneous mention of the concepts of ethnic and hyphenated identity
presupposes a relationship of mutual inclusiveness betw een the tw o, no other indications within
this statement appear to clarify the more specific positions, ethnic versus national for instance,
assumed by the Armenian and American identities on either sides of the hyphen.
In a more recent message featured in the 2004 issue of the same publication, w'hich
revisits the topic of Armenian cultural maintenance, the founder credits Hyots School for a
twenty eight year long successful performance in meeting this challenge. Consistent with the
earlier message, here. too. the concepts of infusion and hyphenation are present. Yet this time,
the founder defines the relationship between them differently. He makes the process of instilling
Armenian ethnicity incumbent upon the provision, by the school, of an exemplary American
academic experience for its students, and by doing so he constructs, rather than names, a
concept of cultural hyphenation, ascribing one or more specific attributes to each of its
Armenian and American identities.
The struggle to keep the Armenian spirit alive seems to have been pail of our people's
genetic code since the beginning of time. It has never been an easy task.... [Hyots
School] must have a double survival gene. In the past 28 years, it has taken on the
struggle to keep the Armenian spirit alive in its student body, instilling in them a pride
in their Armenian heritage, w hile providing them w'ith one of the best possible primary
and middle school private American educations in [our area] today.
Further elaboration of attributes ascribed to the Armenian and American components of
a hyphenated concept of cultural identity' in construction are evident in another address
concerning Hyots School's educational endeavors, this time delivered by the principal, as it
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appears in the 2001 issue of the school's yearbook. Implicit about the two identities that are
posited by the principal in her perception of hyphenation is their respective association with the
temporal notions of future and past. While one of these identities shapes itself by adhering to
the requirements of becoming a pail of the future: modernization, that is integration into the
American world, the other harkens back to the past, to the Armenian world, and is at once
beholden to the best of this world's traditional practices as it is prepared to alter them when
necessary.
Our school has always had its gaze fixed at the future. It has succeeded at acclimating
itself to the demands of this land [in reference to the United States]. In its program,
while it has always allowed generous room for American pedagogic approaches, it has
not failed to select also from the Armenian educational traditions, which it has. when
needed, modernized, alas to the point of making them subject to deep transformations.
(Hyots School Yearbook. 2001)
The Hyots School produces other publications in which similar instances of
constructing a hyphenated concept of cultural identity' appear. In these publications.
permutations of the notions of the past and the future are ascribed attributes respectively
specific to the Armenian and American components of this identity, thus subtending the
relationship between them to an either/or type dichotomy. A 2003 publication, a colorfully
illustrated brochure promoting the school's academic program, ambiance, objectives, and
mission provides three cogent examples. The first is its masthead, which states, the school's
motto “Preserving the past: Preparing the future," and the second, an excerpt from its opening
paragraph, which applies the ideas within the motto to depict Hyots School's embrace of the
dual project of readiness to greet the future, as it insinuates life in America, and willingness to
safeguard the past, as it intimates Armenianness.
[Hyots School]...offers a model mix of academic scholarship, unique second language
experience and other valuable programs from Nursery to Eighth Grade in a safe, student
friendlv/student-first multicultural environment...[Hyots School] takes pride in
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affordably preparing our children for the future, while preserving their cultural
identity.10
The last of the three examples appears in the excerpt that is taken from the brochure's final
paragraph, a reiteration of Hyots School's educational and sociocultural objectives. Here, once
again, specific attributes are linked to one or the other of the two cultures and. by implication, to
the identities that are poised on either side of the hyphen. With this excerpt, although it is
difficult to ascertain with certainty the sequential correspondence between cultures and their
respective attributes, based on the emerging patterns of the previous examples, it is possible to
provide an inference. On one side, the use of the two concepts of innovation and educational
achievement—the first echoing the principal's earlier use of “modernization''—suggests
Americanness. On the other, the placement of such markers as tradition, and perhaps, family
values, connotes Armenianness.
[Hyots School] provides every student with an integrated, interdisciplinary education
that builds on a strong American and Armenian heritage that honors tradition, pursues
innovation, celebrates educational achievement, and values family and community
life...
As it pertains to Hyots School's mission, two out of its three postulates are of relevance,
although not without ambiguities, to the concept of cultural identity', and within it, to those of
Armenian and American cultures. Here are the two postulates in question:
1.
2.

To nurture the students' understanding of their culture and history and to provide them
with the necessary tools to guide each student in developing a positive identity.
To ensure students' understanding that all languages and cultures make up a part of the
whole to create a healthy, well balanced individual and responsible citizens.
It is difficult to ascertain whether the phrase that begins the first postulate “to ensure the

students' understanding of their culture and history..." is meant to evoke an Armenian, an

10 The reference to the concept of multiculturalism in this excerpt, vague as it is in its intentions, whether
it is to indicate the intracultural diversity of the Armenian communities in the membership of the school
or to reflect the pluralistic character of the American society that hosts these communities, recurs in the
school's mission, also featured in the same publication. A parallel concept to the one espousing
heterogeneity of cultures but with a focus on the idea of globalism can be found in a statement entitled
"General Philosophies,” as it appears in the 2003 - 04 issue of Hyots School's Student's Handbook (p.6)
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American, or yet a third identity, one that hyphenates the first two. Ostensibly, many of the
students attending Hyots School could, at one time or another, espouse one or more of these
identities. The phrase that completes this postulate is also subject to uncertainty . The word
identity itself is couched in language reminiscent of the discourse of character development
rather than that of sociocultural signification: "...and to provide them with the necessary tools
to guide each student in developing a positive identity." In contrast to the first postulate the
ambiguity' in the second one is not so much a function of its lack of engagement with the
concept of cultural identity', but of how. in implicitly addressing this concept, it situates itself
outside the domains of Armenianness or Americanness. speaking instead to the notion of
multicultural ism.
Hyots School's newsletter provides additional salient examples from the school's
literature that speak to the concept of cultural identity-, while pointing to actual opportunities
offered by the school's curricular and extracurricular activities for the students to distinctively
express either Armenian or American identities. Each of the following excerpts, extracted from
two different issues of this publication, reveals the nature and details of a specific activity- or
event sponsored by the school, and as it does, uses language that signifies one of the two
identities, as shaped and mediated by each event. Of note are the striking differences between
the sobriety exuded by the syntax and diction of the excerpt that describes the celebration of
Vartanatz Dav. a religious holiday of national significance to Armenians, and the informal and
spunky mood communicated by the textual vernacularism of the excerpt that depicts the
counter- cultural peculiarities of an American style event entitled "Saturday Night Fever."
Celebrating Vartanatz
On February 3 [Hyots School] observed Vartanatz [an epic battle of Armenian
Christianity in which the hero of the battle. St. Vartan, after whose name it is
remembered, meets his martyrdom in the process of defending the institution of
Christianity' against Armenia's powerful Zoroastrian neighbor. Persia, in the year 450 451 AD]...in the morning, students from 4-th 8th grades attended the special service at
St. Vartanantz Church...after which they presented a program in the church hall. The
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program of songs, dances and recitations was praised by [the] prelate of the Armenian
Apostolic Church for the Eastern United States...
(Hyots School Newsletter. Issue 9. December - February 2005)
Saturday Night Fever
Our second annual dance marathon fundraiser on March 13 was a smash. Over 50
students enjoyed the music of 60"s, 70's. and 80's as they 'Rocked around the Clock.'
The students looked real 'groovy', wearing glow necklaces and tie-dyed shirts made by
the eighth grade class who sponsored this year's dance to raise money for the
yearbook...
(Hyots School Newsletter, Issue 6. February - April 2004)
I return to Hyots School's yearbook, this time to the section within it devoted to the
members of each year's graduating class and their families. The pages that make up this section
are typically bilingual and contain an assortment of photographs that show the graduating
student in a variety of single or group poses, the latter with the members of his/her family or
within the setting of his/her home environment. In some instances these photographs are
arranged in chronological sequence to highlight the various stages of the student's development
and growth. The texts of the submissions are either authored by the graduating student
himself/herself, or by members of his/her family. The first case provides an experiential account
of being a student at Hyots School or focusing on an aspect of the student's future aspirations
and plans; the second praises the student in recognition of his/her academic and social
accomplishments.
What makes these messages characteristically relevant to the concept of identity is the
w ay in which, in addition to supplying further examples of hyphenated as well as monolithic
forms of cultural and national identity, they also reveal the roles played by Armenian and
English as the prominent linguistic means through w hich text is used to signify these identities.
Nonetheless, in the overw helming bulk of these messages, as each contributor uses both
Armenian and English to convey his/her ideas, hyphenation appears mainly as a question of
form; they are hyphenated due to their bilingualism. The content of what is said, on the other
hand, despite the choice of language, remains predominantly overshadow ed by monolithic
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expressions ot Armenian cultural and national identity, alluded to through the use of such
concepts as nation, family, and school, laced as many of them are with reverential accolades and
honoriflcs.
The follow ing three sets of submissions, each set encompassing both the Armenian and
English texts of its respective message, illustrate the dichotomous aspect of these messages.
Each message defines its particular angle of relevance to the concepts of cultural and national
identity by the way it combines hyphenation of form and singularity of a monolithic content.
The first set is by a student of the graduating class of 2003 addressing her peers: the next two
are by parents of the graduates of the class of 2004. in this instance showering their offspring
with congratulatory remarks for their achievements. The spread begins with the English
translations of the Armenian texts pertaining to each of the three sets and ends with the
corresponding English versions of the translated Armenian texts.
‘T can say that being an Armenian is a very big honor for me...” begins the Armenian
text submitted by the first alumna. k\..a feeling imprinted upon my soul due to the 11 years I
have been attending [Hvots School].” In the remainder of this version the author goes on to
thank the founders of the school for blessing Diaspora Armenians with a second home, outside
the ones provided by their family settings, and then thanks her parents for the sacrifices made to
ensure her graduation.
In the case of the second alumna, the dedicatory passage written bv her parents, a token
of the family's sentiments in honoring her achievements, reads. **My lovely daughter, it is our
wholehearted w ish to see you worthy of higher degrees, being a constant source of pride to your
parents, your school, and the Armenian people."
Finally, the laudatory paragraph below' is signed on behalf of the mother, father, and
siblings of the third and last alumna:
It has been eleven years since you took your first hesitant steps to cross [Hyots
School's] threshold. We are at a loss to find the words to express our joy in seeing how'
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you forged your mind and soul at the foundry of this school: were reared into
Armenianness; and became a proud youngster. We are certain that you will go on to
greet the future in confidence, fully cognizant of your national responsibilities, and
always being a source of pride for your family, and [Hyots School]....
Although in the opening sentences of the English text of her submission, the first alumna
reiterates her view of Hyots School as a home away from home in the Diaspora, as she
enumerates the advantages of attending this school, she does not indulge in laudable and
emphatic expressions such as the one about feeling the honorability of being an Armenian, or
the one about experiencing the impact left upon her soul by this feeling of honor, characteristic
of the Armenian version.
I have been attending [Hyots School] for the past 11 years...[Hyots School] has become
my second home, where I have received a well-rounded education and gained
knowledge about my rich culture and heritage.
Neither does the English text composed by the parents of the second alumna, praising
their daughter's success at graduation from Hyots School, makes use. as does the Armenian
text, of the institutional triangle of family, school, and nation as simulacrum in service of
Armenian cultural identity. Instead, what this version posits is a quality of parent-sibling
relationship, characteristically "softer’', less duty-bound, free floating, and more reciprocal than
the one put forth by its Armenian counterpart.
Dear [X],
You have always been everything we hoped and dreamed for and may God bless you
with the same happiness and success in life!
Love always. [XX]. Mom & Dad
Finally, although the English version of the congratulatory' note, written by the parents of
the third alumna, makes strident use of accolades evocative of Armenian ethnic and cultural
sentiments, it lacks the Armenian version's potency in this regard. Despite mention of such
notions as the child being the pride of her family and ethnic kin, references to the ideas of
national responsibility and to the one of Hyots School being the foundry where the
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ethnonational character of this students was shaped, prominent in the Armenian text, are not to
be found in the English one.
You have blossomed into a beautiful Armenian girl. It is time to utilize the Armenian
values you have acquired throughout the years and continue to bring pride to your
family and heritage. Never forget the reasons you attended [Hyots School]. Your
successes should reflect where you came from and dictate where you will go.
Congratulations...
To elaborate on the textual incongruities that define the role of each language in
shaping the overall content of the messages, it is possible to say that English, devoid as it is of
any overt expressions of American cultural identity, is usually given to modifications of the
cultural meanings of Armenianness. signified within both versions of the text. Generally less
formal in structure, less metaphoric, and free of reliance on the use of similes, the English
versions of these messages are also correspondingly more restrained, particularly as they
replicate their Armenian counterparts, addressing issues of Armenian national and ethnic pride.
In this task, the English versions make fewer references to the idea of loyalty to Hvots School,
seen by some of the families as an indivisible component of this pride, and of the demands it
exacts on their and their own offspring's identities. Moreover, it is possible to say of these
bilingual submissions, that their Armenian versions, due to more limited currency, both inside
and outside the school's immediate community, represent the more private—while the English
ones, the more public—manifestations of the aforementioned writers’ views of the world and of
the concepts of cultural, national, and ethnic identity. Lastly, given the context of mainstream
United States, it is plausible to suggest—in communicating issues of cultural identity—the
degree to which the same authors restrain or promote each language and its respective culture
reflects a perception on their parts as to the limits that define the cultural expediency, rather
than sociopolitical value, represented by that language.
Other examples of literature, published by and within Hyots School, in which the use of
the hyphenated concept of identity through the languages that represent the cultural components
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on each side of the hyphen is observable, are not pletiful. One such example pertains to the way
in which teachers negotiate between Armenian and English to facilitate communication with
their students' parents. A case in point is that of the physical education teacher at Hyots School
w ho sent home a bilingual flyer (October 2. 2004) that explained the terms and conditions of the
after- school sports program he was organizing. Another example (Researcher's Log, 10/29/04)
conveys an instance of the principal's dismay with a group of students who neglected to include
an Armenian version in a handout aimed at publicizing the widely popular celebration of
Halloween, annually held on Hyots School's premises. According to my source, the principal
had viewed the occasion of the festivity as a suitable moment for the students to hone their
know ledge of Armenian language.

Summary
In referencing the concepts of cultural, national, and ethnic identity , representative
samples of a wide range of literature published by Hyots School lack consistency of pattern and
direction. Unquestionably, the most dominant form of cultural identity7 dotting the pages of this
literature is hyphenation. Less significant is the sporadic mention of the concepts of ethnic
identity. perceived as being transmitted to the students through infusion, and of
multiculturalism. broadly defined as the necessary outlook enabling the students to clarify’, for
themselves, the relationship between the wdiole and its parts, and thereby’ become responsible
members of the society.
In regard to the centrality and saliency assumed by the hyphenated variant of the
concept of cultural identity7, as reflected throughout various examples of Hvot School's
literature, two features deserve special attention. The first feature speaks to the variety7 of
processes according to which members of Hyots School's community, or the pages of its
manifestoes—as they enumerate the school's cultural achievements and tell the history7 of its
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educational objectives and policies— construct this concept of hyphenation. Notable about this
process of construction is the combination of ways in which each of the two constituent
components ot the hyphenated construct are brought together to connote specific meanings. In
this instance the literature ascribes such attributes as safeguarding the past and relying on
tradition to the Armenian component of this construct, and embracing the future, modernizing,
and achieving academic excellence, in order to integrate into the mainstream of the society, to
its American one.
The second feature also pertains to the process of constructing the concept of
hyphenation as a type of cultural identity, but reveals an aspect of this process that has to do
with a specific relationship betw een the form and the content of the constituent components of
the hyphenated construct as evident in the student and parent messages that appear within
various issues of Hvots School's yearbook. This relationship renders a somewhat different
variant of hyphenation than in the instance engendered by the first feature. Between their
Armenian and English versions, the texts of these messages combine hyphenation in form,
simply as a function of their bilingualism, and monolithic singularity in content, due to their
tendency toward spawning highly embellished expressions of loyalty to the concepts of
Armenian nation, family, and the Armenian school. When the contrapuntally conceived texts of
these hyphenated messages shift from Armenian to English, the intensity and uniformity of their
monolithically Armenian content diminishes. The more restrained replacements of this content,
as expressed through English, are suggestive of the latter’s role in being the more public of the
two languages, both w ithin the more immediate environment of Hyots School's community' and
beyond.
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The Curriculum
A Methodological Note
In this section, which educes a range of voices representing parents, teachers, and
administrators at Hyots School, a descriptive account of the school's bilingual curriculum acts
as a scaffolding to which are attached a number of "focal areas": accounts where the text of the
description makes itself available to analytical discussion by the participants of those aspects of
the curriculum that have relevance to the concepts of cultural, national, and ethnic identity. To
intermesh the two types of texts. I draw on a variety of sources and methods. Most important
among these are the innumerable conversations I held not only with the school's principal, but
also with the members of its faculty and of its parental sub-community. Resonating differently
but equally important as the former are the texts of the various formal interviews I was able to
conduct, and the information I was able to glean from such sources as the numerous school
publications and documents available to me during my fieldwork and through the pages of my
log.
This section consists of four subsections, each of which addresses a specific aspect of the
curriculum: (a) its framework, (b) its teaching philosophy, methods, and organization, (c)
aspects of coordination between its Armenian and English components, and (d) the structure
and contents of its Armenian lessons. With the exception of the subsection that describes the
curriculum's framework, the text of the remaining three subsections blends and entwines the
descriptive and the analytical accounts: the scaffolding and the focal areas. A main difference
between these two accounts resides in the way each identifies the resources it draws upon to
weave its text. The text of the descriptive account, due to being a tightly knit composite of
chunks and fragments of data that are extracted from the informal conversations, school
publications, and my log, does not provide a step-by-step documentation of the sources that
contribute to the forming of its core. The analytical account, on the other hand, does identify the
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lengthy passages it extracts from the formal interviews and from my log to form its text. In
order ot appearance the four focal areas that compose this account are. “From the 'Natural' to
the National": “The Concept of the “Dasyarak"; “Artistic Creativity and Preconceived
Nationalism": and “The Structure and Contents of the Armenian Studies Lessons."
The General Framework of the Curriculum
The curriculum at Hyots School is bilingual. Armenian and English are the primary
languages through which the students are taught about content: the cultures important to the
identities of the school and its constituency and the broader domain of the world that surrounds
both. For its English curriculum the school follows the framework mandated bv the state where
w
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it makes its home: for the Armenian curriculum, under the guidance of its principal, it charts its
own path. In addition to Armenian and English, French and Spanish are the two other languages
offered within the curriculum. French accompanies the two primary languages from the onset,
although it is taught in much smaller infusions, and Spanish is available optionally during the
last three years, grades six through eight.
Of the two main dialects of Armenian it is the western version that Hyots School
teaches. This is because an overwhelming percentage of the families whose children attend the
school trace their linguistic and cultural roots to those parts of historic Armenia (Turkey) and
the Armenian Diaspora (mainly Syria and Lebanon) where this dialect has been prominent.
Speakers of the eastern version, prevalent within the Armenian communities of Iran and in the
Armenian Republic, where it is considered the official language of communication, are clearly
in the minority in Hyots School. Although the Armenian language and literature textbooks the
school uses do expose the children to examples of literary works written in Eastern Armenian,
several of the parents I interviewed expressed the need for a wider inclusion of this dialect
within the school's Armenian Studies Curriculum. The core of these parents' concerns revolves
around Hyots School's ability to prepare its students for the changes that the emergence of an
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independent Armenian Republic has foisted upon the sociocultural landscape of Armenian
communities w orldwide. Of significance in this regard, the participants concur, is the necessity
for their children to learn Eastern Armenian w ith the kind of proficiency that would enable them
to keep pace w ith the impending changes and to partake of the option of participating in the
future of the republic.
Annia and Manushag's lives, as we have already learned, are tied to Armenia in a
number of w ays: Annia's because she w as born there and has family there and Manushag's
because of her extensive experiences of travel and residence in the republic throughout the
years. Annia articulates the anticipated educational needs of her son. a student at Hvots School,
by contextualizing them in relation to the changing Armenian world.
...if he thinks to...make a career, like in...the political arena in Armenia he has to know
Eastern Armenian for being on a professional level. And I think that this school should
prepare them for such eventuality.... They must cultivate this thing in the little ones....
On a different note, but still focused on the issue of preparedness to meet the new'
challenges facing Armenians inside and outside the homeland. Manushag explains the reasoning
behind her approval of the school’s decision to hire Zaven, an Armenian from Armenia, as its
folkloric dance and song teacher.
I can’t tell you how thrilling it is for me to have a [Hayastantsi (an Armenian from
Armenia)]...working in the school, where the kids are listening to [Hayastantsi Hayeren
(the Armenian dialect spoken in Armenia)] - that is the future, I mean [uzats. chuzats
(whether you want it or not)].... So... I would think that you w ould really be missing
something out if you let your kids graduate w ithout having significant exposure
to... spoken Eastern Armenian....

Teaching Philosophy and Methods and the Pedagogic Organization of the Curriculum
At Hvots School two distinct phases characterize the role of language as the means to
deliver the curriculum, and in this context, the relationship betw een Armenian and English as
the primary' languages of instruction of the curriculum.
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The First Phase: Early Learning Center (ELC) through First Grade
During this phase, language is taught more holistically in that it serves two purposes at
once: it is the conduit for the children to learn about the Armenian and American cultures,
foundational to the school's objectives, and it is the means to intuit the world at large. This
phase begins when the two year olds, the school's youngest charge, are immersed in the dual
experience of learning Armenian and English and ends when these children graduate to first
grade. For a better portion of this time, till the end of the pre-kindergarten year, immersion in
Armenian is the focal point of the curriculum, while English is taught twice daily.
The emphasis on Armenian at an early age has two main reasons according to Flyots
School's principal. The first reason has to do with the inconsistent nature of home language
distribution within the total number of families whose children attend Flyots School. Although a
significant majority of these families identify themselves as culturally Armenian, the languages
they use to communicate at home are by no means limited to the ancestral tongue. To overcome
such cultural and linguistic conjuncture facing the school, one of the principal's overarching
curricular goals remains the elevation, within the community of its learners, of Armenian from
its present status as being a second language to that of a first. She wants to do this, she says.
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without imposing the language from above, and by creating classroom settings that make it
conducive for the students to learn Armenian through the language acquisition mode, the
manner in which first languages are learned.
The second reason behind the motive to emphasize Armenian during the early years
arises due to the constraint imposed on the time that is available for the study of this subject visa-vis the increasing demand to meet the state requirements for the English curriculum,
beginning in the kindergarten year. Beyond this point, although language immersion continues
to remain the primary teaching method used at Hyots School for several years longer, a reverse
trend establishes the relationship between the two languages, assigning a bigger share of the
students' instructional day to English, and an allotment equivalent to three periods per day in
kindergarten and two periods daily thereafter to Armenian.

From the ••Natural" to the National. In response to her sense of unease about the “imposed” in
teaching Armenian the principal relies on what she calls the “natural,” or the spontaneous. She
begins to delineate this concept during her interview by asking a question and then proceeding
to provide a response.
...what do we understand by natural?...that...it is not false, not something that would
be aimed at giving pleasure to the adults, solely seeking their approval of what might or
might not have been learned, instead, something that has been [completed?], not in the
presumptuous sense of the word, but because they [the students] have liked to share it...
The principal is not alone in defining the natural as synonymous with qualities such as
the genuine, the unpretentious, and the un-staged, as one of her teaching approaches. She shares
this approach with Zaven, the Armenian Dance and Song teacher at the school. In this context
both educators also concur on the pedagogic importance of that which has immediacy to the
media of communication at a teacher's disposal, as well as to the lives of the learners. To this
effect, when the principal comments further on the concept of the natural, she speaks to Zaven's
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ability as a teacher to link the immediate in such media of communication as language and
dance to his students at the school.
[The dance teacher] knows of some astounding little things that he does with
the children.... what's important is that it is in Armenian; what's important is that it
springs forth from within the language; naturally it is close to the children's hearts; it
can inspire them... they can take joy in what it could offer them, it is rhythm, and
language...and sound, etc.
In his turn Zaven echoes the principal's pedagogic position on the relationship between
the natural and the non-performance-based, as he moves to connect these attributes to the
concept of the national and to the reasoning behind his choice of the folkloric (self
communicative) form of Armenian national dance as the teaching model through w hich he
strives to maintain what he calls his students' national heritage.
Folkloric dance and folkloric song... particularly the dance... is one of those conducive
forms of...national dance; [that] not only...preserves the national, but is very conducive
because of its inherent ability to be a language of communication...choreographed
dance is a group-based dance...aimed at working professionally and bringing pleasure
to others. The dance we dance is purely national...which is very important in the work
of keeping the children Armenian.. .not for the purpose of presenting it to others.. .but
to maintain it for them.
It appears that the relationship betw een the two concepts of the natural and the national
as pedagogic tools is simultaneously parallel and synchronistic with one another in Hvots
School. The parallel aspect, as reflected in the thinking of the principal and the dance teacher,
dissipates the moment the latter links the idea of the natural, perceived by both educators as
what is innately communicative about language and dance, to the domain of the national and its
preservation.

The Second Phase: First through Eighth Grades
With the second phase of the curriculum the holistic aspect of language as the means to
culture, content, and knowledge is transformed. Language and language instruction is gradually
departmentalized, and by the time the students reach first grade, the mode of teaching and
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learning through a growing number of disparate subject areas assumes a more central role at
Hvots School. The departmentalization of the curriculum also transforms immersion. In this
context, as long as self-contained classroom instruction remains the preferred model of
delivering the curriculum, which it does up to fifth grade, this transformation is partial. At fifth
grade, as the subject area specialist model replaces its predecessor, the transformation expands
further and immersion is phased out. By the time the students reach seventh and eighth grades
they receive instructions from a dozen different teachers, representing the full spectrum of the
core and peripheral subjects required by the school's two curriculums.
The Concept of the •tDasvarak". An aspect of pedagogic organization at Hyots School pertains
to the division of its classes into homerooms. Beginning w ith the Early Learning Center each
grade in the school is assigned a homeroom teacher. During the first three years of the
children's schooling, to effectuate the process of early immersion in Armenian, this
responsibility rests wnth the teachers of the Armenian curriculum. Starting with kindergarten, as
immersion in Armenian is de-emphasized. and the curriculum specialized, the school transfers
the authority of the homerooms to the teachers responsible for its English curriculum. This shift
looms large in the minds of some participants, mainly teachers of Armenian Studies in the upper
grades, who view it as further erosion of their authority' and ability to expand the cultural
influences of the ancestral language, both within and beyond its present constraints, and as a
result to successfully maintain Armenian cultural identity.
Having been trained in the Middle East, both Angakh and HM, in charge of third
through fifth and sixth through eighth grades respectively, approach their preoccupations w ith
this problem from a premise they construct around the concept of “Dasyarak'' [mentor or
pedagogue in Armenian], as a person in charge of providing a combination of educational
leadership and moral counseling for the students. As a constituent component of the
organizational aspects of the curriculum, the degree and prevalence of the presence or absence
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of the Dasyarak, its persona, along with the powers and responsibilities these participants
ascribe to the role, becomes a critical determinant in their eyes of Armenian culture and cultural
identity in Hvots School.
Angakh delineates the problem as she demarcates the similitude between the present
positions assumed by the teachers of the English curriculum in the upper grades and her own
vision tor the role of the Dasyarak. Angakh says, "...perhaps the presence of other [nonArmenian] teachers and their roles as the mentors has too large an impact: [they] are the ones in
charge of making pedagogic decisions..."
HM takes the issue a step further by detailing what she perceives as the requirements
for the role of the mentor, pinpointing its absence in the present status of those who teach the
Armenian curriculum at the school.
...although they have their Armenian periods, the sole role of the teachers of Armenian
is to teach the Armenian language, outside which they do not have any other
responsibilities...other things ...life in the classroom...pedagogy is left to the local
[non Armenian] teachers...as it pertains to the students, what is accomplished beyond
class time also falls within the domain of the local teachers.
Next. HM comments on the advantages to the challenge of maintaining Armenian
cultural identity in the school in case larger numbers of teachers of Armenian were to step into
the role of the Dasyarak:
...I see the opportunity of serving as pedagogues as a very conducive moment to
utilize...when you approach the students as a pedagogue it gives you the possibility to
work with them on...different topics, which you could analyze and talk to them
about.... for example...we could...tell them episodes that tend to be more about...the
necessity to learn the Armenian language, the problem of maintaining a culture; we
could find multiple examples of episodes that could teach about such concerns....
Further reflections on the concept of Dasyarak at Hvots School, both by Angakh and
HM. include other issues, such as the relationship between the Armenian and English
curriculums and the one between the languages of their implementation. To illustrate this
Angakh reminisces on the consequences of an attempt at the school to expand upon the present
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level of student involvement with the Armenian language, and, by implication, to secure a
stronger foothold for the prov iders of this language, the teachers of Armenian.
Last year...we decided to find ways that would encourage the students to speak
Armenian...during class expeditions, or at lunch time...the homeroom teachers
immediately complained: "[the students] speaking Armenian means that we are left out
of the loop, raising, perhaps, the possibility of inappropriate conversation: and the
likelihood of things being expressed beyond our comprehension....*'
HM. on the other hand, examines the converse aspect of the same issue, attributing what she
observes as minimal usage of Armenian by the students to a lack of ties, beyond what is
formally required by the Armenian curriculum, that bind them to their teachers.
I notice hardly beyond the Armenian period, beginning with the moment they start to
collect their belongings, the students immediately switch to English. I suppose, once
outside the class, as they lack the necessary ties with the teachers of Armenian,
Armenian is not the language that the students speak. It would be more beneficial for
the language, if beyond its designated periods. Armenian were spoken. But. generally
speaking, it is hardly ever that I notice, let's say, two students conversing in Armenian
as they go about their work.
My own observations at Hyots School confirm Angakh and HM's trepidations in regard
to the tenuous position of Armenian as a primary language of communication among the
students. The excerpts below, a mix of selections from my log. represent both general and
specific situations of instruction and activity during which the students demonstrate their
preference for the use of English.
11/12/04
Second grade classroom - transition from Armenian Studies to English
It is near the end of an upbeat session with the Armenian Dance and Song teacher. Today, this
teacher's turn with his students followed on the heels of the Armenian language class. As he
had to take a sudden leave, the dance teacher requested that his students remain poised until his
return. Since then the students have spread themselves across the floor, and maintained an
uneasy respite in anticipation of his reappearance. Should he fail to show up, the next person on
this class's schedule is its homeroom teacher. Although since the dance teacher's departure
something about the silence in the room evokes the words of Armenian, the language in which
he spoke to his students during the time they spent together, as the waiting period wears off I
sense a heightening of the restive mood. And now, suddenly, the force that has kept the two
w orlds and the languages that breathe life into them in suspense seems to collapse.
Momentarily, w hispers and calls, shaped by the sounds of English, are all that is audible, and
even before the homeroom teacher makes her entry, the transition from the ancestral to the
public language appears complete.
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11/8/04
Third grade classroom - English Class
As 1 prepared to enter the room and begin my observation, the school's alarm signaled another
episode ot the occasional fire drills that are customary to all such institutions. I followed the
class out through one of the emergency doors and lingered nearby to see and hear the action.
Waiting for the drill to run its course the students began to interact, and as they did, the sound of
English dominated the conversations, as well as the chatter, they produced.
11/15/04
In Hyots School's Library
Except for the instance of an administrator tutoring the sole non-Armenian student at Hyots
School, the preponderance of English among the students surrounding me in this space has been
incontrovertible. This includes the group of students gathered around the school's nonArmenian librarian, the two students who have been reading on the ochre mg. the group that
shas been conversing on the big rug. and the girls that are at work to my right and to my back,
during both "on" and "off task situations.
12/10/04
In Hyots School's Lunchroom - Lunch Period
It is 1:00 pm. We have reached the end of the lunch period. The school's custodian first folds
and then pushes the lunch tables against one of the lunchroom's walls. Another worker, one
who w as wiping the soiled tables a moment ago. has now' switched to mopping the floors. The
space is nearly emptied of all the students. Earlier, as they ate their meals, there w as a good bit
of commotion and hullabaloo: younger and older students, male and female, were arm
wrestling, testing each other's mettle. Now, in the wake of their departure, the air. laden as it
w as with the sound of English, begins to feel still.
The need, expressed by Angahk and HM. to elevate the pedagogic position of the
Armenian Studies faculty within Hyots School through a more w idespread use of Armenian,
making a more effective articulation of Armenian cultural identity' a possibility, is not lost to the
principal. She concurs w ith her colleagues' opinions on the topic, yet quickly points to a main
hurdle currently preventing the implementation of the desired change. To make the mentorship
idea a reality in the upper grades, the principal submits, Hyots School w ould need not only to
transcend the present configuration of its Armenian Studies faculty by hiring teachers w ho
possess the ability to teach such subjects as science and math in Armenian, but to ensure a level
of instruction, delivered by these teachers, which is on a par with the rigor expected of those
who teach these same subjects in English.
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Tangential, yet relevant, to the concept of Dasyarak. a few parents also address the
relationship between the two cultures and languages taught at Hyots School, and through it. the
topic of cultural identity . The perceptions these parents offer in explaining the processes that led
to their decisions to initiate and maintain their offspring's enrollment in Hyots School range
from prioritizing the Armenian curriculum, over the English one. to assigning equal significance
to each of the two curriculums. Arpi, a mother and an administrator in the principal's office,
provides an instance corresponding to the first perception, while David, a father and a member
of Hyots School's executive committee, offers an example of the second one.
Arpi says:
What brought me to the school is because it was an Armenian school. What kept me
here? It's an Armenian school.... they [her children] are getting an excellent
education...but what keeps me here, what keeps them there is the Armenian.
David say s:
We see what other children are doing in other schools...and we are pleased. But that's
not why you're really here; you are really here because of the Armenian language.
Armenian cultural dynamic of the school. If those weren't there you wouldn't come,
and... if the non-Armenian elements are not in place, are not satisfactory', you
leave.. .you know, the Armenian elements are enough to bring you here; they are not
enough to keep you here.
Coordinated Attempts at Integrating the Armenian and English Curriculua
Another aspect of Hyots School's bilingual curriculum reflective of the concept of
cultural identity pertains to coordinated instances of integration between its Armenian and
English components. Although the two curricula are mainly conceived and pursued
independently of each other, the presence of a sizable number of aberrations to this norm
w arrants engaging in generalizations about their relationship. Two examples, "Project Time"
and the art teacher's cooperation w ith the Armenian Studies faculty , are representative of salient
educational moments during which various members from both sides of the curricular divide
reach out to augment and complement each others' works.
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Project Time
A brainchild of Hyots School's principal, this weekly activity is designed to encourage
conviviality and decrease cross age-anonymity. It allows the school's entire faculty, members of
the stall, all the students above kindergarten age. and interested parents to convene in
workshop-type settings conceived around a particular topic of study, a skill to be honed, or a
hobby to be pursued. Within the workshops, as the students mix across age groups, and the
teachers receive the option to pair off and lead the sessions, opportunities to co-mingle the
cultures and languages of the school's two curricula abound.

Artistic Creativity and Preconceived Nationalism: Straddling the Line
In this instance of coordination between the English and Armenian curricula at Hyots
School the innate requirements of art as subject matter and teachers' conceptions of Armenian
cultural and national identity' combine to form the basis of projects that Rosie, the art teacher,
assigns her students. In these assignments, Rosie contends with both her own notions of
Armenianness and Armenian identity' and with those of the teachers of Armenian: the first, she
translates into design-making approaches, and the second, she plays off against the imaginative
and the creative in art as discipline.
First. Rosie explains her own thinking on how such qualities as flexibility’.
resourcefulness, and resilience, all of which she deems innate to the Armenians and their
historical experiences as a people, translate into creativity and a design concept with which she.
in turn, challenges the boundaries of her students' artistic thresholds.
...for me the problem-solving attitude [in art]...comes from an Armenian aspect,
because we have always had to do with what w as there and we have to basically work
around obstacles and things like that... so that has taken us to a point of having to
constantly, in my case anyway, solve or come up w ith creative w ays of dealing w ith
things.... I mean...I usually don't let [the students] throw [away?] their work...I tell
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them...instead of...starting over let's change the path and make it work.... I see that as
an Armenian attribute.
The concept of the threshold reappears with Rosie's next thought in which she alludes to
the idea that some of the art projects she assigns to her students straddle the line betw een a
preconceived set of ethnic and national motifs and themes, prescribed by the teachers of
Armenian, and the process of artistic creativity set in motion by Rosie herself.
...even if something is outlined or... if there is a mold or a pattern to something, which
is pre-thought, there is still room for creativity in there...I could see negative points and
positive points. I mean...you are limited to what [to do?] at the same time there is
always room for variation in there....
Last. Rosie turns her attention to the kind of art assignments w ith which she stirs her
students' freedom of imagination and personal vision, in the process of exploring facets of their
Armenianness. In this specific instance the students are placed in the midst of a situation that
combines aspects of their familiarity’ with the homeland with flights of their imagination.
...when we worked with one of the grades [?] watercolor, glue... before they started the
work, they.. .imagined...that they were ...walking in a field in Armenia. OK, “you
know’*, one said, “ I have been there and these colors don't...[run?]", and the other one
would say, “well, yeah, but, how' do you know', you were not there the entire year?’' So,
it's just an idea of w'hat they think it be in their mind. Their understanding of what it
would feel like or it w'ould look like as they are walking down the field.

The Structure and Contents of the Armenian Studies Lessons
The following generalizations of the structure of Armenian language and culture
lessons at Hyots School are based on my selective visits to the various Armenian Studies
classrooms, first though eighth grades, during my fieldwork. Board work, reading activities that
use textbooks as w ell as student-generated materials, writing activities, poems recited in solo or
in groups, vocabulary’, and grammar are some of w'hat these lessons share structurally. What sets
the lessons apart, on the other hand, are student improvisations and mini-lessons on Armenian
culture and history, both of w hich I w itnessed in the lower grades, and discussion sessions,
which I only observed in the upper grades.
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It is with respect to content that issues of relevance to the concepts of cultural and
national identity assume immediate significance in these lessons. The samples I provide derive
from two categories and are not meant to generalize about the process of instruction as an
ongoing phenomenon at Hyots School. The first category pertains to the lessons I observed in
the School's lower grades. For these I draw upon the pages of my log. The second category
relates to the text of the interview conducted with Angakh, an Armenian teacher, and it allows a
glimpse of the contents and approaches she utilizes in her lessons as the teacher of third through
fifth graders.
A range of key ideas characterizes the qualities specific to each of the two categories of
lessons. The salient aspect of the observ ed lessons, evocative of the rote approach to learning,
consists of transmitting quantified encapsulations of ostensibly critical events and developments
in Armenian history, using a question and answer type format. The formativ e concepts that
undergird the descriptions provided by the text of Angakh's interview include sanctioning the
notion of a historic Armenia as a unification device, reshaping the contours of contemporary
Armenian life in the image of a coveted past, and transmitting this type of understanding of
Armenianness to posterity.
I begin with a generic mini-lesson [it was replicated in the other lessons I witnessed of
this category] I observed as a part of a longer Armenian language lesson in a first grade
classroom. My observation notes pertain to the moment the teacher turns her attention to issues
of Armenian culture, the focal point of this mini lesson.
10/22/04
The teacher asks the students to move to the front of the classroom, which they do by spreading
themselves across the floor, close to the blackboard. Presiding at her desk she promptly
proceeds to ask a series of fast-paced questions, in the process barely providing time for the
students to elaborate on their responses [which they offer as rapidly] or to elicit questions of
their own.
The Teacher: What is our culture?
A Student: Our songs
Another Student: our music
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Another Student: writing
Another Student: language
Another Student: food...
The Teacher: Who devised the Armenian alphabet?
Students [in unison]: Mesrob Mashtos [with a mix of command and hesitancy in their voices]
The Teacher: What date?
Students [in unison]: 406 [The teacher reiterates this date (404 - 406 AD) several times before
moving to her next question.]11
The Teacher: We did have a language then, but what script did the people use until the alphabet
was devised?
A Student: Greek.
The Teacher: Good, yes, and?
Another Student: Latin
The Teacher: Yes Latin, and then...
Another Student: Arabic...
Another Student: Chinese
Another Student: Turkish
The Teacher: [intimates at the unacceptability of the last three responses.]
The Teacher: Who spread Christianity7 across Armenia?
A Student: Grikor [the first name of Saint Gregory the Illuminator, known to be the founder of
Christianity in Armenia]
The Teacher: And the domes of Annenian churches point toward what?
Students [in unison]: The sky ...
The teacher transitions to another segment of the lesson, a reading activity.
Finally we will turn to Angakh's Armenian lessons and the descriptions she provides of
their contents and pedagogy. The first excerpt illustrates how Angakh circumvents the question
of Annenian dispersion beyond the territories and regions known as historic Annenia by not
addressing the subject of the formation of the post-genocide Diaspora communities and the
establishment of the fonner Soviet Annenian Republic and by using a reified image of Armenia
to plot an uninterrupted historical trajectory for Annenian culture.
...I. personally, categorically, do not tie culture to Lebanese Armenians. Syrian
Armenians, American Armenians...there is no such thing; it does not exist...Truly, not
Soviet Armenia either, nothing at all, only Armenia...'“our culture," I say, keeping
Armenia in mind. "We had this custom: Sassoun had such and such custom...Van had
this, Erzrount had this [Sassoun, Van. and Erzroum are regions and provinces of
historic Armenia, located in Turkey].”: that is how I go about it.... Our culture I tie
directly to Armenia, with our regions. In other words I do not crowd and confuse the
mind with other locations...whatever we have had in our fatherland is Armenia, that's
how I go about it...I do not want to encourage too much the difference between the old.
the new...

11 In a second grade classroom a student's answer to the same question was the year "tw o thousand
and...”
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The second excerpt shows an instance of Angakh relying on the force of unity as a
means for Armenians to return to an ostensibly glorious past with which to construct an
atavistic identity as a way of transmitting the ancestral legacy to the future.
...I tell them unity is very important. Why do we tell you now: so that you unify. One
day when fate allows us to reconstitute our kingdom, to place, once more, our
independence on firm grounds, it is very important that we unify.... See Tigran the
Great: I could say this to the fourth graders, to the fifth graders.... No one has had a
king like Tigran the Great. Take note of the extent to which he was able to expand our
territories...great, great kingdom...thus we do have powerful foundations: the challenge
remains how to find the way to return to those foundations... we are waiting for you". I
say, “to return to that past"...Undoubtedly, this is our aspiration: this is what we
want...we as teachers...need to tell them: they must know. You do not know what the
centuries may bring. This way they will in turn let each other know as the information
gets passed on to the successive generations...
Summary'
Three aspects of Hyots School's curriculum: its teaching methods and pedagogic
organization, coordination of its Armenian and English components, and the structure and
contents of its Armenian Studies lessons are of relevance to the concepts of cultural and
national identity.

From the '"Natural'’ to the ’‘National"
A function of teaching methodologies devised and implemented in Hyots School, the
impetus to suggest a relationship between the “natural” and the “unnatural” these two concepts
lies within thoughts on a condition of naturalness in pedagogy that the school's principal and its
Armenian Dance and Song teacher hold in common. Together these educators describe the
concept of the natural in teaching as that which has simultaneous immediacy to both the media
of communication at a teacher's disposal and to his/her interlocutors in the classroom, mainly
the students. Both educators consider spontaneity', genuineness, ability to elicit the quintessence
of language and dance, and tendency to situate what is central to the needs of the students
instead of seeking adult ingratiation of the task at hand as key qualities of teaching methods that
approximate what they define as the natural. It is only beyond concurrence on these attributes of
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the concept of the natural that the dance teacher connects the folkloric form of dance he uses in
his teaching to the concept of the national: to Armenian national identity and the question of its
preservation.

The Concept of the Dasyarak
As a representative function of pedagogic organization at Hvots School the
deliberations on the concept of Dasyarak begin as two teachers of the Armenian Studies
Curriculum focus on the need for all who teach Armenian to expand the use of the language as
well as their authority, presence, and influence beyond the limited pale of the present
requirements of this curriculum. Dasyarak, which in Armenian means the provider of guidance
for mental and emotional development, is defined as the pedagogic model for a teacher who is
assigned the dual responsibility of making the important educational decisions and framing the
dominant cultural precepts within the school, a position that at least two teachers say currently
rests in the authority of those who teach the English curriculum. This is first encountered in
kindergarten and continues through the English teachers' roles as the teachers assigned to
homerooms, the pedagogic units of organization at Hyots School.
The discussion of the concept of the Dasyarak is also of significance to the relationship
between Armenian and English, the principal languages of instruction at Hyots School, and by
implication to the emphasis placed by students and others on each of the two components of its
bilingual curriculum. The two teachers of Armenian who sketch out the general contours and
define the specific parameters of the concept of the Dasyarak maintain that increased
assumption by the teachers of Armenian curriculum of classroom leadership roles in the school
holds the potential to improve the presently precarious position of Armenian vis-a-vis English,
the seemingly dominant language, when it comes to establishing an ethos for the school.
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Meanwhile, in assessing the relevance to the concept of cultural identity of having a bilingual
curriculum at Hyots School, the views of two parents diverge. One of these parents perceives
the merit of the curriculum's bilingualism in its unconditional allegiance to on the Armenian
Studies component, while the other, mindful of this component's hold on his own decision to
matriculate his children in Hyots School, refrains from according it the value he thinks it
deserves unless it is accompanied by a vitally competitive curricular counterpart, the English
component.

Artistic Creativity and Preconceived Nationalism: Straddling the Line
As a part of integrating the two components of the bilingual curriculum at Hyots
School, creative problem solving in the subject of art coalesces with a range of attributes
perceived by teachers on both side of the curricular isle as intrinsic to Armenian culture and
cultural identity—flexibility and perseverance, on the one hand, and pre-modeled design motifs
and patterns, on the other—to shape the contents of various types of projects the school's art
teacher assigns the students in her classrooms.

Samples of Armenian Lessons
The Armenian teacher of the third through fifth graders at Hyots School reveals aspects
of the structure and contents of the Armenian Studies Curriculum as she delineates a few of the
pedagogies she utilizes in her work. She presents a unified image of a historic Armenia rather
than a discussion of the fragmentation and dispersion experienced by the Armenian people
during the course of their modern history and she emphasizes unity' amongst Armenians as a
way to recapture the essence of Armenia's distant past, now perceived as worthy of reverence
and emulation and as a way to transmit to her students this legacy of the Armenian culture.
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Selected Summaries

The following summaries include but are not limited to those aspects of my findings I
have chosen to discuss in the next chapter.

Summary of Processes of Identification: Identity Positions: The Family, The School, and The
Society
Negotiating identities means a continuous process of participants selecting and/or
combining a sense of self as Armenians and Americans in the context of life in the United
States. The first. Armenianness. is perceived to have a biological nature, representing the real
self of the participant—defined as the embodiment of blood ties, which represent uninterrupted
family genealogies that return to an ostensibly fixed location in the deep past. The second.
Americanness. although connoting acculturation and assimilation into the mainstream society, is
mostly confined to definitions of citizenship and place of birth, thus seen, in that sense, as
tangential to the concept of real selfhood.
Identity positions contain to a range of possible meanings of Armenianness and
Americanness being negotiated by participants. This range is dominated by a hyphenated
concept of cultural identity, comprised mainly of two expressions: one. in which the two
constituent components of the hyphenation are in a relationship of balance both in form and
content, and the other, when this relationship maintains a semblance of hyphenation, in form,
and veers in the direction of one or the other of its components in content. Examples of the first
type are bicultural integration, differentiation, and fusion, and of the second, camouflaging and
submersion.
Participants also negotiate their cultural identities—as Armenians, as Americans,
and/or, as both—when the friction between enculturation—maintenance of the Armenian
language and culture—and acculturation—socialization in the English language and the
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American cultural norms—arises within three social units: the Armenian family. Hyots School,
and the mainstream American society. Within the confrontations of these three units Hvots
School assumes two different mediating roles: one between the Armenian family and the
mainstream society, and the other between itself and this society. In the first instance of
mediation, the school offers both enculturation and acculturation: first, it eliminates the need for
cultural translation, defined as an interruption of the linguistic and cultural practices of the
Armenian family to appease the societal protocols: and. in the second, it increases the
requirements of its English curriculum as a way of preparing its students for further integration
into the mainstream. In its second area of mediation—when it facilitates between itself and the
society—the school acts as a buffer that resists such acculturating influences as those of the
mainstream food culture by featuring its own alternative Armenian dishes.

Summary of Participant Perceptions of Hyots School's Identities
In the process of considering Hyots School's relationship to the Armenian family, to the
wider network of its surrounding Armenian communities, and to Armenia, participants ascribe a
range of identities to this institution. With these identities, first, the school is perceived to
assume a variety of cultural and social undertakings, traditionally produced by family, but
which, due to assimilation, is no longer possible. Within this aforementioned context, in one of
its identities, Hyots School is the restorer of ethnically "authentic" cultural practices lost to the
Armenian family; with another, it is the preserver of revered memories of Armenianness. a
function previously performed by the immigrant generation. In a third identity within this social
context, the school is the facilitator of economic integration, providing a support network for
those within the community who need a continuum of family-type care and nurturance for their
offspring in order to pursue their careers. Additionally Hyots School is asked to countervail the
cultural deficiencies participants usually associate with intermarriage and hybridization, to
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socially sanction the individual practice of Armenian language and nationality by the collective
reproduction of such practice within its own setting.
A second grouping of Hyots School's identities comprises its persona as social nexus
and community center. In this arena, the school acts as facilitating agent between the privacy of
the Armenian family and the netw ork of the surrounding Armenian communities that sen e as a
public context for both the school itself as well as for the family. The perception of Hyots
School as social nexus ascribes to the school an identity that provides it w ith the ability to
initiate and improve the process of socialization among units of Armenian families, typically
scattered throughout the school's surrounding regions and clustered around competing
Armenian as well as non-Armenian denominational church parishes. The act of initiating
socialization pertains to families that are primarily disconnected because of their sectarian
allegiances to the mentioned denominations: improving socialization, on the other hand,
concerns those families that share the same parish, and therefore an existing relationship, w^hich
is subsequently augmented when they also share Hyots School as common ground. Hyots
School's identity as community center is about defining the school as a locus that provides
those less in touch with the w ider netw ork of Armenian communities the opportunity to increase
their involvement w ith those communities.
The third identity- classification borne out by the school falls within the intersection of
the Homeland/Diaspora paradigm (w ith its two components perceived as interchangeable) and
the recently established Republic of Armenia. This intersection provides the overarching
context within w hich participants educe other perceptions of Hyots School's identities. One
such perception sees the school's promotion and cultivation of the hyphenated cultural identity
of Armenian-Americanness as not sufficiently responding to the educational and cultural needs
of those Armenians w hose lives transcend the practical requirements of this typs of
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hyphenation. This transcendence is due to Armenia's independence and the shift it has brought
to bear on the structure of the Homeland-Diaspora paradigm.

Summary of Cultural Identity' and the Literature Published by Hyots School
Hyphenated identity is the predominant form of cultural identity appearing throughout
various examples of literature published by Hyots School. A salient characteristic of these
appearances pertains to the ways in which the hyphenations are constructed within their two
constituent components conceptualized in relation to one another. In one case, the Armenian
component of the hyphenation is implicitly affiliated with the concept of ethnicity, and the
American one with that of nationality' (a quality conspicuously absent from the examples of
participant identity stories/positions). Ascribing to the former are such attributes as the past,
tradition, and the maintenance of ancestral culture, and to the latter, the future, modernization,
and the achievement of academic excellence. Another appearance—mainly exemplified by
selections from Hyots School yearbook entries—constructs examples of cultural identity' that
are hyphenated in form, by virtue of being bilingual, but not necessarily in content, where
exalted expressions of loyalty to the Armenian nation (the family and the school too) and to
Armenian nationalism prevail. Such prevalence is not limited to the Armenian versions of the
entries however, but pervades, although in modified forms, the English versions as well, devoid
as the latter are of any significant invocations of American cultural and national identity.

Summary of Cultural Identity and Hvots School's Curriculum
The relationship betw een the concepts of natural and national, the concept of the
Dasyarak, and the relationship between artistic creativity and preconceived ideas and notions of
nationalism are salient aspects of Hyots School's bilingual curriculum, particularly of its
Armenian Studies curriculum. While Hyots School's principal and its Armenian Dance and
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Song teacher share the pedagogical definitions of the concepts of natural and of teaching
naturally to mean spontaneity, immediacy—both to the teaching media and to student
lives—and genuineness, the dance teacher also directly attributes these definitions to the
concepts of national identity and of Armenian national identity. Armenian national identity is
also an object of attention when it is broached by other teachers of Armenian who are seemingly
desirous of seeing their subject and their colleagues given increased leadership responsibilities
within the school, thus opting to change the present relationship between English and Armenian
as well as the ethos of the school in favor of the latter. As she integrates the Armenian and
English components of Hvots School's curriculum, the school's art teacher designs student
projects that straddle the line between what she perceives as the creative in
art—her own views on imaginative problem solving and the preconceived in
nationalism—with what her colleagues within the Armenian curriculum and she consider to be
the characteristic attributes of Armenian cultural identity” those being, in the first instance, pre¬
modeled design motifs, and in the second, flexibility and perseverance.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Introduction

This chapter features three facets of discussion. Drawing on various aspects of my
findings as well as on specific concerns within my conceptual framework, each facet focuses on
one of the three topics that act as the main building blocks for my research questions around
identity.
Identity
Expressions of hyphenated cultural identity' dominate both the identity positions set
forth by my interviewees, as seen through the stories they share of their perceptions of
themselves and others, as well as through their submissions to the pages of Hyots School's
publications, most strikingly in the school's yearbooks.
A few peculiarities characterize these expressions of hy phenation. In the instance of the
identity stories, the Armenian and American components, the main markers of identity many of
the participants combine to create the hyphenations, are not equiponderant or symmetrical. This
lack of balance between Armenianness and Americanness leads us to other points elsewhere in
the findings, primarily instances of ambiguities and of absences to which I will turn in a
moment. Also, these asy mmetries, as they pertain to a significant percentage of the positions,
reveal themselves in ways that intertw ine issues of content or substance (meaning), on the one
hand, and form or exterior (structure), on the other, to such a degree of complexity' that they
make it nearly impossible, even perhaps irrelevant to discern the sources of the imbalances
within the hyphenations vis-a-vis the two elements of form and content. A smaller number of
the identity positions espoused by the interv iewees fall mainly outside the domain of this type
of asymmetry: biological and cultural essentialism because it is a monolithic expression or
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stance; and two positions of hyphenation—bicultural integration and fusion—because they
appear to signify proportionate measures of each of the two components of the hyphenation.
Generally speaking then, this makes the continuum of identity positions my participants
assume to be: first: an indicator of the prevalence—in form, if not in both form and content—of
the concept of hyphenated cultural identity , and; second a tool that enables us to view a range of
situations in which, given this prevalence, hyphenation is not in all instances equal to the sum
total of its components, in this instance Armenianness and Americanness.
There is an element in this situation that harks back to Hall's (2001. p. 46) position—in
a conversation with Maharaj—on what he calls the unpredictability of “maps of difference"
when two discrete cultures come together, or are placed together, as distinct and controlled
entities within the same space— hyphenation in this case—in a society. According to Hall
(2001, p. 46) the settling down of these cultures within such spaces is never immune to the
“disturbance of the untranslatable": that which lingers on whenever cultural translation is
attempted: that which is unstable and cannot be “regulated" or placed in a “closed system."
This provides an opportunity to segue into a brief discussion of what my findings reveal
about the details of such irregularities, and, in the process, to pinpoint some of the ways in
which these details challenge my initial conceptualizations of what I might discover about the
concept of cultural identity and its permutations prior to entering the field. To accomplish this
goal I turn to the pages of the conceptual framework chapter of my dissertation proposal. There,
in the course of delineating a series of objectives that evolved from my interest in my topic of
research, formulations that culminated in the framing of my main research questions (see
Chapter 1. Significance, under #1, pp. 7. 8), I pose the following question:

“...are my

participants one thing once and another at another time, or are they all things at once and none
at another?" Looking at the portion of the findings that tell of the ways participants select and
combine their identities in the United States, the generalized and simple answer to both portions
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of this question is in the affirmative. However, ideas begin to diverge, and the findings begin to
form new patterns when, in addressing such identity positions as differentiation, camouflage,
and submersion, the various participants disclose further details about the how and the when of
alternating between at least two identities.
Let us first examine differentiation. When Lusyn embarks on a search of one of the tw o
identities with w hich she constructs and signifies her specific position of cultural hyphenation—
the Armenian—she leaves the impression of keeping herself anchored in the other—the
American. This kind of alternation betw een identities, the first of which is perceived by its
subject as more of a premise for an argument for a sense of self, and the other as the given
launching ground for the process of the search itself, is clearly not in conformin' with being
“...one thing once, and another at another time....’* There is a lesser sense of an apparent break
between the tw o identities and a greater sense of a straddling effect: persistent exploration of
one identity w hile remaining in provisional appropriation of the other.
Likewise w ith submersion, what I call a strategically situational hyphenated identity,
the apparent perplexity that grips Azneev each time she tries to describe what she thinks her
identity to be—Armenianness or its other, Americanness—also does not approximate the state
of'‘...being one thing once and another at another time../' Although it does find itself
approximating a state of being one thing once and then, “...none at another..." This flipflopping leaves Azneev w ith the uncertain prospect of neither identity as the signifier of her real
self.
In camouflage, by the same token, signification is the function of negotiating among
three identities, although the third, the hyphen itself, only precipitates when and because the
two. the Armenian and the American, conjoin to form the hyphenation. The spilling over or the
sedimentation of the hyphen as its own discrete entity (identity) hints at Hall's (2001, p. 43)
position on the untranslatable, the hyphen, always residing outside representation, the
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hyphenated identity of Armenian- Americanness. The how of signification in this instance
hinges upon the act of holding onto a hyphenated sense of cultural identity while identifying
with the preferred one. the singular concept of Armenianness. and to retreat into the “protective
shell" of hyphenation to fend off Armenianness. seen as an integral sense of self, from
Americanness, an identify also recognized on a provisional level. Thus what is at stake here is
also other than a question of either/or. My decision to define hyphen and hyphenation as a third
identify in the case of camouflage, and not of differentiation, is due to Sarin, the signifier of this
identify position, when she talks about the hyphen more overtly as a means of signification,
especially as a measure of negotiating—using hyphenation itself—one of the two components
in the presence of the other.
Again, with regard to submersion, alternating between the two identities reveals another
interesting phenomenon: not only does one identify' not totally disappear when it is seemingly
submerged and the other essentialized (and this process reverses itself when the pendulum
swings back in the other direction), but that each measure of fluctuation, as it ends in one
identity being submerged in favor of another, materializes precisely at the moment when the
need to essentialize identity reaches its peak.
Moreover, as an overarching concern to each of these identity positions, a question
arises that addresses the concept of hyphenated cultural identify'. If differentiation, camouflage,
and submersion, among others, are hyphenated identity positions, as evidenced by the findings,
what happens to this hyphenation. Armenian-Americanness, during the moments when
signification takes place mainly through one of the tw o components, the Armenian or the
American?
This brings me to another concern I voice within the same pages of my conceptual
framework (see Chapter 1, p. 8), one in which, draw ing on Hall's work. I contemplate the
possibility of the process of signifying in hyphenation as the act of straddling tw o cultural
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identities while seeking to end hyphenation. I ask. "...is it possible that my participants are
agents who straddle two cultural locations while persistently searching for a home to terminate
the bifurcated states of their identities (Hall 1994)?" To respond to this question, an appropriate
analogy, given what the findings reveal, would be to think of the concept of hyphenation, at
least in the instances ot differentiation, camouflage, and submersion, as a floating or provisional
device that hovers over the whole situation while one or the other side of the identity fence is
scaled and exhibited for the process of identification. As for the need to terminate hyphenation,
the findings do indicate its irrelevance, for in each instance alternation and fluctuation between
the two identities seem to continue, a process which in itself contributes to hyphenation
sustaining and reproducing itself. Moreover, it could be suggested of this process of
reproduction that each time identities are conceived and perceived in hyphenation (this is true of
the three mentioned positions), each time what has been an anchor or a floater is revisited, it is
also remade.
There are other types of asymmetry' or imbalance characterizing the relationship
betw een the two main markers of expressions of hyphenated cultural identity. In an even larger
number of such expressions that signify participant identity positions on the continuum, the
relationships between the Armenian and American components on either side of the hyphen as
they pertain to the concepts of national or ethnic identity are left significantly undefined and
vague. Consistently, both throughout the interview s as well as substantial portions of Hyots
School's publications, participants draw upon such markers of identity as "American" and
"Armenian", the United States and Armenia, to evoke the two main components of their cultural
identities. These markers, however, given contextual stipulations, do not necessarily connote a
clear sense of ethnic and/or national affiliation, and thus are not indicators of specific power
relations as such, unless explicitly ascribed otherwise, which, in these cases, they are not. In
other words, contrary to what I sought to find out before entering the field (see Chapter 1, p. 8,
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objective #2): clear instances of interv iewees perceiving the United States as the nation state
context within which a hyphenated cultural identity of Armenian-Americanness could entail
specific relationships of power between some kind of an ethnic self (most likely its Armenian
component) and a national self (most likely its American component) remain scarce.
Specifically in regard to the interviews, several possible interpretations suggest themselves for
the apparent lack of such clarity in the findings.
First, when narrating and sharing stories of their perceptions of themselves and others,
in accounts of the v icissitudes of their identities, participants are liable to talk through concepts
that bring out the meanings of their lived experiences, rather than couch these concepts in the
molds and rubrics of the theoretical constructs of their ethnic and national identities, or various
relationships thereof, in the context of an entity known as the nation state.
Second, extrapolating from the above, it is possible to conclude that the questions I
asked of my interviewee participants led them to pathways of thought that fell short of
broaching such theoretical considerations. What this implies, therefore, is that for the next phase
of my research, I need to revisit these questions and reconsider the thrust of their directionality'
with the aim of ameliorating the present ambiguities.
Third, as I revert back to theory', Radhakrishnan (1996, p. 221) provides a clear example
of the American and non-American, or “other." components of an expression of hyphenated
cultural identity' in the context of a nation state. In this instance not only does Radhakrishnan
describe the relationship between these components as functions of ethnicity (ethnic identity )
and nationality (national identity), but also as functions of power: relationships of dominance
and subservience, assumed by these identities vis-a-vis one another. Each of the phases of
Radhakrishnan's tripartite formulation, which he calls a narrative of ethnicity in the United
States, corresponds to a specific relationship of power between the concepts of ethnicity and
nationality, and within those, between ethnic and national identity. Radhakrishnan's account
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begins with ethnicity subsuming itself under nationality, moves to a state of contention in which
the established status quo is challenged as it leads to a reconfiguration of power relations
between the two identities, and culminates in a state of putative equilibrium: ethnic identity
placed in a relationship of “[balanced] relationality" with national identity. Despite the gap
betw een w hat I anticipated prior to entering the field, and the findings that have emerged around
the narratives of my participants on cultural identity, it is still possible to read Radhakrishnan's
model, w hich is also an indicator of the generational trajectory of the transformation of the socalled immigrant through assimilation, rebellion, and integration into the Americanized
“American", against these findings. The results are mixed as the following notable
discrepancies and similarities emerge between Radhakrishnan's model and my continuum of
identity positions (see Chapter 4, p. 81).
(a)

Discrepancy: Although a second generation United States-born ArmenianAmerican. Azneev still seems to be in the throes of the initial phase of
Radhakrishnan's narrative of ethnicity, as she continues to “hide'Vsubmerge her
Armenianness when outside Armenian environments, particularly when spending
time with the American side of her family. In this case it is possible to suggest that
Azneev’s own mixed parentage plays a role in the kind of dichotomous
identification, which occurs when she submerges one identity to privilege the other,
and within which. Azneev fluctuates between the Armenian and American
components of her hyphenated cultural identity'.

(b)

Discrepancy and Similarity: Although Arlene and Isabella's identity positions,
bicultural integration and fusion respectively, strike reasonable similarities with
Radhakrishnan's third phase, neither of the two participants. Isabella in particular,
since she immigrated to the United States as an infant, have had a particularly long
history of settlement in this country.
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(c) Discrepancy and Similarity: Despite their first generation Annenian-American
statuses, neither of the two student participants. Lusyn and Sarin, signify identity
positions that fully correspond to the second phase of Radhakrishnan's model, that
of the immigrant reasserting his/her ethnicity in the face of the dominant posture of
national identity . Instead, there is a tendency on the part of both. Lusyn*s more so
than Sarin's, to straddle the line between a generally equilibrated hyphenation and a
resurgent ethnicity' that keeps informing this hyphenation.
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These results suggest that although specific concepts of identity—cultural national, or
ethnic—might undergo a developmental process that consists of a sequence of phases, each
phase exemplifying a particular stage of the process, these ideas, products of cultural interaction
that they are. remain available—in an act that negates our imposition of theoretical conceptions
on the actual flow of life—to appropriation long after each of their putative phases is perceived
to have been completed or superceded by its succeeding phase. Therefore in a historical point
well beyond the integrative phrase of Radhakrishnan's model of ethnicity, our present moment
for example, it is possible for a participant to signify an identity' position perceived to belong to
a time in the past or to combine, in a variety of unexpected manners, combinations of identities,
each combination with its fixed point of historical inception.
In the instance of yearbook entries, the emerging peculiarity' is a question of a different
kind of asymmetry, one in which the dominance of expressions of hyphenated cultural identity
is primarily limited to its manifestation as a question of form or structure. These expressions of
hyphenation allow the content or the substance of the identities that are voiced to be determined
by one of their two components, mainly the Armenian one. and in manners that evoke notions
of the concept of Armenian national identity' and the concept of nationalism. In these examples,
therefore, what we have are expressions of hyphenated cultural identity' in which participants
use formal representations of Armenian-Americanness as a conduit to emit and signify' a
monolithic concept of Armenian nationalism.
This apparent lopsidedness pertaining to the content of the identities produced by my
participants raises the following two questions, both in need of further research. Is the obvious
absence of instances of affiliation with expressions of American national identity in these
entries a function of overt and covert expectations within Hyots School's community that
subtends the question of national identification primarily to a domain of Armenianness? Or. is it
that those who wrote the yearbook entries could not externalize in a nationalistic vein—keeping
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to a strict sense of this term—what it means to be an American? If this is. indeed, the case is it
due to the scores of hurdles that have traditionally surrounded the task of defining and
articulating the idea of the United States as the national homeland of those who live within it
and thus espouse a sense of belonging to it? Responding to the second question first, we are
reminded of a number of theoretical ruminations on the concepts of America and American, the
United States, and American identity. Hanchard (1997, pp. 230. 234), for example, points to
the semantic and ontological difficulties entailed in trying to limit the meaning of this identity to
a strict sense of belonging to the United States at the expense of the rest of the American
continent, as well as to the exclusion of what he describes as the pluralism that epitomizes the
cultural and historical meanings of this continent. More pertinent and specific to the purposes of
this discussion, Walzer (2000. p. 186) invites us to consider the blatant inability demonstrated
by the use of the word American in its adjective form in automatically connecting with the
cultural and historical beginnings and genealogical ties of the people who coalesce to form the
United States. "...The United States isn't a 'homeland" (where a national family might dwell),
not at least, as other countries are, in casual conversations and unreflective feelings...?' posits
Walzer (2000. p. 187) in this regard, as he goes on to situate the relationship among the
concepts of national, nation, and home in the context of North American immigration history.
...It is [the United States] a country of immigrants who, however grateful they are for
this new place, still remember the old place. And their children know if only
intermittently, that they have roots elsewhere.... some awkward sense of newness here,
or of distant oldness, keeps the tongue from calling this land "home?'
In the case of the first question converging several historical and theoretical formulations
helps prov ide a plausible explanation for the preponderance of examples of yearbook entries in
w hich references to Armenian national identity and nationalism dominate the content of the
otherw ise formally conceived expressions of hyphenated cultural identity.
First, there is Tololyan's (1988) mention of "Diaspora Nation," an ecclesiasticallyadministered conception of Armenian ethnicity aimed at shielding Armenianness as long as the
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Armenians were to remain in a state of exile from their homeland. This concept, which
according to Tololyan (1988) is both well-entrenched in the Armenian Diaspora communities of
the Middle East, where it was initially consolidated, as well as prevalent in the United States,
where it traveled with those Armenians who emigrated from the first location to establish the
Diaspora communities of the West, has its antecedents in an older one. the concept of "Millet”
(Turkish tor people and nation). Ascribed by the Ottoman rulers to religious minorities who
lived under their sway, membership in the "Ermeni Millet" (Turkish for Armenian nation) was
to allow Armenians a form of confessional representation w ithin the framew ork of the Islamic
polity. It was this task of administering and maintaining the "Armenian Millet" that initially,
posits Toloyan (1988). propelled the hierarchy of the Armenian religious strata, particularly of
the Armenian Apostolic Church, to assume and advocate the dual leadership role—
ecclesiastical and national—of its constituent communities in the Diaspora. Yet. Tololyn (1988)
attributes the fusion between the Armenian Church and a national sense of belonging to
Armenianness to an inclination and an era that even predates the experience of Millet,
perceiving martyrdom and sacrifice on the path of Armenian nationhood and Armenian
Apostolic Christianity as synonymous and inseparable.
Second, the protective feature common to both Diaspora Nation and Millet strikes a
conceptual parallel with another formulation, one that speaks to a historical transition from a
pre-modern agricultural to a modern scientific/industrial world, from Gemeinschaft to
Gesellschaft (see Thompson 1989. p.49), during which a given ethnic group is thought to
demonstrate the dual desires of carefully guarding the key premises of its pre-state cultural
community w hile seeking to participate in the process of building a modern political society, a
nation state. Thompson (1989, p. 61) names this joint desire as "the dialectic betw een ethnicity
and the state". Smith (1987, p. 166) refers to it as the opportunity to participate in the two
constituent historical versions of the concept of nation: the pre-modern one of the ethnic nation
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and the modern one of the territorial-political nation. Wallerstein (1991) broaches the idea when
speaking to peoplehood as a concept that entails several subcategories, among them those of the
nation and of the ethnic group: the first connoting a sociopolitical category and the second a
cultural category (a description of social communities).
Third, arguably, in light of this framework, neither in their historical experience with
the concept of Millet, nor subsequently, during and in the wake of the 1915 Genocide, while
being deracinated and dispersed from their homeland, were the Armenians provided with the
full opportunity to participate in the process of building their own political nation.
Fourth, in the United States the choices available to Armenians historically have been
between assimilation and the more recent option of signifying with a hyphenated cultural
identity—an identity position I maintain many Armenians assume formally, if not substantially,
as borne out by the example of these yearbook entries. Nevertheless, a third tendency within the
Armenian communities in this setting has been the option of continuing with the concept of
Diaspora Nation, combining as it does, the urge to fend off Armenian ethnicity against
assimilation, the historically unfulfilled desire to participate in the process of forging Smith’s
(1987) political-territorial nation, which in this instance is postponed to the ultimate moment of
return to the homeland.12 and the older concept of nationhood, itself a mix of ecclesiastical and
quasi-secular (quasi-national) ideologies.
Last. I suggest it is the assumption of a position that pertains to this latter option, as it
transposes itself onto the sociopolitical context of the United States, that, in these
aforementioned yearbook entries, challenges and prevents references of the type similar to those
conferred upon Armenian national identity from being imparted to its counterpart, the concept
of American national identity.

12 This act strikes a similar cord with the idea of the long-aw'aited moment of return to the abandoned or
lost homeland as expounded in the concept of Old Diaspora (see. Hall. 1994: Suny. 1993). a concept
whose definition of the meaning of Diaspora concurs with the one of Diaspora in Diaspora Nation.
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The concept of hyphenated cultural identity' resurfaces in other examples of Hvots
School s publications, in its promotional brochures as well as its messages delivered by its
leadership, all of which evoke issues of the school's educational objectives, its mission, and the
accounts of its accomplishments during the course of time. In these examples hyphenation as a
type of cultural identity appears to be constructed according to processes that more often than
not ascribe such attributes as tradition, the past, and the preservation of this past, to its
Armenian component, and in turn, modernization, innovation, as well as the temporal concepts
of present and future to its American one. Although somewhat tangential to the main thrust of
my concern (see Chapter 1, page 8). which seeks to fathom respective positions of ethnic and
national affiliation as functions of power in the relationship between these two components, it is
appropriate to consider the ascription of such specific combinations of attributes to each
component, as revealed by this portion of the finding.
To begin with, these examples of Hyots School's publications, in contrast to the earlier
ones, tentatively render the United States as the nation state context of the school and its
community. Within this context, on the other hand, the binary division, which separates
Armenianness from Americanness—ergo tradition from modernity; ergo ethnicity from
nationality—leaves little choice but to return us to the conversation between Hall and Maharaj
(2001. p. 47) in which Maharaj warns against compulsive renderings of the kind that duly
perceive of what represents difference, in this case the ethnic, as the pre-modern "other" of the
modem world, thus of the national. In fact the Armenian component's specific dispositions in
these examples of hyphenation make it susceptible to the cogency of another related idea by
Maharaj (2001. p. 47) in which he raises the merit, in the setting of modernity and the West, of
not speaking of difference, again, the ethnic, as "...simply an archaic obsolete element that,
given time, will modernize..." Finally the outcome of such treatment of difference. I suggest,
renders the idea of sustaining equilibrated (equiponderant) examples of cultural hyphenation
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redundant, since it means a forceful subordination of difference: the domination of a singular
identity, and for all intents and purposes, the virtual disappearance of difference from the
concept of hyphenated cultural identity .
In light of the prominent position ascribed to the culturally hyphenated concept of
Armenian-Americanness within participant stories of identity and throughout the breadth of the
literature published by Hyots School, prudence requires a deliberate consideration of the
following issues:
(a) the degree to which the present usage of the hyphenated concept of ArmenianAmericanness is descriptive of its contents, be this in Hyots School's formulations of its
educational and cultural objectives, or in the messages the school's leadership delivers
to its various constituencies, or, perhaps more importantly, in teacher discussions about
the school's curriculum, insofar as this curriculum is influenced and guided by given
articulations of cultural hyphenation as a concept.
(b) the level and ty pes of existing semantic incongruities between a prima facie
interpretation of the concept of hyphenated cultural identity7 (Armenian-Americanness),
on the one hand, and the actual multiplicity of articulations of ArmenianAmericanness—revealed in participant stories of identity' and in the pages of Hyots
School's yearbook—as they characterize the ontological complexities of such identity',
exemplified through asymmetries, ambiguities, and absences, on the other.
(c ) the degree of relevance of the presence of such incongruities, and/or of making
deliberate efforts to keep their messages in mind, to the work of curriculum
design and implementation in Hyots School.
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Curriculum
An abundance of views emerge on the concepts of cultural, national, and ethnic identity
in the findings that pertain to the curriculum, particularly to its Armenian component, and to the
relationship between this component and its English counterpart at Hyots School. These views
are expressed by the teachers, mainly those responsible for the Armenian Studies component, as
well as by Hyots School's principal, a person who occupies a very critical role in regard to what
is taught and how it is taught in the school. The range and scope of these views, of what is
posited in the way of specific pedagogic concerns, teaching methods, educational
considerations, and cultural objectives are overwhelming.

Figure 21: Conceptualizations of curriculum and pedagogy and their links to Armenian cultural
and national identity' in Hyots School.
First, a pedagogical as well as ideological wedge seems to separate Hyots School's
principal and Angakh, the teacher in charge of the Armenian Studies curriculum for third
through fifth grades. In conceptualizing curriculum and pedagogy and their links to cultural
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identity, the principal places the students in charge of their own educational well-being and
perceives of what she describes as their perpetually remade identities in an overlapping fashion
with that of the school's identity, Angakh in a different vein, prescribes the infusion of
essentialist and atavistic concepts of Armenian cultural identity as a transmission by Hyots
School and its Armenian educators to the students, as the members of the future generation.
Second. HM, the teacher responsible for the Armenian curriculum in sixth through
eighth grades at the school supports a teaching approach, which by virtue of its tendency to
emphasize persuasion and inducement, and its aim to develop student autonomy in researching
issues of Armenian language and culture, treads a fine line between, respectively’, the positions
of her colleague in the lower grades and of her principal. HM's tilt towards Angahk's position
emerges when we hear of her preoccupation with the notions of national resurgence—somewhat
akin to the latter's vision of the school being able to successfully stir the students in the
direction of what she describes as an untarnished Armenian past, and to reconstitute this past as
a means of ensuring the longevity of the Armenian nation. By’ the same token, it is when HM
raises the possibility of a more reciprocal teacher-student relationship within the Armenian
classrooms that she echoes the principal’s advocacy of critical reflectivity in the daily work of
self-identification—thus also leaning towards this position.
Third, when the principal and the Armenian Dance and Song teacher. Zaven, speak to
issues of significance of the kind of pedagogy both participants advocate for the students,
particularly the concepts of the ‘'natural" and the spontaneous in teaching, instead of a wedge
separating their views, it is a bridge that funnels them towards a possible point of convergence.
The two educators seem to chart common grounds when they’ speak about child-centeredness as
an approach to delivering the curriculum, about the ability to maintain an unpretentious (nonperformance-based) posture while teaching through various media of communication such as
language and dance, and about the need to establish a direct connection with what has
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immediacy to both teaching media and to learners. Their views begin to diverge, however;
perhaps moderately so. when the dance teacher draws a direct link between his explanation of
naturalness in teaching Armenian folkloric dance, and the concept of the national and its
preservation for the students. Divergence in this instance is defined not so much by a clear
ideological difference between these two educators on the necessity to achieve Armenian
national identity via a pedagogy they hold in common, but on the degree of autonomy and
authority each is willing to imagine for the students in the process of constructing and
maintaining this identity. Nevertheless, when compared to the rift between the principal and
Angahk's pedagogic postulations of the same, this diversion is of a slighter degree. Despite all
three participants' concerns in regard to the challenge of maintaining Armenian cultural
identity, in the case of the principal who imputes a greater degree of autonomy to the students in
this matter, it is Zaven's position, with its focus on the non-performative and the selfreflective/(self-communicative) aspects of such maintenance that strikes a closer resemblance to
that of his supervisor's.
Fourth, as the principal and the three Armenian teachers traverse the boundaries that
merge as well as separate such curricular approaches as the student-centered (autonomous and
self-reflective) from the teacher-directed (infusive or persuasive); the spontaneous (relevant to
learner need and teaching media) from the adult-imposed; and the fixed and the permanent from
the transient and the contingent, we are brought to another curricular conjuncture. Standing at
the threshold between what she describes as pre-modeled themes and motifs prescribed by
teachers of the Armenian curriculum and her own perceptions of creativity and imagination as
innate requirements of the field of art is Hyots School's art teacher. In her w ork, as it melds the
English component of the school's curriculum, w hich she represents, with Armenian component
of the curriculum, Rosie addresses issues of Armenian cultural and national identity not only by
straddling the line betw een her perception of others' reifications of the national, on the one
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hand, and what she considers intrinsic to the process of artistic creativity, on the other, but also
betw een her ow n preconceptions of the meanings of Armenianness and the creative in art.
Lastly, the information provided by the findings on Hyots School's curriculum helps to
further clarify the inherent complexities that are germane to the ways this curriculum reflects
the concepts of cultural, national, and ethnic identity posed by one of my main research
questions. A sense of the unexpected prevails within this constellation of convergent and
divergent view s on the curriculum and its relationships to cultural identity , as maintained by
participants. These view s encompass a range of nuances that further complicate the surprise
element suggested by the findings, in turn preparing the grounds upon which to propose a range
of new questions. Further research wall be needed to provide answers to some of these questions
the implications of w hich, in addition to the issues raised by the questions themselves, might be
of interest to Armenian schools and educators elsewfiere throughout the United States who
encounter similar challenges as those faced by Hyots School.
What kind of collective awareness exists on the part of those w ho espouse the polysemy
of similar and dissimilar, convergent and divergent, view points on Hyots School's curriculum
as reflective of the concept of cultural identity?
Are these differences and similarities subject to open debates and discussions among
teachers (and for that matter parents) and administrators, particularly the principal, in her role as
educational leader, w ithin the school?
What experiences do the participants in these debates, if promoted, offer to share on
maintaining and enhancing the relationship betw een such issues of pedagogy as
developmentaily appropriate curricular materials with relevance to student life, on the one hand,
and the various implications to the curriculum of addressing the concepts of culture and cultural
identity, on the other?
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Given the limitations inherent in the relationship between pedagogic and identity-based
issues, how have such discussions, contributed if at all, to a further enhancement of awareness
on the part ot the discussants and others of ways to achieve a more desirable mixture of these
two issues?
Finally, given the diversity of views on the curriculum as reflective of cultural identity,
what measure do the administrators and teachers in Hvots School adopt in order to productively
negotiate between issues of cultural identity and the pedagogic requirements of the curriculum,
including those of its various subject areas?
School
Inference 1
In the first section of this discussion I review7 and discuss aspects of my findings in
which participants present their perceptions of Hvots School's identities and roles; in the latter
instance, mainly the multiple functions it assumes as mediator between the Armenian family
and the American society. In particular. I have in mind views in which the school is cast as a
force that enhances the process of restricting mainstream access to the immediate circle of the
family; or diverts the course of such access, and provides the family w ith increased
opportunities to augment its ties to the broader network of its surrounding Armenian
communities.
In his various theoretical formulations on the role of ethnic schools, including the day
schools, in maintaining ethnic language, culture, and identity in the United States. Fishman
(1980) addresses this phenomenon by introducing the two concepts of "minority language
home-and-community” (p. 168) and [effective] "areas of compartmentalized behavior” (p. 171).
In the first one Fishman conceptualizes the environment of the family in its primary setting
within the ethnic community as the central component of a series of concentric circles that
represent the mainstream societal system. With the second, Fishman, speaking to an optimal
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situation, refers to concerted organizational efforts on the part of the ethnic community to fend
off mainstream encroachments into the community before its membership, particularly the
children and the adolescents, reach the age of more sustained participation within the outer
layers of the societal circles and are exposed to the increasing assimilatory influences of the
mainstream.
It is Fishman's (1980. pp. 168: 171) assertion that when '‘compartmentalized home-andcommunity arrangements’' are successfully coordinated between the ethnic family and, as it
relates to this discussion, the ethnic day school, a condition is reached which he calls -‘minority
ethnolinguistic continuity”, a continuum of ethnic language (ethnic mother tongue in Fishman's
words) and culture. Yet, despite such position, in his overall appraisal of the ethnic day school
in effectively curbing the long-term sway of assimilation, as directed towards home-andcommunity by the mainstream society, Fishman (1985, p. 375) remains skeptical. And.
accordingly, his position on the likelihood of minority ethnolinguistic continuity persisting
indefinitely in the present context of the United States also remains unconvinced. This despite
numerous overtures in Fishman's work (1966, p. 94) with which he praises the ethnic day
school for such qualities as its ability to be the primary provider of the most "intensive and
prolonged" type of ethnic education for its constituency within the United States, or speaks of
ethnic schooling as constituting "...a world...rich in faith...feeling...and...dedication..."—all
factors conducive to ethnic community maintenance and continuity (Fishman, 1980, p. 237)—
which w hen taken at face value appear to contradict the main thrust of his argument.
All the same, broadly speaking, Fishman's (1985, p. 375) main position on the efficacy
of the ethnic day school as agent of effective long-term enculturation into ethnic language and
culture show s this institution at its best w hen it combines a modified version of this process
with the one of gradual acculturation into the mainstream of United States society. As a point
of clarification. Fishman's assertion of this position, as w ell as the ones that seem to contradict
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it. would have to be understood first from the vantage point of his concept of ethnicity
constellation: ethnicity, language, and religion (1964 & 1985). and second as it pertains to this
concept in the context of two distinct approaches to maintaining and reviving ethnicity and
ethnic identity in the United States, the language maintenance approach and the group
maintenance approach.
Next. I reiterate the broad conceptual precepts, as revealed in the findings, of how
Hvots School, in its various roles and identities, contributes to the process of obtaining
Fishman’s effective areas of compartmentalized behavior. These precepts could also be
perceived as describing the manner in which the school introduces what I call ’‘enculturation
wedges”: attempts on its part to assist the Armenian family in arresting the continuous
momentum of the processes of assimilation and acculturation:
a.

by allowing what one participant refers to as the language patterns of a family,
analogous to Fishman’s minority ethnolinguistic continuity, to prevail beyond the
confines of home-and-community, in the world outside.
As the findings demonstrate the enculturation wedge introduced by the school in this

instance is both tenuous and impermanent. These qualities are true not only in regard to what
happens during the years the students are in attendance at Hyots School—as English begins to
loom more prominently wuthin the curriculum—but also for the time when they' graduate and
enroll in non-Armenian schools where opportunities to speak Armenian sharply decline (see
Chapter 4. Manushag. pp. 100. 101 & 103: Robert, pp. 99.100).
b.

by extending and expanding the intra-ethnic breadth and scope of the netw ork of those
families that currently espouse simultaneous membership of the school and the
Armenian parishes that feed the school (Hvots School as social nexus. Chapter 4. pp
116. 117). and by providing those w ho perceive themselves to be on the periphery of
the mainstream of the Armenian community w ith the necessary levers to enter a more
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vital relationship with this community (Hyots School as community center. Chapter 4,
p. 117).
Fishman (1961. p. 343) describes the effectiveness of this type of enculturation w edge
as mainly a function of gaining and maintaining social relations, rather than obtaining
ethnolinguistic continuity for and within the ethnic community. He also attributes the successful
implementation of such a w edge to settings and situations where there is a significant denseness
of cultural and organizational w eave to the ethnic community . To this effect, as attested to by
one of my participants (see Chapter 4. A Caveat, pp. 117, 118). due to the scattered and
fragmented nature of the geography of the community' that defines its ethnic context. Hyots
School is at a relative disadvantage.
c.

by reinforcing and reaffirming the legitimacy of the ethnolinguistic practices of Hyots
School's member families, surrounded as they are by mainstream American society, as
the school reproduces these practices within its own environment (see Chapter 4. Annia.
p. 115).
Pertinent to this view' of Hy ots School’s identity', and to the effectiveness of such a

w edge of enculturation. Bradunas (1988, pp. 17; 18) comments on the ability' of the ethnic
communities to discern the somew hat improved likelihood for the long-term survival of their
cultural traditions when practiced collectively in the setting of ethnic day schools—as opposed
to being confined to the domain of the family—especially w hen w'hat is learned in these settings
is automatically looked upon as genuine and authentic by the ethnic communities (see Chapter
4. Arpi. pp. 108. 109).
As partial an assessment as this is of Hyots School's viability' to obtain, in tandem w ith
the Armenian family, Fishman's areas of compartmentalized behavior, thus succeeding to limit
the influences of such forces of the mainstream society as its dominant language and its
prevailing cultural norms, these w edges of enculturation do not seem to be either fully or
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permanently effective. On the whole, these results appear to confirm rather than refute
Fishman s skepticism of the ethnic day school as an efficacious provider of lasting
ethnolinguistic continuity. More specifically. Hyots School seems unable to fully impede the
countervailing pressures that are transmitted by impermanence and fragmentation to tiie goals of
sustaining ethnic family language patterns and expanding ethnic community networking ties.
Inference 2
I now draw upon the participants' perceptions of Hyots School's roles as it configures
with family and society and on the participants' perceptions of Hyots School's identities as well
as on other instances throughout the findings, to consider a paradoxical situation. The gist of the
paradox lies in concurrent but competing definitions and expectations of Hyots School as a
locus for both formal and informal ethnic education.
Reflecting on the broader topic of ethnic day schools in the United States. Fish (1988,
p. 262) addresses this paradoxical circumstance by first ascribing these two forms of education,
as it is customarily done in the discourse of ethnic education, to the domains of the ethnic
school and the ethnic family respectively. Implied in Fish's comments in the same passage, as
implicitly understood within this discourse, is the association of formal educational contexts
(environments) with the didactic aspect of things, and of their informal counterparts with a way
of acquiring knowledge that speaks to naturalness, spontaneity7, and to the forces of the
unconscious.
Citing the example of a Greek day school Fish (1988. p. 262) then goes on to
extrapolate that each decision to establish an ethnic day school in the United States is a
conscious admission on the part of its founders and constituents to tackle the problem of
maintaining and transmitting ethnic language and culture by means of formal rather than
informal home-and family-based ethnic education. With this proposition, however, Fish
manages to take a further step and challenge, willingly or otherwise, the binary aspect of
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thinking about issues of ethnic pedagogy by questioning the merit of the position that ascribes
an ideal status for the state of natural and unconscious internalization of ethnic education. She
does this when she speculates about the degree of naturalness ascribed to the process of learning
how to say grace in Greek at the dinner table at home, since it both entails recurrent and
repetitive involvement and requires "time" and "effort" Fish. 1988, pp. 261, 262). Fish's
challenge inadvertently allows the possibility to place both formal and informal teaching and
learning about ethnicity and ethnic and national identities on a more equal footing within the
two distinctly separate yet intricately linked domains of the family and the school. If. as raised
by Fish, natural pedagogy is subject to suspicion within the family, conversely it is also possible
to envision naturalness within the school.
My findings are in reasonable congruence w ith the challenge Fish poses, provided one
is willing to expand the concept of ethnic education beyond its commonly held linguistic and
cultural connotations to include socialization amongst kin. a provision of consistent quality care
for children—from the ethnic family to the ethnic school—and maintenance of the legacy of
Armenianness that participants perceive to have inherited from their forbears.
Three categories of participant expectations of Hyots School overlay and complicate
the traditionally binary divide between the ethnic family and the ethnic day school as the
informal and formal providers of an ethnic education. While some participants expect the Hyots
School to be the formal and self-consciously organized provider of w hat they try to effectively
achieve within their family structures but cannot, other participants rely on Hyots School to
formally reinforce the language patterns and cultural practices they have been able to establish
within their homes. The third category of participants transgresses the norm in this domain, as
observed by those of the first two categories, by expecting the school to be the locus of such
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pedagogies of ethnic education that sustain themselves on the elements of spontaneity,
naturalness, and the un-staged.13
The figure below displays the spread of participants that subscribe to one of the three
expectations of Hyots School, superimposed on the binary grid of the formally organized and
the naturally inspired pedagogies that sen e as the tw o concurrent and competing loci for ethnic
education. The figure's main focus encompasses the details that pertain to the educational
criteria, achieved or not. with which these participants conceptualize the respective roles and
identities of Hyots School.
Formal Education

Figure 22: Three expectations of Hyots School as functions of its identities and roles

First, the concurrent presence of conceptions of Hyots School as a locus of both the formal
(didactic) as well as the informal (natural and spontaneous) approaches to ethnic pedagogy

13 See Chapter 4. respectively. Isabella, pp. Ill, 112-113: Azneev, p. 115; Lupita. pp. 102 & 111;
Manushag. p. 101; Talar, p. 110; and. the Principal, p. 143; Zaven, p. 144.
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echoes the divergent aspect of participant viewpoints on the curriculum (see related discussion
in this chapter, pp. 176-180) as reflective of the concept of cultural identity within this
institution. Second, this dichotomy not only introduces a conceptual quirk in the traditionally
held view of ethnic schools as primarily locations of standardizing and reifying ethnicity and
ethnic identity , but it also suggest the relativity of the concept of learning about one's ethnic
culture naturally and unconsciously, challenging its exclusive pertinence to the domain of the
ethnic family. The following questions are in order.
(a) Given Fish's contention that each act of establishing an ethnic day school is to be seen
as prioritizing standardized learning about ethnicity over its informal, more diversified,
variant, what are the implications of the concurrent presence within Hyots School of
two contradictory views of its identity as functions of teaching and learning about
ethnicity?
(b) How do the various members of Hyots School's community perceive the presence of
this paradox in their midst? How do they feel about it?
(c ) Given the binary' custom of ascribing formal and informal knowledge of ethnicity' to the
domains of school and family respectively, how does the presence of advocacy for a
pedagogy of naturalness and spontaneity' in regard to (ethnic) education affect the
relationship between these two domains within Hyots School?
(d) If it is pedagogy itself that formalizes and standardizes the ostensibly natural and
unconscious process of living ethnically, does it not follow that the idea of (a) pedagogy
of naturalness is an oxymoron? If so. then w hat is it that those who favor a view' of
Hyots School's identity as a locus of natural (ethnic) education have in mind w ith this
idea?
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Inference 3
In a setting such as Hyots School the multivalent and compounded realities that pertain
to the three concepts of identity, curriculum, and school dictate the consolidation of these
concepts into a set of relationships with one another. These relationships, while concurrently
ensuing multi-tiered interactions of distinct yet interrelated nature, in turn, create an
environment within Hyots School that is rife with cultural and educational complexities in need
of further exploration.
The first tier of these interactions links. I propose, inconsistently signified perceptions
of the concept of hyphenated cultural identity—seemingly the dominant expression of identity
within Hyots School—to its curriculum, and by extension, to the school itself. These
inconsistent perceptions, as indicated by the findings, arise from the ways in which this type of
cultural identity is perceived and signified within the school: through the interviewees, by way
of their stories of identity; through the student and parent submissions to the school's yearbook:
and through Hyots School's own outlook on the concept of cultural hyphenation as articulated
in its various publications. Therefore, not only does this situation lead to a lack of a uniformly
perceived and shared concept of hyphenated cultural identity within Hyots School, but also the
various options that are perceived in place of such an identity' are more often than not
incongruous with a symmetrical conception of hyphenation, a construct in which the Annenian
and American components of the hyphenation are balanced, in form, in content, and in issues of
hierarchy—that is. an identity-, borrowing a term from Radhakrishnan (1996) with tw o
relational^ non-hierarchical components on either sides of it hyphen. The relevance to Hyots
School's curriculum of how expressions of hyphenated cultural identity are signified within its
environment is of course heightened the moment these identities engage one of the school's
avow ed objectives, that of cultivating and maintaining Armenian-Americanness. Much depends
on w hat is understood by the use of this concept of hyphenated cultural identity. If w ith each
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use of the concept (Armenian-Americanness) what is conjured is a kind of construct in which its
two adjoining cultures form an identity both normative and balanced, what happens then to the
intricacies of imbalance, ambiguity’, and absence, suggested by the aforementioned
inconsistencies? By the same token, to what extent is the overall design of Hyots School's
curriculum prone to challenges delivered to it by the inconsistencies with which the members of
this school's community as well as the school itself signify their conceptions of ArmenianAmericanness? Extrapolating from this particular situation, what measures can educators within
Armenian day schools in general adopt to increase the likelihood of their respective
curriculums' responsiveness to and inclusiveness of similar inconsistencies, as these may
pertain to significations of hyphenated cultural identities on the part of their various
constituents?

Figure 23: The First Tier.
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With the next interaction, adding to the momentum of the complexity heretofore
generated, curriculum and identity are re-linked within Hvots School's environment. This
second tier of interaction ensues via the introduction of various conceptualizations of both
curricular and pedagogic import, maintained by members of Hyots School's Armenian Studies
faculty and by its principal, w ith each conceptualization carrying its own specific ramification
vis-a-vis the concepts of cultural and national identity. In this regard, how do the convergences,
divergences, and contiguities that characterize the netw ork of relationships among these
conceptualizations reflect on the contents and directions of Hyots School's curriculum as this
school seeks to define—given the challenge of hyphenation—the kind and quality of
educational and cultural participation that is to be elicited from the members of its community?
As suggestion for further research, I propose a conscious examination of such conjunctures
betw een conceptualizations of curriculum and positions of cultural identity to be of critical
importance in establishing the educational and cultural ethos—given the exigencies of having to
negotiate between at least two identities—of other Armenian day schools throughout the United
States.

Figure 24: Second Tier.
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The third tier introduces still further layers of complexity when we examine the
participant perceptions of Hyots School's identities and roles as they engage its curriculum.
Proceeding on two planes, this engagement first challenges the curriculum when a participant
(see Chapter 4. Annia. p. 123) questions—from the point of view of the contents of the
Armenian component—the usefulness of the school's current manner of defining cultural
hyphenation for the families that have ties to the Armenian Republic; and then, when another
participant (see Chapter 4. Manushag. p. 123) raises the relevance to the school's environment
of the complicated nuances that proceed from the unsettled nature of the question of Armenian
national identity, tied as this is to the paradigm of Homeland-Diasporas. Second, what is posited
by the same participants within this engagement also challenges the concept of the ethnic school
as the locus for formal instruction about ethnic practices that were once lived, according to
Fishman (1966). "automatically" and "authentically” within the ethnic family. In this instance
w hat transpires betw een identity and curriculum is a transformation of the meanings of ethnicity
and tradition from that of things fixed permanently and somewhat irreversibly within the
domain of the past (see Fishman 1966; Bradunas, 1988)14 to things prone to transiency and
fluctuation, capable of interpenetrating and of reversing the sequencing order that has
traditionally separated the concepts of past and present in chronological time. This is
accomplished by offering such alternative ideas as "real past” and '‘social past" (Wallerstein.
1991), and. by '‘becoming as well as...being" (Hall, 1994): a condition that recognizes the
rooted aspect of cultural identity as it makes this essentialist concern contingent upon the
process of identification. Finally, stemming from the specificity of its interactions, what also

14 Fishman (1961) does allow a degree of flux to modify the fixedness he imputes to the ideas of ethnicity
and ethnic identity as the once authentically lived experiences of a group's practices and traditions in the
past, reified and symbolized through ethnic schooling in the context of contemporary United States, w hen
he recognizes the key role play ed by the putative homeland of the group in affecting such change.
However, Fishman's idea in this sense, particularly as it relates to the concept of ethnic schooling, is
more from the point of view of ethnicity maintenance than Hall's impermanent, transformational, and yet
recurrent treatment of cultural identity .
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emerges from this tier is the possibility of regarding the educational environment of Hyots
School, and by implication, of similar schools in the United States, as the nexus that both
reproduces the fixed practices of essentialized Armenianness and provides grounding and
facilitation for the unsettled and transformational aspects of the concept of Armenian cultural
identity.

Figure 25: The Third Tier.
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The following figure depicts the multi-tiered interactions that obtain the sets of
relationships between and amongst the three concepts of identity , curriculum, and school in the
context of Hvots School as place.

Hyphenated
Identity

Curriculum
Responsiveness
to Inconsistencies
of Identity
Signification

Armenianness
thnic Schooling

Contents and
Directions of
the
Curriculum
Defining
Cultural and
Educational
Participation

Lack of Norm
and Symmetry

Figure 26: The Relationships Between and Amongst the Concepts of Identity', Curriculum, and
School within Hyots School as Place.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER TO THE PRINCIPAL OF THE HYOTS SCHOOL (NEGOTIATING ENTRY)

Hyots School's Address

3 December 2003
Dear Ms. Principal
I am writing to request that you and other appropriate members of the leadership at the
Hvots School formally consider my wish to conduct the fieldwork for my dissertation in your
institution. I am presently involved in writing a draft of my dissertation proposal, which I hope
to present to my committee by February 2004. Once this document is approved, I will be able to
begin my fieldwork, hopefully by mid to late March 2004.
When I came to Hyots School more than two years ago, to begin my pilot study, you.
Mr. X. and the entire community at the school: teachers, parents, students, and staff were
demonstrably active in trying to make my work proceed under the best of conditions. The
support and enthusiasm I received in every turn of the way w as certainly heartfelt and genuine.
Thus. I am perpetually indebted to all of you for giving me the first hand opportunity to learn
about life in an Armenian day school while surrounded by such positive and constructive
intentions. My memories going back to those days are likewise replete with illuminating and
pleasurable moments.
Now I stand at the threshold of a more trying stage, the fieldwork for my dissertation. In
this context, your school is a familiar site. Researchers like Robert E. Stake (2000) argue
strongly in favor of research options that provide the best learning opportunities for the
researcher, because they are accessible and hospitable. I know' that the credibility we have been
able to entrust in each other will act as a reliable asset for me if I were to reenter the Hyots
School to launch my dissertation fieldwork. Neither have I forgotten your gracious offer of
invitation for me to return to fulfill this goal. Yet. I believe it is only appropriate that I take the
time necessary to elaborate on the details of this stage of my research and the potential
inconveniences their implementation may create for those who w ill agree to be my participants.
Perhaps a good place to start will be to present my statement of the research problem, devote
some attention to the methodology I plan to use to explore its objectives, and follow' through
with a cursory discussion of the ethical considerations required by this type of fieldwork.
Proposed Dissertation Title:
"Searching For Identity": An exploration of narrative, material culture, and curriculum
as representations of identity in one Armenian Day School in the United States
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Statement of the Problem:
Despite the hotly debated nature of the question of ethnic and cultural identity in the
West attention to the topic in the context of Armenian day schools in the United States is at a
formative stage. Using a cultural studies perspective I will draw on narrative, material culture,
and curriculum to explore how the members of one Armenian day school community conceive,
represent, and act on their identities. I will also consider the relationship between these acts and
the school's claims on the question of identity. The conceptual framework of my dissertation
will embed a range of discussions of formations of identity: globalization and socioeconomic
factors on the one hand, and conception of identity in modern Armenian culture and in the
process of Homeland-Diaspora translocations on the other.
Exploring narrative, material culture, and curriculum requires the use of methods of
data gathering and analysis. For this purpose, I plan to interview, observe, and analyze. In
concrete terms this will mean selecting and interview ing a large pool of voluntary participants,
be they parents, students, teachers, and administrators; a total of approximately 15 persons
representing the Hyots School community. It will also mean making consecutive days of
observations in the school. For this I would like to observe both curricular and extracurricular
settings and occasions, the range of which might include spending time in classrooms and
offices, in the gym and the athletic fields, in the library, the teachers' room, the laboratories, and
of course, in the hallways. It will also include participating, when appropriate, in different types
of school meetings and in school sponsored community-based events. Finally, to analyze the
material culture, it will mean having access to a wide range of school publications, documents,
artifacts, student works, etc.
I reckon this process of data gathering and analysis to last until I reach a point referred
to in research as saturation, when, according to Bogdan and Biklen (1998), the data that is
collected appears redundant. I think it will take roughly 3 months before I could reach this
point. During this period I envision my continuous presence on the school premises, as I will
chat with people, conduct semi formal and formal interviews (brief and extended), make
observations, and simply “hang out”.
Slightly shifting the topic, research protocol, I am sure you are well aware, requires
steps and procedures of ethical conduct in order to protect the rights of those who accept to be
the participants, i.e., interv iewees, and the “observed”, in a project. Without the formal consent
of these participants, the provisions of the university's human subjects review boards
discourage the implementation of research. In light of this, I will give every person who agrees
to an interview an Informed Consent Form - to read and sign - designed by me and approved
by the Human Subjects Review Boards at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.
This form will clarify for the participant the complete terms and conditions of the
agreement she/he will enter with the researcher when consenting to the requirements of the
research process. Moreover, since parts and/or the entire length of my dissertation may be
submitted for publication, it is imperative that we reach a prompt agreement on the manner to
present the Hyots School throughout the document. Which of the two options will we agree to
pursue: to allow my writing to reflect the real identities and names of the school and its
community or to revert instead to pseudonyms?
I hope the contents of this letter have given you a clearer notion of the dimensions of
the work I intend to accomplish and a better sense of the outcome I would like to achieve. I also
hope knowing more about the issues that concern me at this stage of my work will assist you
and your colleagues in finalizing your decision on my request. It is my earnest wish that the
work we have started together will continue with an agreement for this new phase to begin in
the spring of 2004. The success of this dissertation to inform the lesser-known aspects of its
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topic - considering that I plan to discuss its data in the form of two publishable articles - will
benefit both the community at Hyots School and myself In this case, the generated impact may
also reach to include other Armenian educators as well as persons interested in issues of
Armenian education and its relationship to the larger context of ethnic and cultural identity.
To close, let me suggest that I stand ready to personally meet with you and other
concerned members of the leadership at the Hyots School: should you feel such venue to be a
preferable way of further clarifying the details and requests of my project as they involve your
school and community.
Thank you kindly Ms. Principal for your time and hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely.

Yeprem Mehranian
990 N. Pleasant Street. Apt. C-4
Amherst. MA 01002-1341
(413)546-5892
ymehrani^Teduc. umass.edu
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APPENDIX B
ADULT PARTICIPANT INFORMED CONSENT FORM SEARCHING FOR IDENTITY
Dear Interested Participant,
My name is Yeprem Mehranian. I am a doctoral candidate in the field of education at
the University of Massachusetts Amherst where I also work as a graduate teaching assistant.
Presently I am involved in gathering data for my dissertation, entitled. “Searching For Identity:
An exploration of narrative, behavior, material culture, and curriculum as representations of
identity in one Armenian Day School in the United States." During the process of data
collection, to explore my participants' thoughts on the question of identity . I will conduct
individual and focus group interviews, visit and observe a variety of classrooms, and examine a
range of student work that will include samples of writing and artwork.
The individual interview will be an open-ended conversation during which I ask a small
number of questions on the topic of identity and allow you to respond. In contrast, the focus
group interview will provide an opportunity to converse on the topic of identity with 3 or 4
other members of your school community. Both types of interviews will last betw een 60-90
minutes. At the beginning or end of your session I may ask you to provide a set of alternative
questions to mine, which in turn, depending on the time of its request, can form a part of your or
another participant's interviews. All interviews will be recorded and transcribed in full; no one
else except myself will have access to the recordings, and, during each interview, to remind
myself of points in need of close attention, I may resort to brief moments of note taking.
Accepting to participate in my research project will mean being an interviewee for one or more
interviews, which you could formalize by signing this Informed Consent Form.
By participating in this study, you will avail yourself of many of its potential benefits,
among them, the possibility' of providing an enticing ambiance for dialogue and discussion on
the question of identity within the community of the Hyots School. Participation in the
interv iews is totally voluntary and you are entitled to inquire about the finer details of the
interview process prior to making a final decision to participate. In the event you decide to
withdraw participation you my do so without prejudice during any stage of your interview.
Given its goals and its setting, should you accept to become a participant in this study, I do not
foresee any harmful risks threatening your well being.
Securing the integrity' of your ideas and the privacy of the information you provide
during your interv iew is of paramount significance. Consequently, in my plan to share my data,
as I write my dissertation and as I take my final oral examination, I will protect your rights
through the following measures:

•

To protect your anonymity' your real name wall neither appear in the working drafts nor
in the final version of my dissertation (only my dissertation chair with whom I will
probably share the '‘raw" data might be privy to this ty pe of information). Instead. I w ill
use pseudonyms, which I hope you will assist me in creating.

•

I will provide you wdth complete copies of the interview transcripts to review, and.
should you wish, of the interview audiotapes.
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•

I will store your tapes and transcripts in a secure location during the entire data
collection and analysis period.

•

You will be entitled to withhold part or parts of your interview, observation, or
document data from being used by me until three months following the last data
collection date.

I hope the information I have provided has helped you make a final decision on whether
to participate in my research project. If you need further clarification on any of the processes I
have discussed in the above please do not hesitate to inquire.
Thank you so much for taking the time to consider this form carefully. If you already
have made a decision please let me know. If you need more time to do so. you may contact me
in the near future using the information below. Your signature on the next page indicates your
willingness to participate.
Respectfully,

Yeprem Mehranian
990 N. Pleasant Street. Apt. C-4
Amherst. MA 01002-1341
Tel: (413) 546-5892
Cell: (413) 687-9556
ymehrani(a)educ. umass.edu
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APPENDIX C
ADULT PARTICIPANT INFORMED CONSENT FORM INTERVIEWING: CONTACT
INFORMATION & AGREEMENT SEARCHING FOR IDENTITY

Thank you so much for your decision to participate. I hope the work we do together will
be an exciting, educational, and enjoyable experience for both of us.
Please take a moment and provide the following information:
1.

In addition to participating in the individual interview, would you like to
participate in a focused group interview as well?
Yes_

No_

Your Postal Address:

2.

Your Telephone Number(s): _

3.

Your Electronic Mail Address:_

Agreement:
I. Yeprem Mehranian. agree to honor the provisions outlined above in conducting the
research described.

Researcher signature

date

I. the undersigned, understand the information provided above and choose to participate
in this study.

Participant signature

date

Participant name

date

APPENDIX D
ADOLESCENT (STUDENT) PARTICIPANT INFORMED CONSENT FORM SEARCHING
FOR IDENTITY

Dear Interested Student.
My name is Yeprem Mehranian. During the next few months you w ill see me in your
school often, talking to different people and visiting classrooms. I w ill be doing this to help
myself w rite a very long research paper called a dissertation. My topic is on Armenian day
schools in the United States and on the attitude of the various members of these schools about
who they are as people, in other words, about their identity. When I finish writing my
dissertation. I w ill graduate from the University of Massachusetts w here I am a student myself,
and I w ill receive a degree that is called a doctorate.
One w ay I plan to talk to people whenever I visit your school is by interviewing them.
During these interview s I will ask the teachers, students, parents, and administrators to tell me
about the United States, about Armenia, about being an American, about being an Armenian,
and about your school. When I come to your classrooms. I hope to be able to see some of your
work and to talk to vou about it.
Now7,1 want to tell you a little more about the interview's and see if you will be
interested in becoming a participant in my project. There will be two kinds of interviews:
individual interviews and group interview's. In the first kind, you w ill be only talking to me,
answering the questions I w'ill ask you about your identity. In the second kind. I will still be
asking the questions, but you will often respond by conversing with 3 or 4 of your peers. Both
kinds of interviews will last between 60-90 minutes. All interviews will be audiotaped in order
for me to be able to transcribe them later. Transcribing is w hen you play back the tape of an
interv iew and enter the data into a computer file. Later. I will analyze this data to w rite my
dissertation. Should you participate in an individual interview, there is a good chance that I will
ask you to consider being in one of the group interviews as w ell.
Now, I w ould like to call your attention to several more points, in the form of questions
and answers, that are important for you to be aware of before we could seriously discuss your
participation in the interview process.
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Do I have to feel obliged to participate? No. the interview's are totally voluntary.
Will I face any harm by participating in an interview'? No. there are no risks or dangers
involved in this process.
Do I have to get special permission to participate? Yes, before you could be qualified,
your parents will have to fully agree by signing a parental permission form.
Will other people inside or outside my school find out that I have participated in this
interview ? No, because instead of using your real name we will use a pseudonym, and
that will keep you anonymous. How ever, if you choose to tell someone, that is fine too.
Can I change my mind in the middle of the interview and decide that I do not want to
participate? Yes, you are free to do so without fear of prejudice, or fear of hurting my
feelings.
How will you use the things I say during my interview ? By telling others about how
young people in an Armenian School in the United States think of who they are and
who they are becoming.
Where will you use the things I say during mv interview ? In mv dissertation, and.
possibly, in professional publications.
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If at this point you are still interested in being interviewed, please ask me for a parental
permission form. This is the document your parents will have to sign if they are to agree with
your participation. When at home you have three tasks to accomplish: (a) review this document
with your parents carefully, (b) give them the parental permission form to review and sign, and
(c) given your parents' permission, fill out and sign page 3 of this document (Student Informed
Consent Form) yourself. Please remember, in case too many students express an interest in
becoming participants. I may not be able to interview every person who returns the completed
forms.
Should you or your parents need further information on the interview process, feel free to
contact me.
Sincerely,

Yeprem Mehranian
990 N. Pleasant Street. Apt. C-4
Amherst. MA 01002-1341
Tel: (413)546-5892
Cell: (413)687-9556
ymehrani^educ. umass.edu
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APPENDIX E
ADOLESCENT (STUDENT) INFORMED CONSENT FORM INTERVIEWING:
AGREEMENT & CONTACT INFORMATION SEARCHING FOR IDENTITY

Thank you for wanting to participate. Please complete this form.
1.

Are you interested in individual interviews only, or will you also want to participate in
a focus group interview?

2.

Your Postal Address:

3.

Your Telephone Number(s):

4.

Your Electronic Mail Address:

Agreement:

date

Researcher signature

date

Participant signature

date

Participant name
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APPENDIX F
PARENTAL PERMISSION: SEARCHING FOR IDENTITY
Dear Parent,
My name is Yeprem Mehranian. I am a doctoral candidate in the field of education at
the University of Massachusetts Amherst where I also work as a graduate teaching assistant.
Presently I am involved in gathering data for my dissertation as a part of which I need to
interview participants interested in sharing with me their thoughts on the question of identity.
Identity in the context of Armenian day schools in this country is the topic of my proposed
dissertation, entitled. “Searching For Identity: An exploration of narrative, behavior, material
culture, and curriculum as representations of identity in one Armenian Day School in the United
States."
During the process of data collection I will conduct individual and focus group
interviews with teachers, students, parents, and administrators of the X School, visit and
observe a variety' of classrooms, and examine a range of student work that will include samples
of their writing and artwork. The individual interview will be an open-ended conversation
during which I will ask a small number of questions and allow my participants to respond. The
focus group interview, on the other hand, will provide each participant an opportunity to
converse with 3 or 4 members of his/her school community on the topic of identity’. All of the
interviews will be audio taped and transcribed. Later, I will use the transcripts to analyze the
data provided by my participant. Accepting to participate in my research project will mean
being an interviewee for one or more interviews, which could be formalized by signing an
Informed Consent Form.
Your child has expressed an interest in becoming a participant in my research project.
His/her participation in an individual and/or focus group interview is conditional upon your
permission. To assist you better with the process of decision-making I have complied a
sequence of questions and answers, which I encourage you to consider.
•

Is my child obliged to participate? Absolutely not, the interviews are totally voluntary.

•

Will my child face any harm by participating in an interview? No. there are no risks or
dangers involved in this process.

•

How long will each interv iew last? Both the individual and the focus group interview
will last between 60-90 minutes.

•

Where will the interviews take place? Adolescent interv iews will be conducted on the
premises of the X School.

•

Could my child change her/his mind at any point before or during the interviewprocesses and withdraw from this study? Absolutely, s/he can do this at any time
without fear of prejudice.

•

How w ill my child's privacy be protected in regard to what s/he expresses during
her/his interv iew? When I analyze and write about my data, I w ill substitute
pseudonyms for my participants' real names.
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•

Who will have access to the tapes and transcripts of my child's interview? Only I, the
researcher, and possibly the chairperson of my dissertation committee, will be in such
position. In addition, the transcripts and tapes of the interview will be kept in a secure
location during the entire data collection and analysis period.

•

How about parental access to the tapes and transcripts of the interviews? Yes. I will
provide your child with a complete copy of her/his interview transcripts to review, and,
should you wish, of the interview audiotapes.

•

How late within the research process can we retain the right to withhold part or parts of
my child's interview data from being used in your writing? Up to three months after the
last data collection date.

•

How and where do you plan to utilize the information provided by my child in her/his
interview? By finishing my dissertation (includes my final oral examination) and by
submitting articles to professional journals for publication, all of w hich will substitute
pseudonyms for real names of participants.

•

How will my child benefit by participating in this study? By thinking carefully S/he
about her/his and her/his peers' identities: who they are as Armenians, as Americans,
and as people in this w orld.

If you decide to allow your child to be interview ed, kindly sign the bottom part of this
form, detach, and send to me with your child. Should you have further questions about the
interview process, my dissertation projects as a whole, or my own personal credentials, please
do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you very much for taking the time to consider this matter: I
look forward to an opportunity to meet w ith you in the near future.
Respectfully,
Yeprem Mehranian
990 N. Pleasant Street, Apt. C-4
Amherst. MA 01002-1341
Tel: (413) 546-5892

Cell: (413) 687-9556
ymehrani@educ. umass.edu

I give my child.permission to participate in
interview s conducted by Yeprem Mehranian for the purpose of the data collection and analysis
stage of his doctoral dissertation.
Parent's name.
Parent's signature.
Date.
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APPENDIX G
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS (ANNA)

Tell me about home.
What in your life brings you to this school? (Years in the school too)
(What brought her to resolve about teaching at Hvots School? The story of the old
Armenian music teacher; what did she specifically engage in that was inspiring to Anna)
You spoke earlier about spending more time outside Armenian circles, why was this?
(In conjunction with the question above it is important that at some point during the
interv iew I learn about Anna's family history.)
(What brought you/your family to this part of the country?)
How does your feeling about yourself and the world change as you travel to and fro the
school?)
How do you think of yourself differently now than when you were younger? (Allow the
interviewee to go as far back as she/he desires)
Can you talk about the role this school plays in the life of the communities of the
Armenians who send their children to it or interact with it?
(Remain attentive to nuances about the question of identity within the school/The example
of the Mormon literature)
Talk about, please, the ways in which the demographic dispersion of the Armenians in the
area affects the kind of community they make together, the kind of community this school
is.
Who do you speak to/(How do you speak) about questions of identity” about being an
Armenian, or an American, or an Armenian-American. or something else, in this school?
What are the things you do or say to your students that remind you of a feeling you
associate with being an Armenian?
Are there other voices in which you hear what you say. or ways of being you remember
after which you model what you do?
Whose voices or ways of being are these?
To what extent do vou/have you integrated Armenian American literature in your
curriculum throughout the years? Why and How?)
(What will happen to Armenians in the future?)

When you think of being an American/Armenian what is it that you think of the most
How would you describe what you feel as you discuss your thoughts on being an
Armenian/American?
At what point during the conversation did you begin to feel that way?

APPENDIX H
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PARENTS (LUPITA)
•

What in your life brings you (and your family) to this school?
(In conjunction with this question it is important that at some point during the interview I
learn about Lupita's family historyAvas she born in the United States for example?)
(What brought vou/your family to this part of the country?)
How does it feel, now that you know you are not one of the very few married to an
Armenian person? (Post PTO conversation)

•

I have not heard you use the word “odar” to refer to non-Armenian persons married to
Armenians, what does it mean to you?
(What are some of the things you feel now as you talk about it?)

•

What does it mean to be married to an Armenian? How is being married to a person of
Armenian ancestry (cultural heritage/identity) different than being a
Latina/Mexican/American woman?

•

W7hy has it been important to your husband to maintain/gain a sense of
Armenianness/Annenian identity for himself and his family? (W7hat has been happening in
this process to the '‘American” and Mexican cultures?)

•

In what w ays do you see yourself supporting your husband maintain his Armenia culture in
this country? (Post PTO conversation) Why is that important to you?

•

How does your husband support you with your sense of the Mexican heritage and culture?
(How important is it to you that he does this?)

•

In what ways are your and your husband's respective cultures similar and/or different?

•

Who do you speak about not being an Armenian, or about being a Latina in this school:
about the sense you have of yourself as you think and act upon the 3 cultures that are a part
of your daily life? (I am not interested in names)

•

Tell me about home.

•

(How does your feeling about yourself and the w orld change as you travel to and fro the
school?)

•

How do you think of yourself differently now than when you w ere younger? (Allow the
interviewee to go as far back as she/he desires)

•

Can you talk about the role this school plays in the life of the communities of the
Armenians who send their children to it or interact with it?
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•

Talk about, please, the ways in which the demographic dispersion of the Armenians in the
area affects the kind of community they make together; the kind of community this school
is.

•

When you interact with your children (and your husband) what cultural influences do the
things you do and say remind you of? What are the things you do or say to your children
that remind you of a feeling you associate with being an Armenian?

•

Are there other voices in which you hear what you say, or ways of being you remember
after which you model what you do?
Whose voices or ways of being are these?

•

How have you changed culturally throughout the years?

•

How do you think of yourself differently now than when you w ere a child, an adolescent?

•

In what w ays do you see yourself differently since moving to the United States? Or. since
forming your family?

•

(What will happen to Armenians in the future?)

•

When you think of being a Mexican (Latina)/American/( Armenian) what is it that you think
of the most?
Is it one culture, two cultures, three cultures? Which one is it? How? is it?

•
•

How would you describe what you feel as you discuss your thoughts on being a
Mexican/Armenian/American?
At what point during the conversation did you begin to feel that way?
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APPENDIX I
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PARENTS
(MANUSHAG)
•

What in your life has brought you to this school? (What brought you/your family to this
part of the country?)

•

Tell me about your past.
(Learn about Manushag's family history)

•

(What is it that you hope for your children to receive by attending an Armenian day
school?)
Tell me about home?

•
•

How does your feeling about yourself change as you travel back and forth, from and
to school?)

•

What doe it mean to be married to an Armenian from the Middle East?

•

How is this different than/the same as being an Armenian from/born in the United
states?

•

In what ways has it been important to you (and to your husband) to maintain a sense of
Armenianness for yourselves and your family? (Vignette: children, and the issue of
language)

•

How and where have your ideas converged and diverged on this issue?

•

What are the things you and your husband do or say to your children that remind you of
feelings you associate with being an Armenian?

•

Are there other voices in which you and your husband hear what you say, or ways of being
you remember after which you (and him) model what you do?

•

Whose voices and ways of being are these?

•

I am having a difficult time finding Armenian men/fathers willing to talk to me! (Where are
they?)

•

(How do you interpret the meaning of staying at home and raising children in the case of a
highly educated and professional such as yourself?)

•

How do you think of yourself differently now' than w hen you were younger?
(Allow the interviewee to go as far back as she desires.)
(How have things changed in your life since your adolescence?)
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•

In what ways do you see yourself differently since living in Armenia?

•

Can you talk about the role this school plays in the life of the communities of the
Armenians who send their children to it. or interact with it?

•

Talk about, please, the ways in w hich the demographic dispersion of he Armenians in the
area effects the kind of communin' they make together: the kind of community this school
is?

•

What do you think of the school hardly having any Armenian men teachers in its
classrooms?

•

(What will happen to Armenians in the future?)

•

When you think of being an Armenian/American what is it that you think of the most?

•

How do you describe what you feel as you discuss your thoughts on being an
Armenia/American?

•

At what point during the conversation did you begin to feel that way?
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APPENDIX J
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS
•

Why do you attend this school? [Tell me the story of how you ended up attending this
school (as much as you remember).]

•

What do you like about your school?

•

How do you choose your friends in this school?

•

What are some of the things you talk about with your friends in and out of the school?

•

Why do you talk about these things?

•

What are the things you do with your friends or say to your friends that remind you of a
feeling you attach to being an Armenian/American/Other?

•

Whose voices, other than yours, do you hear in what you say?

•

Whose way's of being (doing things) other than yours, do you observe in what you do?

•

What are the classes and subjects you like the most? Why?

•

What do you think about your Armenian classes?

•

Which is your most favorite place/space in the school? Why?

•

Which is your most favorite in-school or after-school activity (sponsored by the
school)? Why?

•

Retell, as far back as you can remember, your memories of attending Hyots School.

•

What are two of your fondest memories of attending this school?

•

What are two of your most unpleasant memories of attending this school?

•

What are some of the things that have changed about this school since you have been
attending it? How do you feel about those changes?

•

Where are you going to go after you gradate from this school? Why?

•

How do you feel about having to leave the school soon?

•

How do you feel about going to the school you plan to attend next? What do you know
about it?
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APPENDIX K
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATORS

Life
•

What in your life has brought you to this school? (What brought you/your family to this
part of the country?)

The roles played in the school throughout the years

•

Tell me about your past.
(Learn about Arlene's family history)

•

How do you think of yourself differently now as opposed to when you were younger?
(Allow the interviewee to go back as far as she desires)

Home
•

Tell me about home.

In what ways has it been important to you (and to your husband) to maintain a sense of
Armenianness for yourselves and your family? (Where did your children study/Why?)
(How and/or where do your and your spouse's ideas converge and diverge on this
topic?)

•

What are the things you do or say to your friends and colleagues that remind you of a
feeling you associate with being an Armenian/American?

•

Whose voices. other than yours, do you hear in what you say. or, ways of being that you
remember a fter which you model what you do ?

School
•

Can you talk about the role(s) this school plays in the life of the communities of the
Armenians who send their children to it. or interact with it?

•

How would you describe the particular organizational links and the demographic weave of
the Armenian communities that revolve around this school?

•

Asa member of the executive board of this school what is it that you hope for your students
who attend the school to achieve?
How do you perceive the mission and objectives of this school?

•

Who do you speak to (in this school and elsewhere) about (questions of identity) the
cultures you (need to ) act upon as a part of your daily life?

•

What do vou think of the school hardlv having any Armenian men teachers in its
classrooms?

•

(What will happen to Armenians in the future?)

•

When you think of being an Armenian/American what is it that you think of the most?

•

How do you describe what you feel as you discuss your thoughts on being an
Armenia/American?
At what point during the conversation did you begin to feel that way?
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APPENDIX L
MY LETTER TO A PARTICIPANT REQUESTING A MEMBER CHECK
Greetings Isabella,
I mailed the chapter to you priority mail yesterday. You should receive it by
Monday or Tuesday. Thank you for your patience.
And now. I would like to provide a few suggestions, if I may, about the process
of reading and responding to the document.
You are not obligated to read, in detail, the whole chapter, but only the parts
within it that upon an initial skimming activity seem of interest to you.
In this context, let me tell you offhand, not to even bother with the findings
that appear under Research Question # 2 (pp. 30-36): "What processes of
identification are narrated as the stories are told?" This segment is of a
nature that does not make it so critical to the purpose for which I have asked
you to read the chapter.
The findings under the other three research questions are of equal importance.
Here it w ill be up to your discretion to decide how much of what is there to
consider carefully. As a suggestion I would be very curious on your response to
what I have brought together in the segment that comes under Research Question
#3: "What perceptions of the school's identities do its members invoke?"
Also pivotal is the subsection entitled "The Curriculum", under Research
Question #4: "What are some of the ways in which the literature published by
this school, as well as aspects of its curriculum, reflect cultural, national,
and ethnic identity?"
As for the response you might want to write, it could be brief and succinct.
There are no expectations of you to respond to every segment of the chapter you
end up reading. You could pick and choose: address only one (or more) segments,
an aspect within a segment/sub-segment, etc. The objective of writing the
response would be to express your opinion, to the potential readers of this
dissertation (starting with the members of my dissertation committee), on my
interpretations of the topic I write about? Concretely, does what I say (my
descriptions and interpretations) of the school and the members of its
community seem within a reasonable domain/proximity of your perceptions of
both? Why and how, if in the affirmative: and why and how not. if in the
negative (for instance, are there ideas, characterizations, qualifications in
the text that raise a "red flag"? Which ones? Why?) In other words, your
disagreements or agreements with my perceptions would need some explanation, in
order to provide the reader with divergent and/or convergent points of views on
what is being discussed in the dissertation. Obviously, it is also possible
that you might have a mix of consenting and dissenting views, with and from,
the ones I present. You might want to think about your response as a reaction
paper, a few pages, not more. You will of course remain anonymous in this
function as you have been in your role as an interviewee/participant in the
dissertation.
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Finally, at the moment, in addition to the chair of my committee and I, you
are the only other person who is privy to aspects of my participants' private
lives, to the extent that they appear in the dissertation. As a friendly
reminder, if I may. maintaining the confidentiality of this information w ill
only strengthen the ethical considerations required of the research process.
Should you have any other questions or concerns about the text itself, or the
process of reading and responding to it. please do not hesitate to let me know .
My cell phone number, should you need to contact me by telephone, is (413) 6879556.
Thanks again for agreeing to engage in assuming this responsibility. I hope it
w ill be of reasonable positive use to you. I am certain of the immeasurable
value your feedback w ill bring to me and to the advancement of my dissertation.
Sincerely,
yeprem mehranian
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APPENDIX M
PARTICIPANT RESPONSE TO MY REQUEST FOR MEMBER CHECKING
Hello Yeprem.
I am very sorry for not being able to get my response in time.
Family obligations have been overwhelming. I apologize. I hope this
does not affect your dissertation in any way. I have read the draft
and found it very interesting.
Hope you and your family have a Merry Christmas and a Wonderful New
Year!!
Sincerely,
Isabella
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